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ABSTRACT
The research goals of this Of4R sponsored University Research Initiative entitled "Materials for Adaptive
Structural Acoustics Control" relate directly to the sensing and actuating material which must be integrated to
function in adaptive control of acoustic structures. Thus report documents work inthe second year of the program
and for convenience the activities are grouped une the heading General Swummary Papers, Mlaterials Studies,
Composite Sensors. Actuator Studies, Integration Issues, Processing Studies, and Thin Film Fierroelectrics.
The general p a;pers cover a new comprehensive description of ferroelectric ceramics and their applications,
analysis of high temperature piezoelectrc sensors and the possible application of nonilinearity in enhancing the
"s~marnss of ceramics and composites Scale effects on ferroics wre of increasig interest and the marine in which
n=-scal polar regions cxolti die prqpeMie of relaxe ferroeectrics isagin emphasized.
For material studies the detailed eXaMinatio of the evolution of diffuse, then relaxor behavior in lanthataum
modified. lead titaate has been completed. Interest in the soft PZ~s, relaxor and phase switching materials
continues, with a new thrust developing towards a more complete description of domain walls and morphoropic
phase botundaries in perovskites. Materials issues in the wear out and fatigue effects in polarization switching
sysients have been subjeceed to detailed evaluation and the precautions necessary oo fabricate long lasting materials
whinch will stad 10 switches without any fatgue we delineated.
Senso studies hav continued to focus: on flexiensional composite and have demonstrated both the very
hig hyihusttic senstivity and the amplified actuation reaponse of this oonfiguration. Integration of sensors wihh
the "mooie"actuators has been accompslihed in individual cells Actuto studies cover the gamut flam highly
repuodcible micro positioning usin electr-ostrictive compositions to high swrain polarization switching shape
memnory cenamics capable of driving a latching relay device. Studies of the destruct mechanisms in practical WLA
symms complement the earlier materals work and show the importance of interual electrodes aid consequent stress
for cac* initiation. Integration studies have focused upon more detailed evaluation of 1:3, 2:2 and
tubular 1:3 composites and upon the influence of the polymer characteristic and of face plates aid edge guards upon
sensing and actuation capabilities. In procermig, the intrest in dectooricforming of composites is
contiuning and asembly of inteesting 1:3 composites is demionstrated. Guidelines for the trandu=e application of
PIPcFewulctlveinPaerials have been fornmulated and anuseu classification scheme proposed. Infiber PZTs techniques
for fabricafti thi (30 ti) fibers. are demonstrated, the first successful technique for poling fibers is described and itis
show thdo properly poled fibers have electro-elustic characwistics simnilar to bulk material. Film papers are selected
to reflect the trauadue capabiliie of lead titaat and of phase switching lead zirconate, titanate stannate
-11MI f-I cmoiin
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ABSTRACT
The research goals of this ONR sponsord University Research Initiative entitled "Materials
for Adaptive Structural Acoustics Control" relate directly to the sensing and actuating material
which must be integrated to function in adaptive control of acoustic structures. This report
documents work in the second year of the program and for convenience the activities are grouped
under the headings General Summary Papers, Materials Studies, Composite Sensors, Actuator
Studies, Integration Issues, Processing Studies, and Thin Film Ferroelectrics.
The general papers cover a new comprehensive description of ferroelectric ceramics and
their applications, analysis of high temperature piezoelectric sensors and the possible application of
nonlinearity in enhancing the "smartness" of ceramics and composites. Scale effects on ferroics
are of increasing interest and the manner in which nano-scale polar regions control the properties of

Telaxor ferrelecuics is again emphasized.
For material studies the detailed examination of the evolution of diffuse, then relaxor
behavior in lanthanum modified lead titanate has been completed. Interest in the soft PZTs, relaxor
and phase switching materials continues, with a new thrust developing towards a more complete

description of domain walls and morpho-ropic phase boundaries in perovskites. Materials issues
in the wear out and fatigue effects in polarization switching systems have been subjected to detailed
evaluation and the precautions necessary to fabricate long lasting materials which will stand 109
switches without any fatigue are delineated.
Sensor studies have continued to focus on flextensional composites and have demonswat
both the very high hydrostatic sensitivity and the amplified actuation response of this
configuration. Integration of sensors with the "moonie" actuators has been accomplished in
individual cells. Actuator studies cover the gamut from highly reproducible micro positioning
using eectrostrictive compositions to high strain polarization switching shape memory ceramics
capable of driving a latching relay device Studies of the destruct mechanisms in practical MLA
systems complement the ealier maerials work and show the importance of interal electrodes and
consequent stress concent
for crack initation. Integration studies have focused upon more
detailed evaluation of 1:3, 2:2 and tubular 1:3 composites and upon the influence of the polymer
characterisc and of face plates and edge guards upon sensing and actuation capabilities. In
prcessing, the interest in dielectrphotic forming of composites is continuing and assembly of
interesting 1:3 composites is demonstrated. Guidelines for the transducer application of
ele'rositve materials have been formulated and a useful classification scheme proposed. In
fiber PZTs techniques for fabricating thin (30 pt) fibers are demonstrated, the first successful
mchnique for poling fibers is described and it is shown that properly poled fibers have electroesic hAraersc similar to bulk material. Film papers ar selected to reflect the transducer

6

capabilities of lead titanate and of phase switching lead zirconate titanate stannate antiferroelectric

compositions.
INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes work carried out in the Materials Research Laboratory of The
Pennsylvania State University during the second year of an ONR sponsored University Research
Initiative (URI) entitled "Materials for Adaptive Structural Acoustic Control." The program has a
proposed five year duration and is being carried out largely in five sections each reporting to a
senior faculty member.
These sections are:
Materials Studies
Composite Sensors
Actuator Studies
Integration Issues
Processing Studies

A. S. Bhalla
R. E. Newnham
K. Uchino
J. Dougherty
T. R. Shrout

There is of course a necessary and highly desirable overlap between many of these topic
areas, the reciprocity of the piezoelectric effect which is at the base of many of our studies ensure
that most acutators can also be used as excellent sensors. The composite approaches for which the
laboratory is quite renowned fuzzy the edges of the integration issues and in fact most faculty

practice in more thar one topic ara
Following precedent established over more then seventeen earlier annual reports, this
document presents a very brief narrative summary of the work which has been accomplished
making reference for backup to the fifty-two published studies from the group which are included
as the technical appendices which form the bulk of the report
In this respect, for convenience in reference, the papers are grouped under the following

topic headings.
1.
2.

GENERAL SUMMARY PAPERS
MATERIALS STUDIES

3.
4.

COMPOSITE SENSORS
ACTUATOR STUDIES

INTEGRATION ISSUES
5.
6.
PROCESSING STUDIES
7.
THIN FILM FERROELEC'IMCS
In general discussion, a new generalization of the broad panoply of applications for
ferroelectrics has been given, highlighting the mechanisms which contribute the important
responses. A balanced analysis of high temperature stress/strain sensors is presented, and the

7
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manner in which nonlinearity may enhance the "smartness" inherent in ferroelectric electroceramics
and composites are emphasized. Scale effects are clearly becoming of increasing interest and the

manner in which self assembling nanoscale heterogeneity on an coherent crystal lattice influences
the phase behavior in relaxor ferroelectrics is again emphasized.

For materials studies interest in the soft PZTs and relaxor ferroelectrics continues, but a
new developing thrust focuses upon a more complete theoretical description of domain walls and
morphotropic phase boundaries. This is in preparation for the more complete experimental
information which should come available from studies of domain walls and phase boundaries with
the new coherent source TEM machines now coming into use. In considering wear out and fatigue
mechanism in charge switching systems it is important to separate material issues from the ancillary
problems imposed in the fabrication of practical actuators. A sequence of the papers presented
wraps up a very comprehensive evaluation of phenomena contributing to polarization switching
fatigue in PZT and PLZI' ceramics. It is intriguing to see that from grain grown PIZrs it has been
possible to extract some of the first single crystal data in this system. One notes also that the
continuing refinement of approaches, highlights new experimental needs, such as refinement of the
d33 meter to provide phase information and the full complex d* constants.
For sensing and some actuation functions, the emphasis of the program has continued on
the flextensional moonie systems. The patent has now been issued for this technology. The first

integration of the moonie into a composite sensing and actuation couple is demonstrated and the
ability to control vibration explored. Several more sophisticated systems which seek to exploit
nonlinear properties for very smart composite behavior have also been reported
In actuation, the strong elecrostriction in the relaxor ferroelectric families provides highly
reproducible strain which can be exploited in a wide family of micrpositioners. The application of
mmr conventional piezoelectric actuators in smart systems and adaptive structures is discussed and
the limiting destruct mechanisms for the practical multilayer co-fired devices explored. Clear
evidence of the cracking which occurs at high strain levels is obtained from simultaneous optical
studies. The basic characteristics of phase switching shape memory ceramics are discussed and
their application to a bistable latching relay structure examined.
For applications where a very limited temperature range can be tolerated the extremely high
induced piezoelectric effects near the Curie temperature show very interesting application
possibilities.
The complexities of integration, as exemplified by the piezoceramic polymer composites,
have been explored using examples in 2:2 connectivity, classic 1:3 composite and a new family of
tubular type 1:3 systems. For the tubular geometry significant advantage can be obtained by
control of tube diameter and wall thickness. Economical modes for fabricating these structures are
being actively explored with FMI and with Material Systems Inc. A detailed study of the P(VDF8

TrFe) copolymer system initiated under funding from Sykes Associates has now been completed
and a model proposed which is in good agreement with the experimental results.
Processing related problems in co-fired multilayer actuators (MLAs) are discussed, and a
newer configuration using interdigitated internal electrodes is highlighted. This configuration
permits the fatrication of larger actuators with longer throws. The capability of electrophoretic and
dielectrophoretic forces in permitting the intelligent assembly of pseudo 1:3 composites is
examined and the rheological effects in high K suspensions explored. Criteria for selecting relaxor
ferroelectric composition for transducer applications have also been formalized. Lead zirconate
titantate fibers are of interest for many type of 'smart' structure, techniques for fabricating fibers
are discussed and the first demonstration of poling and piezoelectric response have been effected.
In related thin film work, the nature and origin of the strong orientation effects in sol-gel
lead titanate thin films has been explained. Using the sol-gel method thin films of PSnZT
compositions have been fabricated and the phase switching behavior from antiferroelectric to
femoelectric states under electric fields evident in the bulk ceramics has been confirmed for the film
system.
1.0

GENERAL SUMMARY PAPERS
Increasing interest in the topic of high temperature vibration sensing is reflected in the

balanced discussion in Appendix 1. Commercially available techniques are first reviewed
concentrating on sensors with operating temperatures in excess of 650"C. New piezoelectric
options are underscored in the layer structure and complex pyrochlore ferroelectrics which have
Tc > 1000"C and in new AIN thin film sensors which are piezoactive above 1150"C. In the series
Materials Science and Technology, Vol. H, L Uchino provides a comprehensive discussion of the
fundamentals of ferroelectricity and a broad ranging discussion of the applications of ferroelectric
ceramics to capacitor dielectrics, pyroelectric devices, piezoelectric sensors and actuators, electro-

optic and P'C systems (Appendix 2). The topic of "smart" materials was covered in Volume 18 of
the MRS Bulletin with the introduction discussing development in the field from smart, to very
smart towards Intelligent Materials discussed by the guest editor R. E. Newnham (Appendix 3).
The whole area of size effects in ferroic materials is of increasing interest, stimulated by the very
fine scale microstructures which appear in thin film systems. Appendix 4 discusses scale effects
reaching into the nanometer region and their importance for the conuol of nonlinear phenomena. A
more detailed discussion of the unusual self-assembling self-limiting nanoscale heterogeneity
which develops on the coherent crystal lattice of the relaxor ferroelectrics is given in Appendix 5.
Lead magnesium niobate is the classic example exhibiting unusual glass like dielectric properties as
the polar nantructure attendant in limited ordering of the B site cations freezes in.
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2.0

MATERIALS STUDIES
Examination of the properties of lanthanum modified lead titanate continues the interest in
nanoscale sub-structures with evidence of a texturing in the domain structure of the ferroelectric
phase as the system evolves toward diffuse then relaxor behavior with increasing lanthanum
concentration (Appendix 6). A more comprehensive report will be given in the 1994 annual report
as Dr. G. Rossetti writes up his excellent thesis work on the PLT system. Appendices 7-10 cover
the initiation of more systematic in depth theoretical studies of two of the most important problems
in piezoelectric ceramics, namely intrinsic boundary conditions on the co-existence of ferroelectric
phases at the Morphotropic Phase Boundary (MPB) in PZT (Appendix 7), and that of the detailed
description of domain walls by continuum theory (Appendix 9) and the light which this can throw
upon the fundamentally important gradient terms in the Landau Ginsburg Devonshire Theory
(Appendix 8). These approaches are particularly timely as the new coherent source Transmission
Elecuon Microscopes promises a cornucopia of new data on internal fields in ferroics (Appendix

10).
New experimental information regarding domain wall contributions to dielectric and
piezoelectric response are presented in Appendices 11-13. Since wall motion can produce no
volumetric change at low field levels a separation between intrinsic and extrinsic (domain)
"contribution to response can be effected by considering the temperature dependence of hydrostatic
versus linear piezoelectric responses. Using this method it is shown (Appendix 11) that domains
make the major contribution to response in both doped and undoped PZTs at the 52:48 Zr.Ti ratio.
The use of acoustic emission and concurrent current pulse measurement to separate domain
switching and micro-cracking which can occur in the poling process is discussed in Appendix 12.
An extension of current phenomenological theory to explore nonlinearities in response associated
with domain wall motion is described in Appendix 13. New measurements of nonlinearity in PZT
and PLZT compositions are used to support the theoretical conclusions. Full detail of earlier
studies on fatigue effects associated with polarization switching in PZT and PLZT compositions
are given in Appendices 14-20. These studies focus on material problems associated with
electroding, grain size effects, composition and temperature influences, the effects of porosity and
the vital importance of full density, electrodes and electroding methods, and field induced stress
rcmcen t-r
ion.
It is shown that with proper precautions in these areas it is possible to achieve zero fatigue

after -W09 cycles of field application. In PLZr at the 8:65:35 composition grain grown ceramics
with single grains in the range 50- 100 pt meter diameter, supplied from the Shanghai Institute of
Ceramics have been used to measure the anisouopy of the single crystal dielectric response
(Appendix 21). Using a highly simplified model a qualitative evaluation of the extrinsic domain
contribution to d33 has also been given (Appendix 22).
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For a number of polymer and composite piezoelectrics it is clear that all material constants
are complex. In Appendix 23 a modification to the Bedincourt d33 meter is described which phase
locks the charge detector to the AC force generator. In the phase locked mode the meter will
measure d33 values down to I pC/N and phase angle to 0.05".
3.0

COMPOSITE SENSORS
Sensor studies have focused upon the flextensional "moonie" type systems. A copy of
United States Patent 5,276,657 detailing the several claims for the origination of this concept by
Newnham, Xu, and Yoshikawa is given in Appendix 24 which covers mostly the actuation
function. The design of the moonie type structure for a range of both sensing and actuation
functions is discussed in Appendix 25. Resonant frequencies and finite element analysis of the
stress distribution are considered and factors which affect the integration of both sensing and
actuation in the same package are discussed. This theme is further developed in Appendix 26
which considers explicitly a vibration control element using a moonie actuator and separate
piezoceramic sensor. The device has a dynamic range from 100 Hz to 2,500 Hz and is capable of
sensing and suppressing small - Ilpm displacements at small force levels. "11 topic is developed
further in Appendix 27 which also considers multiple stacked fletnonal structures.
The topic of composite multilayer piezoelectric.piezomagnetic structure is considered
theoeically in Appendix 28 and expressions derived for the effective mapeto-electric coupling in
such structures are derived. Examples of eleictroceuc materials and composite structures which

qualify for the adjective 'smart' are discussed in Appendix 29.
The final moonie flextensional paper (Appendix 30) discusses in more detail the design of
highly reliable units using finite element methods to model shape, material and geometrical
contributions to the response.
4.0

ACTUATOR STUDIES

The relaxor fermelectric nanocomposit discussed in Appendix 5 ae materials which have
useful and important applications in actuator studies discussed in Appendix 31. The absence of
classical stable domain structures in thes materials leads to highly reproducible anhysteritic strain
response for micro-positioning and optical applications. A more general discussion of
conventional piezoelectric actuators and the very wide range of material systems and modes of
operation is given in Appendix 32. Shape memory and semiconductor derived monomorphs are
discussed alog with more conventional piezoelectic stacked elements. A problem in the stacked
actuators made by the co-fire process concerns the stress concentration at electrodes which
tmminate within the ceramic. In Appendry 33 the problem in graphically illustrated by optical
obsevatkin of the cracks which initiate in the regions of tensile stress at these electrode edges. The
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whole range of ceramic actuators is reviewed in Appendix 34 with examples of a wide range of
practical capabilities for both simple and mechanical amplifier configurations.
The topics of actuation in smart systems is taken up briefly in Appendix 35 which is the
outline of a paper presented at ADPA/AIAA/ASMFSPIE. Appendix 36 takes up in more detail the
mechanical damage mechanisms which limit the performance of co-fired multilayer actuators and
discusses an interesting acoustic emission test for diagnosing wear out in actuators used in highly
critical applications like precision machining. It is interesting that the phase switching
antiferroelectric PZT compositions show shape memory behavior and of particular importance as
shown in Appendix 37 is the fact that shape recovery can be activated electrically without
energetically extravagant heating and cooling required in the metallic shape memory systt
Appendix 37 discusses the phenomena in PZSnT and its application to a simple latching relay.
Smart control of actuators is discussed in Appendix 38, and the very high values which can be
achieved in compositions close to the ferroelectric Curie point in some solid solution systems is

determined in Appendix 39.
5.0

INTEGRATION ISSUES
A much moer detailed analysis of the piezoceramicpolymer composite in 2:2 connectivity is
given in Appendix 40. The theoretical study shows that major stress transfer takes place near the
surface so that it may be desirable to have a stiffer polymer in this location. Work on the 1:3
polymer amic composites has been going forward with FMI (Appendix 41) who have facilities
for assembling dhse tubular systems. The results of analysis confirm the advantage of this tubular
configuration and the very high values of dh which can be achieved. The laboratory has been
involved in a comp,rehensive --- eimeta study of the piezoelectric PVDF copolymer (vinylidene
fluoridetrifluoroethylene 75:25) and has demonstrated the complex nante of elastic, dielectric and
piezoelectric constants. To explain the different observed dispersion regimes a two phase

composite model is proposed (Appendix 42) and numerical calculations from the model are shown
to be in good agreement with experiment.
In the final paper in this section (Appendix 43) the effects of surface face plates and edge
strips on the hydrostatic response of 1:3 composite panels are considered. It is shown that the

earlier shear-coupling model provides good guidelines for the design and permits the optimizatio
of geomety and material properties.
6.0

PROCESSING STUDIES
For co-fired multilayer piezoe-ecic actuators it is essential to consider the processing
paraFetePs along with the design of the system (Appendix 44). For the very thin layer low voltage
structurs, stress concentrations at the elecode edges limit application of the simple MILC design
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and it is necessary to go to slits or gaps in these locations to relieve stress. Full plate through
electrodes can only be accomplished for thicker layers and suffer also from the problems of silver
migration. A new type of interdigitated longitudinal mode which can use d33 is discussed and the
performance achieved does permit longer actuators with larger throw. Manipulation of the

microstucture in polymer/ceramic 0:3 composites using dielecuophoretic orientation and chaining
techniques is discussed in Appendix 45. The paper highlights the use of in situ dielectric
itto determine alignment, batch uniformity and as a general quality control technique.
Electrosuiction in relaxor ferroelectric systems occurs with a number of distinct "flavors."
Appendix 46 suggests a useful classification which separates the families into four major
categories. There is a growing interest in the possible advantages of PZT fibers for both passive
and active smart systems in vibration control. Techniques for the fabrication by sol-gel methods,
the poling and testing of very fine fibers are discussed in Appendix 47. It is gratifying to note that
even at 30 g meter diameter the properties are similar to those of an equivalent bulk PZT. The
properties of electrorheological fluids using fine BaTiO3 powders in silicone oil are discussed in
Appendix 48. Under 60 Hz AC fields strong fibril formation was observed optically and turbulent
flow was not observed for fields up to more than 20 Kv/cm. The characteristics observed in yield
stress suggest a dominant dipole:dipole interaction in chain formation. More details of the
application and versatility of the dielectrophoretic assembly method are given in Appendix 49
which discusses pseudo 1:3 composite assemble and the conditions required for optimum

alignment.
7.0

THIN FILMS FERROELECTRICS

Following earlier established practice, thin film studies which we believe are relevant to the
objectives of this program are appended. Conditions which influence the orientation of sol-gel
formed lead tianate films used for high fnequency transduction are discussed in Appendix 50. It is
shown that both the nature of the sol and the type and condition of the substrate can have a marked

influence upon the natume and the degree of film orientation.
The phase switching high zArconia PSnZT composition are of strng interest in bulk form
for high stin actuation. In Appendix 51 it is demonstrated that thin films in the same composition
family can be fabricated by sol-gel spin on techniques. The films also exhibit phase switching
under high electric field with fast switchover times (-300 n sec) and high induced elastic strain
(-0.16%).
For all pervakite type thin films, and for films like the YBCO superconductors which are
in closely similar structure types, substrates with appropriate matching crystallographic structure
and unit cell dimensions are of major importance. An example of the materials of interest is
Ba(Mglf3Ta2j3)O3 (Appendix 52), a cubic perovakite which is shown to have exceedingly low
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microwave dielectric loss. The laboratory has an extensive ONR/ARPA sponsored program on
substrate materials which will be of interest to both ferroelectric and superconductor film

fabricators.
8.0

HONORS AND AWARDS
Over the year 1993 the Ferroelectric Group in MRL has continued to receive excellent
recognition from both Domestic and International Societies. In May 1993 Professor R. E.
Newnham was awarded the Humboldt Research Award which will support his stay at the Max
Plank Institute in Stuttgart during early 1994. Professor L E. Cross and Dr. A. S. Bhalla were
recipients of the Edward C. Henry Award from the Electronics Divisions of the American Ceramic
Society. The award for the best paper in electroceramics published in the Journal over the period
1989-1993 and was for their paper with T. Takanaka and K. Sakata on "Dielectric Piezoelectric
and Pyroelectric Properties of Lead Zirconateiead Zinc Niobate Cramics."
The group has continued to be very active in the organization of both National and
International Meetings. For IMF L E. Cross was Vice Chairman, and orchestrated industrial
support, S. J. Jang and R. E. Newnham were responsible for the Proceedings.
For ISAF9 which will be at Penn State in August 1994 A. S. Bhalla is General Chair. Dr.
Bhalla was also responsible for ACerS Symposia on Materials for Smart/Intelligent Systems and
for Ferroeectric Thin Films at the Fall 1993 PAC RIM Meeting in Hawaii.
9.0

APPRENTICE PROGRAM
The 1993 ONR Apprentices were:

lin Rivera

A senior hom State College High School Her work was in the area of

electrophoresis and dielectiuphor1t1c assemby Of composites.
Maria Teresa Defesdini

Maria was a graduating seior from CoL Senora Merced High School in
Puerto Rico. Her studies were focused on the processing and
fabrication of relaxor ferroelectric materials with a range of
compoition direcdty rvant to work on the URI progam.
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10.0 GRADUATING STUDENTS ON THE PROGRAM
QM=A. RAn. 1r PhD), Solid State Science, "Structural and Thermodynamic Investigation
of the Ferroelectric Phase Transition in Lanthana-Substituted Lead Titanate," May 1993
(Abstract included as Appendix 53).
jaixu Chen, PhD, Electrical Engineering, "Electrical and Electromechanical Properties of
Feroelectric Thin Films for Microelectromechanical Applications," August 1993 (Abstract
included at Appendix 54). Only the electromechanicolmeaswement partof this work was
supported on URfjw ng.
Solid State Science, "The Dielectric, Piezoelectric and Pyroelectric
SMS, Properties
of Lead Zirconate-Lead Zinc Niobate-Lead Titanate Ceramics," October 1993 (Abstract
included as Appendix 55).
11.0 PAPERS PUBLISHED IN REFERRED JOURNAL

I1. Turner,R.C. ,P. A.Fuierer, R. E. Newnhani, and T. R. Materials for High 'Temperature
Acoustic and Vibration Sensors: A Review. Applied Acoustics 41:1-26 (1993).

2.

Uchino, K. Ferroelectric Ceramics. Materials Science and Technology, Edited by R.W.
Calm, P. Haasen, EJ. Kramer, VoL I, VCH 1994.

3.

Newnamn, R. E. Smart, Very Smart and Intelligent Materals, MRS Bulletin XVIU(4),
24-26 (April 1993).

6.

Rossetti, G. A., Jr., W. Cao, and C. A. Randall. Microstructural Characterization and
Diffuse Phase Transition Behavior of Lanthanum Modified Lead Titanat. Faeeectrics:

Pr1cedings of IMeS, (ahsbug Maryland (August 1993).
7.

Ca%, W. and L E. Crss. Distribution Function of Coexisting Phases in a Complete Solid
Solution System. J. Appl. Phys. 73(7), 3250 (1993).

S.

Cao, W. PNlaization Gradient Coefficients and One Disrsion Suface of the Soft Mode in

Praovate FeroelecICtrs. J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 63, 827 (1994).
9.

Cao, W. and L E. Cross. Nonlinear and Nonlocal Continuum Theory on Domain Walls

10.

Cao, W. and C. Randall. Th
on the Fne
Patterns in the Study of Ferrelectric
Domain Walls Using Electr Holnogmp.y olid State Comm. U6,
-439 (1993).

in Fenoelectrics. Ferroelectuics: Proceedings of IMPS, Gaithersburg, Maryland (August
1993).
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11.0 PAPERS PUBLISHED IN REFERRED JOURNAL (continued)
11.

Zhang, Q. M., H. Wang, N. Kim, and L E. Cross. Direct Evaluation of Domain Walls
and Intrinsic Contributions to the Dielectric and Piezoelectric Constants and Their
Temperamure Dependence in Lead Zirconate Titanate Ceramics. J. AppL. Phys. 75 (1), 454

(1994).
12.

Subbarao, E. C., V. Srikanth, W. Cao, and L. E. Cross. Domain Switching and
Microcracking during Poling of Lead Zirconate Titanate Ceramics. Ferroclectrics 145,
271-281 (199).

13.

Li, S., W. Can, R. E. Newnham, and L. E. Cross. Electromechanical Nonlinearity of
Ferroelectric Ceramic and Related non 180" Domain Wall Motion. Ferroelecu-ics 139, 25-

49(1993).

14.

Jiang, Q., W. Cao, and L. E. Cross. Electrical Fatigue in Lead Zirconate Titanate
Ceramics. J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 77(1), 211-215 (1994).

15.

Jiang, Q. and L E. Cross. Effect of Porosity on Electrical Fatigue Behavior in PLZT and
PZT Ceramics. J. Mat. Sci. 28, 4536-4543 (1993).

16.

rung,

17.

JEang. Q., E. C. Subbmrao, and L E. Cross. Fatigue in PLZT: Acoustic Emission as a

Q., E. C. Subbarm, ard L. E. Cross. Effects of Electrodes and Electroding
Methods on Fatigue Behavior in Ferroelectric Materials. Ferroelectrics: Proceedings of
IMPS, Gaithesburg, Maryland (August 1993).

Discrmmator Between Mg
and Domain Switching. Ferroelecuics: Proceedings
of IM , raih
, Maryland (August 1993).
18.

Li S., A. S. Bhalla, R. E. Newnham, and L. E. Cross. Quantitative Evaluation of
Extrinsic Contribution to Piezoelectric Constant d33 in Feroelectric PZT Ceramics.
Materials Letters 17, 21-26 (1993)

19.

Wang, H., Q. Zhang, and L E. Cross. A High Sensitivity Phase Sensitive d33 Meter for
Complex Piezoelectric Constant Measmement. Jpn. J. AppL Phys. 32(Pt. 2; No. 9A),
L1281-83 (1993).

20.

Onitsuka, K., A. Dogan, J. A. Tressler, Q. C. Xu, S. Yoshikawa, and R. E. Newnham.

Metal-Ceramic Composte Transducer-The Moonie. Ferroelecuics: IM , Gaithersburg,
Maryland (August 1993).
21.

Tressler, J. F., Q. C. Xu, S. Yoshikawa, K. Uchino, and R. E. Newnham. Composite
Flextensioaal "Transducerfor Sensing and Actuating. Ferroelectrics: IMF8, Gaithersburg,
Maryland (August 1993).

22.

Newnham, R. E., A. Dogan, Q. C. Xu, K. Onitsuka, J. Tressler, and S. Yoshikawa.
Flextensional "Moonie" Actuators. IEEE 1993 Ultrasonics Symp. Proc., Baltimore,
Mayklad VoL 2, pp. 509-514 (1993).

23. Hashe, G., L.P. Dougherty, and .. E. Newnham. Theortical Modeling of Multilayer
gnee
Composites. lat. J. of AppL Mag. in Mtls. 4, 145-159 (1993).
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24.

Newnham, R. E. and G. R. Ruschau. Electromechanical Properties of Smart Materials.
J. Intelligent Mds. Systems and Structures 4, 289 (1993).

25.

Onituka, K., A. Dogan, Q. Xu, S. Yoskikawa, and R. E. Newnham. Design Optimization
for Metal-Ceramic Composite Actuator, "Moonies." Ferroelecu'ics: IMS, Gaithersburg,
Maryland (August 1993).

26.

Uchino, K. Relaxor Ferroelectric Devices.
Gaithersburg, Maryland (August 1993).

27.

Uchino, IL Recent Development of Piezoelectric Actuators for Adaptive Structures. 3rd
International Conference on Adaptive Structures (1991).

28.

Furuta, A. and K. Uchino. Dynamic Observation of Crack Propagation in Piezoelectric
Multilayer Actuators. J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 76(6), 1615 (1993).

29.

Uchino, K. Ceramic Actuators Principles and Applications. MRS BulL (April 1993).

30.

Uchino, K. Applications of Piezoelectric Ceramics in Smart Actuator Systems.
ADPA/AIAA/ASMF/SPIE Cont. on Active Mtls. (1992).

32.

Fumta, A., K. Y. Oh, and K. Uchino. Shape Memory Ceramics and Their Application to

Ferroelectrics:

Proceedings IMF8,

Latching Relays. Sensors and Materials 3,205 (1992).
33.

Wang, H., Zhang, and L. E. Cross. Piezoelectric Relaxation of P(VDF-TrFE)
Copolymers. Ferrolecics: 1MFS, Gaifthsbur& Maryland (August 1993).

34.

Miller, D., C. A. Randall, A. S. Bhalla, R. E. Newnham, and J. Adair. Electrorheological
PMperties of BariO3 Suspensions. Fcrelecti Lters 15, 141-151 (1993).

35.

Udayakum, K. R., S. B. Krupanidhi, KL Kusbida, andL. E. Cross. Originaof
Orientation in Sol-Gel-Derived Lead Tiane Films. J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 76, 1345
(1993).

36.

Brooks, K. G., J. Chen, K. t. Udayakumar, and L E. Cross. Electric Field Forced
Phase Swiwhing in La Modified Lead Zirconate Titanate Stannate Films. J. Appl. Phys.
75, 1399 (1994).

37.

Sheen, J., R. Ono, A. S. Bballa, and L E. os Measmnts of Dielectric Constant
and Quality Factor of Ba(Mg1l/3Ta2/3) 03 at X Band Frequencies. Ferroelectric Letters
16, 33 (1993).

12.0 INVITED PRESENTATIONS AT NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS
1. Qumss, L ., High Strain Actuators and Agile Transducers, SPIE Mtg. Smart Structures
andMaterial, Albuquezqt,
New Mexico (January 31,1993).
2. Cross, L. E., Relaxor Ferrotlectrics: Curront Problems and Opportunities for New Work,
ONR Workshop on FundameralEperiments in Ferroelectrics,Williamsburg, Virginia

(February 7, 1993).
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12.0 INVITED PRESENTATIONS AT NATIONAL
IAND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS (continued)
3. Cross, L E., Applications of Ferroelectric Thin Films to Microelectrcmiechanical (MEMS)
Systems, ProspectorV Co,,eerence, Park Cicy, Utah (March 22, 1993).
4. Cross, L. E., Ferroelectric Materials and Devices Current Issues and Future Prospects,
MRS Spring Meeting, San Francisco, California (April 12, 1993).
5. Cross, L. E., MEMS Systems Based On Ferroelectric Films, Am. Ceram. Soc. 95th
Annual Mrg., Cincinnati, Ohio (April 18-22, 1993).
6. Cross, L. E., Relaxor Ferroelectrics: An Overview, IMF8, Gaithersburg, Maryland
(August 8, 1993).
7. Cross, L. E., Electronic Ceramics: New Actuators and Transducers, 1st Okinaga
Symposium, Ikabakura, Tokyo, Japan (August 29, 1993).
8. Cross, L E., Relaxor Ferroelectrics: Self Assembling Nanoconiposites, IMRS, Tokyo,
Japan (August 31, 1993).
9. Cross, L. E., Shape Memory in High Strain Polarization Switching Ferroelectric
Actuators, IUMRS-ICA Coipeerence, Wuhan, China (September 6,1993).
10. Cross, L. E., Recent Developments in Piezoelectric and Electrostrictive Sensors and
Actuators, Am. Ceram. Soc. PAC RIM Meeting, Oahu, Hawaii (November 7, 1993).
11. Cross, L. E, Shape Meormy Ceramics: Status and Potential, Sixth US:JapanSeminar on
Dkelctric andPizodelecrl Ceramics,Iaaina,-Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
12. Nowabam, R. E., Structure-Property Relationships in Act- ator Materials, Annual meeting
of th Amaianm Ceraic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio (4/19-21/93).
13. Newnham, R. E., Structure-Property Relations in Actuator Materials, Seminar at the
Industrial Technoliogy Research Institute, Hsinchu, Taiwan (Vi30193).
14. Newnham, R. E., Ceramic Sensors and Actuators - Smart Materials, Material Research
Society of Taiwan, Keynote address at annual meeting of Chinese Society of Materials
Science, National Chiao-Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, Republic of China (5/1193).
15. Newnham, R. E., Electrostrictive Materials, Seminar at the National Tsing Hua University,
Hsinchu, Taiwan, Republic of China (V/3193).
16. Newnbam, R. B., Composite Blectroceramics, seminar at the National Cheng-Kung
University, Tamnan, Taiwan, Republic of China (5/5/93).
17. Bhaila, A. S., Ferroelectric Fiber Devices for Holographic Image Storage, IMF8,
OaihesbugMaryland (August 8, 1993).
18. Uchino, K., Relaxor Ferroelectric Devices, JMF8, Gaithersburg. Maryland (August 8- 13,
1993).
19. Uchino, K.,Photostriction and Its Applications, Am. Ceram. Soc. PAC RIM Meeting,
Oahu, Hawaii (November 7-10, 1993).
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12.0 INVITED PRESENTATIONS AT NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS (continued)
20. Uchino, K., Optical Domain Studies, ONR Transducer Materials Review, State College,
Pensylvania (April 6-8, 1993).
21. Yoshikawa, S. and K. Uchino., Recent Development of Multilayer Actuators-Review of
Materials and Structures, 95th Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society,
Cincinnati, Ohio (April 19-21, 1993).
22. Randall, C. A., C. P. Bowen, T. R. Shrout, 'and A. S. Bhalla. Smart Processing of
Composite Materials by Electric Fields, Am. Ceram. Soc. PAC RIM Meeting, Oahu,
Hawaii (November 7,1993).
23. Uchino, K., Photo Striction and Its Applications, Am. Ceram. Soc. PAC RIM Meeting,
Oahu, Hawaii (November 7, 1993).
24. Krupanidhi, S. B., H. Hu, and 0. Fox, Study of DC Conduction Mechanisms in
Ferroelectric Ph(ZrTi)0 3 and (PbLa) TiO3 Thin Films, Sixth US:Japan Seminar on
Dielectricand PiezoelectricCeramics,Lahaina, Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
25. Dougherty, J. P. and R. Bacsa, Synthesis of BaTiO3 Films on Titanium, Sixth US:Japan
Seminaron Dielectricand PiezoelectricCeramics,Lahaina, Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
26. Trolier-McKinstry, Susan, Microstructure Property Relations in Ferroelectric Films, Sixth
US:-JapanSeminar on Dielectricand PiezoelectricCeramics,Lahaina, Hawaii (November
11, 1993).
27. Uchino, IL, M. Mulvihill, Ki Young Oh, R. Brodeur, and L R. Cross, Optical Studies of
Domains in Ferroelectric Actuators, Sixth US:Japa Seminar on Dielectricand Piezoelectric
Ceramics, ILahaina, Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
28. Randall, C. A., R. P. Brodeur, S. J. Jang, adT. R. Shrout, Classification of
Eletolrictive-Based Materials for Transducems Sixth US.-JapanSeminaron Dielectricand
PiezoelectricCeramics,Lahasina, Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
29. Randall, C. A., C. P. Bowen, T. R. Shrout, A. S. Ehalla, and R. E. Newnhamn,
Dielectroplioreis: A Means to Assemble Novel Electroceramic Composites, Sixth US:Japan
Seminaron Dielectricand PiezoeleciricCeramics,Lahaina- Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
30. Gno, R., Electo-optic Pretes of Ferroelectric Lead Barium Niobate (PBN) Single
Crystals, Sit U
wJaa
eminar on Dielectric and Piezoelectric Ceramics, Lahaina,
Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
31. Ehialla, A. S., New Pyro-optic Technique for Ima g Long Wave IR Radiation, Sixth
US.-JapanSeminar on Dielectricand PiezoelectricCeramics, ILahainja Hawaii (November
11,1993).
32. Cao, W. and L. F. Cross, Phase Coexistene at the Morphtoi Phase Boundary in Lead
Zirconate Titanate, Sixth US:Japan Seminar on Dielxeptian Piezoelectric Ceramics,
Lahaina, Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
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12.0 INVITED PRESENTATIONS AT NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS (continued)
33. Yoshikawa, S., U. Selvaraj, P. Moses, and T. R. Shrout, Pb(ZrTi)0 3 (PZT) Fibers:
Formadion and Property Measurement Methods, Sixth US:JapanSeminar on Dielectricand
PiezoelectricCeramics,Lahaina, Hawaii (November 11, 1993).
34. Cao, Wenwu, The Importance of Conventional and Holographic Electron Microscopy in the
Fundament Understanding of Ferroelectrics, The Second Williamsburg Workshop on
FundamentalExperiments in Ferroelectrics(MIT/ONR), Williamsburg, Virginia (February

1993).

35. Bhalla, A. S., Photorefractive Fibers for Optical Holographic Storage, Gordon ConferenceOpticalProcessingandHolography (June 28-July 2, 1993).
36. Bhalla, A. S., Photorefractive Materials: Sensors and Storage Devices, SPIE MeetingPhotorefractionMaterials: Effects and Applications, San Diego, California (July 11-14,
1993).
37. Bhalla, A. S., Morphotropic Phase Boundaries and Relaxor Ferroelectrics, Workshop on
OpdcalMaterials,Tokyo, Japan (July 21, 1993).
38. Bhalla A. S., Single Crystal Fibers for Sensors and Optoelectronic Applications,
InternationalMeeting on Actuator/Sensors, Japan (July 23, 1993).
39. Bhalla A. S., Applications of Morphotropic Phase Boundary Compositions, IUMRSInternationalMeeting on Advanced Materials: Relaxor Ferroelectrics,Japan (August 31September 3, 1993).
13.0 INVITED PAPERS PRESENTED AT UNIVERSITY, GOVERNMENT, AND
INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES
1. Newnham, R. E., Recent Trends in Multilayer Technology, Seminar at Vistatech Corp.,
San Diego, CA (5/13/93).
2. Newnham, R. E., Smart Ceramics, Seminar at Engineering College, University of

California, Irvine, CA (5/14/93).
3. Newnham, R. E., S. Krupanidhi, and A. Trolier-McKinstry, Two-day short course at U.S.
Army Research Laboratory, Electronics Technology and Power Sources Directorate, Fort
Monmouth, NJ (5/17-28/93).
4. Newnham, R. E., Smart Ceramics, Lecture at the Ceramic Science and Technology
Workshop supported by the U.S. Office of Naval Research European Office, Technical
Council of Turkey and the Middle East Technical University, In Ankara, Turkey (7/21-

22/93).

5. Newnham, R. E., Composite Elecu•ceram--s, Raychem Corporation Seminar, Chicago, IL

(=/2893).
6. Shrout, T., Processing of Ferroelectric and Related Materials, Cabot Co., Boyertown, PA
(April 1993); ATC Co., Jacksonville, FL (October 1992); and Harris Co., Dundalk,

reland (May 1993).
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13.0 INVITED PAPERS PRESENTED AT UNIVERSITY, GOVERNMENT, AND
INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES (continued)
7. Shrout, T., Non-Linear Dielectrics, Hughes Aircraft Co., Los Angeles, CA (September
1993) and General Electric Co., Schenectady, NY (May 1993).
8. Shrout, T., Real Time Sintering Observations of 2LTJCC Substrate and Conductor
Materials, Heraeus Co., Konshohocken, PA (April 1993).
9. Shrout, T., Lead Based Pb(BIB2)03 Relaxors vs BaTiO3 Relaxors for Multilayer
Capacitors, Storage Tek and AKZO-Amp.
10. Uchino, K., Piezoelectric/Electrostrictive Actuators - Tutorial Lecture, Third Smart
Actuator Symp., State College, Pennsylvania (October 22-23, 1992).
11. Uchino, K., "Fabrication Processes and Actuator Characteristics: Introduction," Fourth
Smart Actuator Symp., State College, Pennsylvania (January 21-22, 1993).
12. Uchino, K., Electrodes for Ceramic Actuators, Fourth Smart Actuator Symp., State
College, Pennsylvania (January 21-22, 1993).
13. Uchino, K., Fabrication of Multilayer Piezoelectric Actuators, Fourth Smart Actuator
Symp., State College, Pennsylvania (January 21-22, 1993).
14. Newnham, R. E., Electro Sensors and Actuators, Matsushita Central Research and
Development Laboraory, Osaka, Japan (124/92).
15. Newnham, R. E., Electrocemic Sensors and Actuators, NEC Research and Development

Laboratory, Kawasaki City, Japan (I12M).
16. Newnham, R. E., Electroceramic Composite Transducers, Toshiba Ceramics Research
Laboratory, Hadano, Japan (12/9/92).
17. Newnham, R. E., Structure-Property Relations in Composite Electroceramics, Materials
Science Dept. Seminar, Shonan Institute of Technology, Fujisawa, Japan (12/11/92).
18. Newnham, R. E., Structure-Property RelatimhiAps in High-Permittivity Ceramics, Murata
Manf
g Company Research Laboratories, Kyoto, Japan (12/12/92).
19. Newnham, R.. E., Electrostriction, Seminar at the Army ElectronicsLaboratory, Fort
Monwouth, New Jersey (2116/93).
20. Newnham, R. F., Piezoelectic and Electrostrictive Materials, Seminar at the Metals and
Ceramics Division of Oak Ridge National Laborato, Oak Ridge, TN (4/15/93).
21. Newnham, R. E., Smart Ceramics, ASM Symposium on "SmartMaterialsand Structures,"

Oak Ridge National Laboratory Seminar, Oak Ridge, TN (4/16/93).
22. Cao Weawu, C=posite lecaermics, FallMeedng of the Cemerfor DielectricStudies,
S*ate

Coleg, Pesania

22, 1993).

23. Coo, Wenwu, Statics and Dynamics of Feroic Microstructres, Department of Physics,
Pemusylvania State University, Solid State Seminar (September 13, 1993).
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13.0 INVITED PAPERS PRESENTED AT UNIVERSITY, GOVERNMENT, AND
INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES (continued)
24. Bhalla, A. S., Single Crystal Fibers for Sensors, InternationalCenter of Actuator/Sensors,
Penn State (January 22, 1993).
25. Bhalla, A. S., Electronic Materials, Seminarat Cornell University (April 29, 1993).
26. Bhalla, A. S., Pyro-optic Materials & IR Detectors, Invited speaker/co-organizer, Special
Army Workshop on UncooledJR-Detectors, Minneapolis, Minnesota (June 3, 1993).
27. Bhalla, A. S., AFM Studies of Ferroelastic Domains, Army Workshop-Atomic Force
Microscopy, Matik, Maine (June 8, 1993).
28. Bhalla, A. S., Low and High k Materials, Murata, Japan (September 4,1993).
29. Bhalla, A. S., AFM Studies of Ferroelectric Crystals, Invited Seminar, University of Puerto
Rico (September 12,1993).
14.0 CONTRIBUTED PAPERS AT NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS
1. Newnham, R. E., Structure Property Relationships in Composite Electroceramics,
American Society for Composite Materials, Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
October 13-15, 1992).
2. Aburatani, IL, S. Harada, A. Furuta, Y. Fuda, and K. Uchino, Destruction Mechanisms of
Multilayer Piezoelectric Actuators, Ultrasonic Electronics Symp., Yokohama, Japan
(December 7-9, 1993).
95th Awnual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio
(April 19-21, 1993).
3. Subbarao, E. C., W. Cao, and V. Srikanth, Thermal Stress Driven Tetragonal-Monoclinic
Transition in Ziconia.
4. Uchino, K and R. E. Newnham, Composite Flextensional Transducers for Sensing and
Actation.
5. Doga,, A., Q. C. Xu, S. Yoshikawa, K. Uchino, and R. E. Newnham, High

Displacemnt Ceramic Composite Actuators "Moonies."

6. Meyer, R. J., M. Blaskiewicz, D. Smith, Q. C. Xu, U. Selveraj, and R. E. Newnham,
Metal-Ceramic Composites for Sensors and Actuators.
7. Onitiuka, K., A. Dogan, J. F. Tressler, Q. r. Xu, S. Yoshikawa, K. Uchino, and R. E.
Newnham, Design Opt-i.mizaon for Metal Czaimic Composite Actuators.
8. Dosan, A., S. Sentz, S. Yoshikawa, Q. C. Xu, B. R. Tittman, K. Uchino, and R. E.

Newnham Bonding in Metal-Cermic Composite Actuator
9. Chu, S. Y., K. Uchino, and Z. Ye, Photostriction Effect in Doped PlZT Ceramics.
10. Triler-McKinstry, S., Microstructure-Property Relations in Ferroelectric Thin Films.
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14.0 CONTRIBUTED PAPERS AT NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS (continued)
95th Annual Meeting of the American Ceramic Society, Cincinnati, Ohio
(April 19-21, 1993).
11. Uchino, K., Novel Ceramic Actuator Materials.
12. Mulvihull, M. L, L. E. Cross, and K. Uchino, Low Temperature Domain Observation of
Relaxor Ferroelectric Domains.
13. Oh, K. Y., K. Uchino, and L. E. Cross, Dynamical Observation of Domain Motion in
Ferroelectric Polycrystalline Ceramics.
14. Gibbons, R. J., S. Troiler-McKinstry, J. Chen, and L. E. Cross, Electrical and Optical
Studies of Fatigue in Ferroelectric Thin Films.
15. Fielding, J. P., S. J. Jang, T. R. Shrout, Electrostrictive Materials for Transducer
Applications.
16. Bowen, C. P., A. S. Bhalla, R. E. Newnham, and C. A. Randall, Dielectrophoretic
Assembly of Ceramic/Polymer Composite Materials.
17. Lee, N. Y., N. Usuki, K. Uchino, and Y. Ito, Pb/Ti Ratio in RF Magnetron Sputtered

PbTiO3 Films.
18. Brodeur, R. P., C. 0. Ruud, and K. Uchino, Non Uniform Induced Strain in

SemconuctngLead Zirconate-Based Ceramics.
19. Abmaan H and K. Uchino, Destruction Mechanism of Multilayer Ceramic Actuators.
20. Ye, Z., S. Y. Chu, C. Gu, and K. Uchino, Spacial Light Modulator Using Photostrictive

ceramics.
International Meeting on Ferroelectrics (IMF 8), NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland

(August 8, 1993).
21. Dogan, A., Q. C. Xu, K Onitsuka, S. Yoshikawa, K. Uchino, and R. E. Newnham,

High-Displacement Ceramic Cmposite Actuators (Moonies).

22. Onitsuka, K., A. Dogan, Q. C. Xu, S. Yoshikawa, and R. E. Newnham,

Ofor

Design

Metal-Ceramic Composite Acator -Moonie."

23. Tressler, J. F., Q. C. Xu, S. Yoshikawa, K. Uchino, and R. E. Newnham, Composite
Flextensional Transducers for Sensing and Actuating.
24. Xu, Q. C., A Poling Technical for Piezoelectric Fibers and Fiber Property
25. Trolier-McKinstry, S., Spectoscopic Ellipsometric Studies of Fermelectric Thin Films.
26. Bhalla, A. S., G. Raina, and S. K. Sharma, Atomic Force Microscope (ATM) Study of
Feodectric Dmains.
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14.0 CONTRIBUTED PAPERS AT NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS (continued)
Intenratlenal Meeting ox Ferreelectrics (IMF 8), NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland
(August 8, 1993).
27. Cao, W., Domains As Nonlinear and Nonlocal Excitations.
28. Mathur, S. C., D. C. Dube, D. S. Rawat, and A. S. Bhiaila, Microwave AC Conductivity
and Dielectric Permittivity of TOS Doped with Urea.
29. Alberta, E., A. S. Bhialla, and T. Takenaka, Complex Piezoelectric Elastic and Dielectrics
Coefficient of Lead Zirconate Based Ceramics Under Electric Bias.
30. Mathur, S. C., D. C. Dube, U. Sinha, It Yadav, and A. S. Bhalla, Dielectric Properties
of PbBiSrCaCuO Ceramics in Normal and Superconductivity States.
31. Guo, R., A. S. Bhalla, L. E. Cross, and R. Roy, Candidate Materials for High Tc
Superconductor Substrates.
32. Mathur, S. C., D. C. Dube, U. Sinha, and A. S. Bballa, Microstructure and
Superconductivity in BiPbSrCaCuO Oxide Ceramics.
33. Jiang, Q. Y., E. C. Subbarao, and L. E. Cross. T-Atigue in PLZT: Acoustic Emission as a
DisriinaorBetwee Microraks and Doma. Flips34. Jiang, Q. Y. and L. E. Cross, Effects of Electrode Materials and Electruding Methods on
Fatigue and Behavior in Ferroelectric Materals
35. Kumar, U., S. F. Wang, U. Selvaraj, and J. P. Dougherty, Densification and Dielectric
Properties of HyrtemlBaTiO3 with Bi2O3 .
36. Povoa. J. M., R. Guo, and A. S. Bhala Low Temperature Dielectric Relaxation
Phenomena in Relaxor Feioelectric Strontium Barium Niobate Single Ciystal.
37. Rossetti, G. A., C. A. Randall, and W. Cao, Microstructural Characteristics of Perovskite
Ferroelectrics with Diffuse Phase Transition.
38. Wang, H., Q. M. Zhang, and L. E. Cross, Characteristics of Complex Piezoelectric d
Coefficients of PVDF Copolymer.
39. Wang, S. F., U. Kumar, Y. S. Chou, P. Marsh, and K. Kunkel, Effect of Preparation
Parameters on the Induced Piezoelectric and Mechanical Properties of 0.90 PMN 0.10 PT
Ceramics.
40. Guo, IL and A. S. Bhialla, Crystal Fibers of Eulectic: Compositions, Am. Ceram. Soc.
PAC RIM, Oahu, Hawaii (November 7,1993).
41. Cao, Wenwu, Theoretical Study on Domain Walls in BaTiO3, American Physical Society
March Meetdng, Seattle, Washington (1993).

15.0 BOOKS (AND SECTIONS THEREOF).
1. Newnham, R. E. and T. R. Shrout, Electronic Ceramics, Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia
(Concise Edition) John Wiley and Sons, New York (1992).
2. Troiler-McKinstry, S., P. Chindaudom, K. Vedam, and R. E. Newnham, Characterization
of Femoelecu'ic Films by Specrocopic Ellipsomnetry, "Real-time Studies on Growth and
Structure of Thin Films," Physics of Thin Films K. Vedam, editor, Academic Press, Inc.

(1993).
3. Uchino, K., "Ferroelecu'ics Ceramics," Materials Science and Technology, Vol. II, chapter
12, VCH, Germany (1993).
4. Uchino. K., "Ceramic Actuators," Encyclopedia of Advanced Materials, Pergamon Press,
United Kingdom (1993).
5. Uchino, K., "Recent Development of Ceramic Actuators," Ceramic Data Book '92 Inst.
Industrial Manufacturing Technology, Tokyo (1992).
6. Bhalla, A. S., W. R. Cooke, Jr., and S. T. Liu, Landolt Bornstein 1993, Group 3, Vol.
29, Solid State Physics, "Low Frequency Properties of Dielectric Crystals.
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Materials for High Temperature Acoustic and
Vibration Semrsm A Review
Rt. C. Turner, P. A. Fuierer, R. E. Nmwharn &T. It. Shrout
The Mm~atea Rouun& Laboratovy The PeMylvani Stat Uniwauly,
Uuivnruiy Patk. NanayvNia 16802 USA
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1 rNTRODUCrION
Hlgh-eumprtr

elecroics is an ame of research offering intersting

-oin and desip cla~ieng and ame of significant indstral importance.
71e majo impetus for the development of high-tmpratur deletonic
mnad*b dsvices '. pmuiit, and systm can be credte to fth Maui cris
of 1974, when a coumnitment was made to fth development of national
amvc reoures by, geothemal uoation.' At that taM, geodoemal
and oil-well loggin industie vowced their need for semnor and demetonic
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systems with higer operational temperatures for deep drilling in the

earth's crust. The economic importance of world energy independence
and reduced waste provided additional incentive for their development.
The aerospace and aircraft industries have especially dificult hightemperature requirements. With space and weight at a premium, engine
designers and builders find it difficult to protect sensitive electronic

sysms in a cool, remote place. Electronic controls are to be placed
directly inside jet engines because of reliability and noise quirments, so
ensors need to be built that can withstand temperatures of 500-I000"C
while allowing mission lifetimes up to 100 000 h.

In automotive electronics, the number of semors and actuators continues
to increase each year. Ceranic and semiconductor sensors which record
. np1mtug,1 oxyn Psiure, and p
itio knock an used in concsicn

with tmAcraproaeinr-based controls to impov the eciency and reliabily
of internal combustion enges.2 Further effiiency can be realied by

operat-ing combustion engie at hihro
use of ceramic componnts in a diesel ei

epeaurs Research on the
has led to higher operating

tPeratus, reslti in a potential increase in fued eciecy up to 63,
aog with a notable rduction in exhaust pollution. Hg operatn
tempera-rm do, however, place additional rquirnits on the sIm "

En1vironm ts of 150C with repeated
cycles are at prsment
coiddere the automotive norm, and higer temperatures are expected
in the futum.
Until the present, then has not been a review of the types of sesors
"cme1 a1 avmaie for hi.ibtwopaue acoustic seini.g apnlicationt

The purpose of this paper is to provide such a review. Included in the
discussion are the -cmmcialyavailamble igh-tmpeatur piezelectuic
materials used in many of the sesors descibed. In addition, new
advances in materials that may permit the design of sensors which can
operate at tempe ratumm well above those currently available will be
proranted.
2 ACOUSTIC MEASUREENT TECHNIQUES
AND APPLICATIONS
Critical paxammers for acoustic and vibation seon invove the measue-

Plvibratins (relaive and absolute), acot
of dynamic P l se;,i
emiiiousstrins, and the dynamic proximity of Machine componens.
An exaq of a dynamic pdun s the rapid increase in prese upon
-t

igitio Of the air-fue mixture in the COyde of an intera combustion

egne. The dmg and the haWp of the pus have a lar

effc upon
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engine MCeffICicy. Transducrs fitted into the cylinder head have been
used for monitoring combustion pressure to optimize ignition timing.'
Dynamic mionitoring is also employed in such machines as aircraft
engines, gas turbines, and power generators, all of which have high speed
rOtoM Sensors strategically mounted on the machine detec destructive
conditions of imbalanc, or unequal loading of the rotor, enabling the
possbility of corrective measures to be implemented. The sensors convert
the associated mechaica energy of the vibration to electrical energy
which can then be amplfied and monitored. Computer coupling, allows
real-time status reports of the condition of the machine while providing a
comarionwith an operating norm.
No-destructive testing (NDT) is another widely used application of
acoustic sensots that inove. eithe passive nseing of 'acoustic emmssons
or active 'ultrasni testio techniqlues An appication of the first method
involve affixing a number of acoustic sensrs in strategic locations on the
wall of a vessel, such as a chemca storag tank, pressurizing the vessd
to cu straism and eammining the acoustic emissons which resul from the
Kaise effct' Crac

and poor joints can tm be detected and loged s

that repairs can be made. This method has ams been succesdully applied
in the inspection of the fuselag of large aircraft to deetcracks resulting
from faMge The ultrasonic method of NDT incrpoate a transduce
to venerate an ao sticiga at ultrasonic frequencies that is transmitted
through the test specimen When the acoustic wave teaches an interface
of thesa lit is rdketed bmckto the ta
which, thezefore, acts as a tranceive. If, however, the wave impinges upon a flaw, a
Portion of the wav is reflected and thus reaches the senso ahead of the
orpigal wave. This then, becomies a valuable tool for locating defects
within a struture.' Figur 1 is a s mpllustration of the technique.
Acoustic amnors also find use in the hostile enirnmnt of deep oil
well for uumic data logging and in nuclear power plants to monitor
the cndkitin of heat exhange pumps and pipes 7
An indrect way of sensing vibration is by measuring capacitive
change in an air gap. An air gap sensor placed in dose proximity to a

FL Dhsctloraoflaflw in abyldb

abrolni
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TABLE I
Aeousti and Vibiration Mmasreent: Industrial Applications
Measure rotational speed of jet turbine rotors
Space vehicle acceleration
Truaectory monitor
In-ligh vibration monitor
Nozle pressure
NDT tast of air ftmams
Knock wseno
Automotive
Fluid level sensor
Crash lust
Vibration control
IndusrialDy=* pressure monitors
Vibration detectors
Flow detectors
NDT tustin
Auerspace

-Mi~
detectors

Noin Ingerprinim
UNISNYHydrophoom.
Nam. detection In vehicle

Pow

Co0monro

-esato

Lmk desoemor
Uqd mkum coolant paump uon~or
Nnelea reactormonitor
Airtoppmoonitrigbetimee staor and rotor
*W
Pealrd mnitor
codi heder moior
NDT of pressur vessels
Fb himidr

Phollmopapb Pick-UP

high-speed rotor wil detect dynamic changes in tdo spacin between the
two which in afect, is an indicator of an imbalance condition or some
othe malfuntwon. This typ of sensor has found wide acceptnce in
E-anmple of prmsure acoustic and vibration mem uttechniques
described above Serm to Illustat the wvide varity Of possibl aPPicadions. Additional applicaions, ane listed by industry in Tab" 1. These are
routinely amployed in the range of -5MC to 12MC howver seveal
der;=e ar= eee to opeate in muchi harshe therma conditions. Senor
utais are described in the
ther seciv temperaur limi
dew=sod
ndw
following section.
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3 SENSOR DESIGNS
Listed in Table 2 are current commercial sensor designs. They include
piezelecIc discs or plates, acclermetrs strain pups, proximity sensors
fiber-optic sensors, and systems incorporating buffer rod extensons. Brief
descriptions of these devices are as follows.

3.1 Slnyldbe
The most basic sensor incorporates a simple disc, or other simple shape,
composed of a piezelectric ceramnic, which is attached directly to the wall
or frame of an engieening structure, embedded in a rec,,ess. or mounted in
a rqilaceable fixture. Figure 2 is a schmatic constrcton of a Piezoelectric
knock sensor using a bending mode resonance to detect vibrations. The

pi*e-, nelectric element 'generates' a voltag in response to stressesP caused
by the acoustic energy impingig upon it!' The magnitude of the voltage
generate is directly related to the product of the applied stres and the
pie-ocelectuic voltage or 'g' constant of the material. The electrical signa
is then amplified and fed to a micrpocso in the control system. This
arrangement is capable of extrmely high sensitvity on the order of pico
(I0" strains. it is also sfgmaingrugd, low-cost, and =simpe. The
tempera ture limitations of theme uensors arise from, the loss of piezoelectric
properties that occur as the material approaches its trasiton (CUri)
temper -ature T1, a topic which wlfl be discussed later. For Iead zirconatetitanate~ (commonly called PZT), the most widely used r'ezoel ectric:
ceramic material, the maximum use temperature is -2000C Other temperatiare limitations result from the failure of the adhesive used to mount the
disk, and melting of the solder used to attach the leads.
3.2 h~w rod exteuolem
For many highb-temperature applicatioms buffe rod extesions are utffizd
to transmit and receve acousi sigals: from very hot areas. effctively

P 2. Two nuthods of wematia a pszbsuedet usW insutmartive kiock Imson.9
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isolating tempeaoture-sensitive transducers from hostile enmironments. The
rod serves as an acoustic wave guide to couple the hot tes specimen with
the sensitive piezoelectric transducer. The rods are generally constructed
of stainless-steel and are cooled with water or air to prevent dama to
the transducers. This arrangement permits the use of a conventional

piezoelectric mateial, which would otherwise lose its piezoelectric properties

at high temperatures. This technique is widely used on NDT probes in
the metals industry to detect cracks and other defect in hot steel blooms
and p4e at temperatures in the neighborhood of Il00C.10 A similar
application employs hollow 'buffer pipes' to couple dynamic pressure
sensors with jet and rocket engines.
1nmtw
3.3 APeo
AcceleWroeters most often use a piezoelectric as the internal sesing
element. The various designs eaploit difiert mechanisms to translate
mechanical energy to a measurable response, but all operate based on
Newton's second lawF~ma

The acreeromte shown in Fig. 3 diffrs from the simple disk piewdhctric
sensor in that a sesmwic mass (i) is attached to the pieoelctuic lement
and the asembly is herm cay sealed in a protective cae.1 As a Penwom

to acceleration (a), the mass imparts a force (F) on the element which

in turn generates a voltage in proportion to the magnitude of the stre.
Depending upon the sensivity and temperature range required for the

a

ication transducer mnuacturers uti

seve

diesent piezelectric

using lithium niobate (U
materials. Commercial aeters
single crystal elements are rated for continuous use up to 6SOC,'2'
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Accelerometers based on magnetic induction, employ a permanent

magnet as the seismic mass and a field coil for the active element. The mass
is partially restrained by a spring, but when the mass is accelerated, it

moves relative to the coil, thus inducing an electromotive force. As with

the case of piezoelectric types, the resulting electric signal must be amplie
and filtered before it is fed to the instrumentation. The upper temperature
limit of this type of device is determined by the Curie temperature of the

permanent magnet. Commercial units are rated for temperatures as higb
as 480C.14

4 Strain gmues
Figure 4(a) is an illustration of a bonded metallic foil strain gauge.•"
Resistive strain gauges involve a chang in electrical resistance (AR) resulting
from the mechanical main (AVL) of the sample to which the pup is
bonded. The sensitivity is determined by the gauge factor (OF):
WRAUL
With a typicalgaue factor of 2, and a nominal resistance R = 00 (L,
these paues require an ohmmeter with very high sensitivity to measure
the AR accompanying a strain of I x 10'. A more accurate way of
in restamce incorporates a Wheatstone bridgp
chan
msmall
as shown in Fi 4(b).
To compensate for the nonlinear character of the thermal coefficents
of eqpnsio of the alloys used, an unmraed reference gaugp is installed
in an adjacent bridge arm. This second gaug is subjected to the same
as the first, thereby effecting electrical cancellation of the aptprte
parent strain. C;ommecial meta pgps are typically limited in temperature ran to about 300C; however PtW wire gaugs are available for
GF

(b)
(a)
pu including (a) tde zafsuemat and zfaft"M
ft~ 4. Bnded jriduele
ceponeau. m (b)W4hMggw bjMp cis -idt for memariesagurvin."
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use up to 850C,"6 and other exotic metals such as PdCr are being studied for use up to 1000lC. 7
Metal strain gauges are simple in design, low-cost, and can detect
static strains. Even using the Wheatstone bridge configuration, however,
strain sensitivity is low compared with piezoelectric transducers.
3.5 Proximfty semom
Proximity sensors are often used to monitor the degree of rotation of the
armatures of electric generators as well as the clerance between the
armature and the stator. This serves as an indirect method of measuring
vibration if an unbalanced condition exists. The two types of proximity
sensors available commercially are (i) air gap capacitors, and (ii) eddy

'urrent detectors. Both types require electronic conditioners to supply
an input signal, and processors to analyze the signals modified by the
sensors.
(i) An example of an air gap capacitor is illustrated in Fig. 5.14 In

this applcati

on an electric power generator, the armature swrv

as one plate of the capacitor while the other plate is an integral
part of the sensor and air is the dielectric. The plates are maintamed at a close proximity with one another so that a small

change in spacing results in siificant changes in capacitance. The
chang in capacitance can then be detected by the control circuitry
and acted upon accordingly. The detection of variations in air gap
as small as one micron are possible in installations on hydrodectric
power gnerators. At present, commercial units are constructed of
fibregls composites for use at temea t
up to ISOC,u but
it seems reasonable that units could be constructed from more

refractory materials for higher temperature applications.
setsepcss8aq

FI. S. Air sap nm monA man AC pSratm."
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(ii) The second kind of proximity sensor is the eddy current type. It
determines the relative position of a rotating shaft by detecting
changes in magnetic field between the sensor and the target shaft.
The eddy current sensor operates in a manner similar to that of an
electrical transformer. The sensing coil resembles the primary winding,
and the small eddy current loops induced in the target by the variable
magnetic field of the sensing coil act like the secondary windings.
The small eddy currents cause a chan in phase and amplitude of the
sensing coil signal. The target material must therefore be metallc.
The sensing coil is mounted near the rotating shaft or moving
component of a machine with lead cables attached to the exterior
end. Commercial models ar currently rated for use up to 450*C.14
The temperature limitation is primarily due to the temperature
coefficient of resistance of the wire used to wind the probe coiL"9

3.6 Fiber optc sumer Ontf

romuitr

Fiber optic sensor (FOS) interferometers or phase sensors are used to

detect sinall strains, (m the order of 10-) or vibrations in a sample without
making physical contac. This capability allows mesurements to be
made inside a hostile environment, such as a furnace. A simplified
schematic of a system is shown in Fig. 6. There are several different

desig

but all are based on meanuing a phase change in the transmitted

light signal resulting from a change in length of the optical fiber. Optical
fibers are typically SiO2 glass; however, fibers of more heat-resistant
materials such as sapphire (A12 0O) are commercially avaable. Along
with the fiber, a large number of additional components, such as a laser
source, phase demodulator, filters, and microp
rs, etc., are needed
for these systems. High cost, complexty and sensitivity to variations in

temperature are d
Lawn

tage of this approach.
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In summary, with respect to the operational parameters listed in Table
2, piezoelectric trandusers offer many advantages over the other types of
acoustic sensors. Specifically, their compliment of sensitivity, stability
over a wide temperature range, and simple design offers the lowest cost
approach. Polycrystalline ceramics are often the material of choice

because they can be readily manufactured into a variety of couflguaions.
Therdore, the remainder of this paper concentrates on high-temperature
piezoelectric materials, with a review of those currently available, and a
discussion of future prospects.

4 PIEZOELE
4.1 Piano

C CERAMICS

V

The pheomenon of piezoectricity was first reported in 1880 by Pierre
and Jacques Curie. Since that time, a number of crystalline materials
have been found to exhibit piezoelectric activity, although only a few are
of practa concern. The common feature of all piezoelectric crystals is
that they haw no center of symmetry along the piezoeectric axes. Ferroeetricceramics poeses a multitude of individual dipole domains which

are distributed throughout the body in various crystallograpi orientatics, resulting, in a net dipole mommt of zro. In a procms, called poling
a relatively la
electric field is applied through the body causing a
common alignmmt of a lar portion of the dipoles, thus rendering the
material p
These crystals develop an electric field when subjected to an applied stress (sensor), or conversely, exhibit a mechanical
deformation with the applicaton of an electric field (actuator). Since the
details of p rzoelPrtricity are covered in a number of excellent texts and
review articles, the rder is advised to consult them for further informationls

4.2

u

pralltie

In order to describe the electromechanical properties of piezoelectric
maerials, a large number of interated coefficients are used, many of

which have been Mt ardized by the IEEEY However, with regards to
high-temperature mateials, only the most important coeffIcients and
proper
will be presented in this stction. (Note: where subscripts are
used with coeficients, the fim number refers to the axis of polarization,
and the second refers to the axis of applied stress, or applied field.)
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4.2.1 FerroelectricCurie temperature

Most of the piezoelectric materials described in this paper are ferroeectric

and capable of being polarized, with the polarization resulting from the

asymmetry of its crystal structure. When the crystal is heated, its internal
kinetic energy increases. At a certain temperature, called the Curie
tIMýperaIur (Tc), the crystal change to a structure of a higher symmetry, the
alignment of the dipoles is lost and all piezoelectric activity disappears.
Upon cooling, the dipoles do not realign unless they are subjected to a

strong electric field. Other consequences of increasing temperature are
changes in the values of electromechanical coefcients, which become
more pronounced as the TZ is neared. This can be particularly important
in applications where the electrical properties of the sensor are closely
matched to the instruntation. In addition, dipoles that were polar
oriented have a tendency to reverse back to their original position thus
degrading the piezoelectric effect in a process known as 'thermally
activated aging'. Generally, a maximum operating temperature of onehalf the T. is considered safe.
4.2.2 ARnnvhy and the RC tbne constant

High electrical resistivity is necessary so that a large field can be applied
during poling without breakdown or exessive charge leakage. High
insulation resistane W' is also required during operation of the device.
The transducer must not only develop a charge for an applied sres or
sUain, but must also maintain the charge for a time long enough to be

detected by the electronic system. The length of time the cha

is main-

tained is proportional to the RC time constant (rsistanc x capacitance).
The minimum useful frequency of a sensor, known as the lower limiting

frequency (_f), is inversely proportional to the time constant
AL

-

I

where C is the device capactance.
Belowfu., the charge will drain off before it is detected because of conduction in the sensor. With low I&L the dynamic bandwidth can be extended to sonic frequencies, and thus, a lar AC constant is desirable
for many applications.
4.2.3 Piezoelectric cmstmua
The piezo strain 'd' constant gives the ratio of the strain developed in the

spcimn to the electric field applied at the eectrode

and convemely,

the ratio of short circuit charge, per electrode area, to the applied stress
The stress can be applied to the body in different modes as illustrand in

High e.IpmaW* acIe
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Frgý 7. The piezodectric voltage 'g' constant gives the ratio of the field
developed to the smes applied, and conversely, the ratio of strain to the
applied charge to the electrode area. The 'g' constant is related to the 'd'

constant by the permittivity, K%..
d

In comparing the properties of high-temperature peoecicmaterials,
the 'S' constant tends to be the more meaningul coefficient.

4.2.4 Mechaca Q
The mechanical Q epemes the ratio of strain in phase with stres to
Main out of phan with vt-esi in the vjibratg element, or in other words,
the rdative amount of input electrical energy that is converted to
mechanical ener, as opposed to that which is lost as heat. Piezoelectric

materias with high 'Q,' factors are

arcted-W by having narrow

A C Tumv et aL
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resonant peaks, whereas, those with low 'Q,' factors have broader bandwidths.
4.25 Sensdttyiy
For a giv sess applied to the device, the output voltage generated by
the piezoelectric 'generator' should be sufliciently high to be detected
above background noise. The most sensitive devices produce the greate
output per unit of stress. Unfortunately, for high-temperature sensors,
fesroelectric materials exhibit a considerable increase in permittivity, with
temperature, a condition which effectively reduces the voltage
constant 'g'. Every piezoelectric material reaches some temperature at
which its voltage constant 'g' and resistivity are diminished to the point

where the output becomes undetectable. In practice, the relatively small

output signals generated by high temperature acceleurmterS necessitate

the use of electronic charge amplifiers for enhancement, but there is a
practical limit to how small a signal that can be accurately detected.
5 COMMRCIAL PIEZOLECMIC CERAMICS
Table 3 lists typical piezoelectric ceramic materials found in commercial
aceI
leomters and vibration semsos, along with reported room tempeau

praereL 2 '~Owing to the lack of relabl pu~bliad hih.

tnUatre

data available for this work, samples were obtained, their electrical
properties wer measured at elevated temperatums, and the data reported
in Table 4.V In addition, the resistivity of each material was measured
" Good
over a wide range of tempeantures as shown in Fig. 8?5
agrment was found with values reported in the literature (as shown in

Fig. 8).
A brief description of each of these piezoelectric materials, or rated
o

mpitoal families, is presented in this section.With the exception of

quart all are ferroelectric.

s! Quart
QuMtz (s0

) is one of the a

st pigoeanct

materials used meiectrmc

devcs. Originally, natural quartz crystals wer used, but now have been
widely replaced by hydrothermally-grown synthetic quartzm Because of its

low mechanica lou (high W.J, narrow bandwidth, and highly temputwustable resonant frequency, quartz is the material of choice for timing
standards and monolithic filters in cm-munication equipment. However,
as sm in Table 3, the pie 'd' coeffcient is relatively small and thus
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the aMount of delctri chag that can be generated is low. Although
low Ndectui e.quartz has a trasition temperatur of 57MC its =s
temperature is normaly imited td 350C. Above that tenpecature the
crysta stucture is subject to twinning, destroying its piezoelectric
prolperties.2

5.2 lead I PNsmtkeUtm
Lead rirconate titane (P(ZMlO,(PZT) has the perovskite strutur
and is a solid solution of tetragonal PbMiO( T) and orthorhombac
PbZrO,(PZ. Decnaus of the lamg number of polarization directions
availale compositions near the mnorphotropic phase boundary at
aprxiaely 53:47 PZ to Fr are easil poled to high remament
polriatonand exhibit extremely high values of electrmechanical
Coupling coebients and electrical petmittivity. Decaue of its superior
pimelchtric properties and highe operating temperature PZr has
larel nplaced barum titnat (B)y-Te 130C, the first widel used
S-or le c-ric 'in &Abut the lo~s cost camsmer"a products Us"fu va&itions in proetesf P=T can be obtained by compositional additives
Nlbumadoped PVT (D= Type HI) is used ateMiwly in acodhrnuters,
aostcmnionM instfuufts
h3 drophtm-es (underwaterni rucopne), and
Alhough its electria resistiit and AC time cmutant remain quite high

IR

C Twu
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ct

up to a T, of 360"C (Table 4 and Fig. 8), its use is kept well under 200C
because of its tendency to age very rapidly, leading to depoling."
!.3 Lnd ttmte
Lead titanate (PbTrO(P) the solid solution end member of PZT family,
has a T, of about 4901C. As in the case of PZT, a larF number of modifica-

tions have been developed to optimize specific electrical and mechanical
charact
. Many commercial Compositions of PT are doped with
samarium or calcium for use in hydrophones, but this has the effect of
lowering the T, to around 240*C. Compositions, doped with other
elements, have T, values near 4909C and have found applications in
knock sensors for automobile engines. The higher operating temperature
of PT allows it to be mounted closer to the combustion chamber, thus
giving a faster response time as compared to PZT.' The data presented in
Tables 3 and 4 and Fig,. 8 reflects the l
composition. Evaluation at
400"C has shown it to have a resistivity of only about 10' O-cm. Such a
low value would adversely affect the RC time constant.
54 Lead .euoui afte

Lead metaniobate (PbNb2Od(PN)) belongs to the tugten-bronze family.
Because of its low Q. (wide bandwidth) and relatively high du to ds
ratio (g
degree of anisotropy), PN finds its greatest use in transducers
in NDT and medical diagnostic imaging. Commercial PN compostions are
modified to enhance
electrical characteristics but at the epns of
the T,,. A commonly used composition contains about 10% Ba(BPN) and

has a T. of about 4000C. Although BPN is reported to resist depoling up
to its T. limitations are imposed by its high conductivity above 300*C."

Figure 8 reveals that BPN ehitbits the lowest reistvity of the matenals
tested. Other problems associated with this material are its high level of
porosity and relatively low mechanical srent
5.5 BNMIu

Utanwa

Bismuth titanate (Bi 4Ti302) is the titular compound of bismuth layer
structure ferroeectrics (BLSF). Modification by one or more of a

large number of other elements, to eanc dielectric and pinoelectric
propeaes, is also common. A member of the family, reported to have
favorable piac
properties, high resistivity and high To (>600C),

is N j 5TOA5s, WM. Commerciay availab it is used in acalerometes operated at temperatures up to 400C.u The strongest mode of
vibration in NBT is the [33] mode but du and g,, are somewhat lower
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than many of the perovskite ferroeectris previously discussed (see Table 3).
Nevertheless, the high T, and high resistivity make NBT an attractive,
moderately high-temperature piezoelectric.
Although not commercially available, other complex variations of
BLSF compounds have been reported to have Curie temperatures of
over 800C. Representative of this group is Bi3TiNbO, for which room
temperature values of d33, and g3 were reported to be near those of
NBT.' To date, little else has been reported about other properties,
particularly at high temperature.
Unlike previously mentioned ferroelectnc ceramics, BLSF materials
can be made with pains having a plate-like structure. In camics
formed and fired by conventional processes, these grains are oriented in a
mote or less random fashion, which leaves only a limited number of crysta-lo NaIhi orientation directions available for polarization due to the
low symmetry of the structm The achievement of an optimum
den of remnant polarization in polycrystalline ceramics necessitates

the use of some mechanism to provide grain orientation. By employing
hot forging techniques, researchers have prepared samples of sena
BLSF family members which dbiay a high degree of texturing. The

tmred samples exhibited a twofold incmea in coupling

eamt k

and piezoelectrc constant d" over those from conventional sinteringY

L

xbate (UNbO(L
nhdk

) has the corundum stxture and a reported

Curie point near 110C. Single crystals are grown from a melt usng the
Czodirlak tednique. Single crystals are preferred because of the higher

pioacmtvity, as well as difficulties encountered in conventional tzring
of the polycrystalline form. As with polycrsalline feolcc, single
crsal of U•bO 3 exhibit a mulidomain structure, and must be pdadiud.
Thi is
by applying relatively man electric field (1 V/on
DC) at a emgperatu

-w*doma

just below the T., thus converting the structure to

The po:lnazd crystal is then sliced along the desired axis

inficed for the aplicaton, and the faces polished

For

meters,

eerodes are usually applied parale to the poling axis to take advntag

of the gream value of the d piezoelectric constant and to eliminate

yr Wel3=tuiceffcts The voltage output of LN (gzs z 91 X 10-3 VU/N) is

sig-ificantly larger than those of the other piezoelectric materials listed in
Table 3 due to the iherently low dielectric constant. Sensitivity remains
high up to 400C0 (Table 4) but resistivity is the limiting factor for use

above 650C (Fig. 8).
Ta tantalum analog, IITaO3, exhibits many of the same c
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Of LANbO 3; however, the T, (720*C) and piezoelectric constants are
somewhat lower, thus offers no apparent advantage for high-temperature
acoustic sensors
6 NEW HIGH-TEMPERATURE PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS
In general, the ferroelectric ceramics discussed thus far are limited to
teprtures of approxcimately TA/2 Therefore, applications requiring yet
higher tempeatures than those just presented, require other materials
such as ferroelectnics with higher Curie temperatures, oriented polar non.
ferroelectric materials, non-polar piezoelectric single crystals, or piezoelectri thin films. Several novel materials currently under investigation
are presented below.
6.1 Perovklte layer dnwbfe (F¶S) furodelsefl
PLS ferroelectrics have the general formula. A2%207 and possess an
anisotropic layered structure similer to the 31-SF family. Single crystals
of the two most recognized compounds. Sr2Nb2 7 and LA
2TiO 7, Possess
the highest known ferroelectric Curie temperatures, 13420C and 1500C
frP 'Pc ively.*A* Thus, P1-S frirodlectrics have been proposed for use in
transducers with high operating temperatres, and good thermal stability.
Unfortunately, the cost of growing good-quality singl crystals is high due
to the high melting points of these compounds (which is considerably

higher than that of LINbO3).

In a manner similar to that used for 31SF compounds, previously described, hot-forging was used to synthesize PI-S compounds. The resulting
samples, shown in Fig. 9, were found to adihit near theoretical density and
high degree of orientation, and polari~bikiy.,A The use of solid solutions
with Sr2Ta2OT,( = - 1070C), to adjust T. of the parent compound to
<90VC, aided poling and the subsequent piezoactivity. One compound,
Sr2 (NbsTa~o,52, had a T,, of 820C and deosrtdthe ability to
resist depohang at teprtrsas high as 650C. The electromechanical
proper ties for SroftTa.,O07 are listed in Table 4. Although the room
tanperaitunreP d-coeffitient is low (du.= 2.6 X 1O" CIN), a value similar to
thtof quartz, the piezelectric voltage constant at 4000C is significant
(g = 63 X 10 Vm/N). From Fig. 8is isalso sewnthat the hot-forged
PIS ceramics have the highest resistivity at elevated temperatures of any
of the materials tested. By uwing compos-i tiomns of SrA bh-Ta1,O 7 with
a higher Nb content, the To~ can be increased to 1200C with no loss of
resistivity. Efforts to opsimim the composition and processing variables
ane currently under way and may lead to improved properties.4
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glassy matrix. Using a controlled thermal gradient technique, the polar
material Ba2TiSi20 (fresonite) was recrystallized from a glass of the
composition 2BaO 3SiO 2TiO 2 resulting microstructure that contained
polar oriented grains. With room temperature values of d33 and g33 were
7 1"C01 ,4and 88X 0- Vm/N respectively, and reatively low density
(4-01 g/cm 3 ), these composite materials may be of interest for hydro-

phone applications. 0

It has beo sugested that polar glass cnramics may also be useful
for high temperature piezoelectric devices. Since they are polar, but
not ferroelectric, poling is unnecessary and, consequently, there is no
problem with depoling or aging effects. Foreseen problems do exist,
though, including softening of the glassy phase and possible ferroelastic
phase transitions that would restrict the high-temperature capabilities.
Further evaluation of the electrical properties, including resistivity
at high temperturs is needed before thew materials can be commer-

cialized.
63 AIN UNo S
In roet years, numerous studies have been made of the piezoelectric
properties of thin films of several materials, including the ferroeectrics
previousy discussed. Thin films of non-ferroelectric materials are
also of great interest, including aluminium nitride (AIN). Because of
its exceptionally high thermal conductivity and dielectric breakdown

stm th,

(AI)

is an important comic material used in

substrates for hybrid mcmmdlectronics, but in the bulk form exhibits no

piezoelectric activity. Howver, when properly oriented on a compatible
substrt

IN thin films exhibit pie

lectm "po es which have been

studied for their potential use as pressure transducers, speakers, and
SAW drvices•.

Of most intrest for this report are the high-temperature piezoelectric
properties of AIN thin film A recent pape reported that an AIN SAW
device deposited on a fused quartz substrate, operating at 60-100 MHz,
exhibited piezoelectric responses at temperatures up to I150C. Other

repotts on chemical vapor deposited (MOCVD) AIN thin films have

shown room temperature du values of 5.5 X 10.2 Vm/N (about the
same as I"NbO,) and a dielectric constant KX3 of 12." Tsubouchi and
Mlkosheba47 reportea room temperature resistivity values of 1016 Dcm, a

value h*ih than any other piezoelectric material discussed in this paper.
With this combination of vermy hh temperature operation, high resistivity,
and reaonabl

piezoelectric coeffi

warrant furthe investigation.

nts, it seems that AN thin films
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7 SUMMARY
High-temperature technology is of major importance for chemical
and material processing, automotive, aerospace, and power generating
industries to name just a few. For many, the primary benefit of operating
at higher temperatures is the direct cost savings associated with increased
efficiency in fuel conversion. In a related matter, the development of
advanced structural materials such as silicon nitride and carbon-carbon
composites promotes a need for high-temperature electronic materials
to monitor processing of these systems. This is exemplified by the recent
orpnization of the First International High Temperature Electronics
Conference by Sandia National Laboratory and Wright Laboratory.'
Along with semiconductor, capacitor, magnetic, and packagWng mat•als,
Sttransducing materials are required to sense strains,
vibrations, and noise under severe thermal conditions. Of the several
different types of acoustic and strain sensors investigated, including
accleromete, strain gauge, air gap, eddy current, buffer rod, and fiber
optic, pezoelectric types offer the best candidates when one considers
sensitivity, cost, and design.

Figure 10 summaris the maximum use temperature of widely commercial Op oeectric materials and the projected values of two experimental
ones. If an operating temperature of 400°C or greater is required, the
number of available sensor materials is dearly limited. If an operating
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temperature 7500C is chosen, there is no commercial material available.
It is reasonable to assume that there now exists a need for vibration
sensors that can function at 750°C, or even at 10000C, and that the need
will be even more pressing in the future. The design of such sensors
presents a great challenge and will require the development of new
materials and novel processing techniques.
This paper has discussed two options for very high temperature piezoelectric materials. The first was the family of PLS ferroelectrics, with the
highest known T, (some greater than 1500*C), The second was nonferodectri AIN thin film with a reported operating temperature of
I150C. New ferroeectnc compounds, also with very high T. have been
predicted based on the Abrahams-Kurtz-Jameson relationship and an
extensive inorganic crystal structure database." This study, and other
computer assisted studies of materials, may well identify the next generation of high-temperature vibration sensor materials.
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12.1 General View of Ferroelectrics

Here, so is the vacuum permittivity
(. 8.854 x 10-12 F/m), z is the material's

12.1.1 Crystal Strcture
and FeaToelectricity

relative permittivity (also simply called
permittivity or dielectric constant, and in
general it is a tensor).
Depending on the crystal structure, in
the posthe centers
lattices,
crystal
some
do notofcoincide
charges
negative
itive and

In so-called dielectric materials, the con.
stituent atoms are considered to be ionized
to a certain degree and are either positively
ionic crysor negatively charged. In such
tals, when an electric field is applied,
cations are attracted to the cathode and
anions to the anode due to electrostatic
interaction. The electron clouds also deform, causing electric dipoles. This phenomenon is called the electric polarization
of the dielectrics, and the polarization i
expressed quantitatively as the sum of the
electric dipoles per unit volume (C/mi).
Figure 12-1 shows schematically the orign
of the electric polarization. There are three
kinds; electron, ion and dipole reorientation-related polarizations.

even without the application of external
electric field. In this case, it is said that
there exists spontaneous polarizationin the
crystal, and, especially when the polarization of the dielectric can be altered by an
electric field, it is called ferroelectric.
Not every dielectric can be a ferroelectric. Crystals can be classified into 32 point
groups according to their crystallographic
symmetry, and these point groups can be
divided largely into two classes, one with a
center of symmetry and the other without.
There are 21 point groups which do not
have a center of symmetry. In crystals be-

Compared with vacuum capacitors, di-

longing to 20 of these point groups [except

ccapacitors can store more electric
charge due to the dielectric polarization P
as shown in Fig. 12-2. The physical quan-

for the point group (432)%, positive and negative charges appear on surfaces when

stored electric
tity corresponding
lecric
caledthe
pr to sthe
chare
unt aea
charge per unit area is called the electric
displacement D, and is related to the electric field by the following expression:

materials are
applied. These
stresses
is
Pyroelectricity
known asarePieZoelectilcS.
the phenomenon in which, because of the
e dependence of the spontatper
neous polarization, as the temperature of

(12-1)

the crystal is changed, electric charges cor-

D = so E + P = sso E

E

E=O

5.0

Dofnwwoo

1

.~

Rp

2-.1-ocoi

orgn of the

cti polar-
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terial and experimentally ascertain the polarization reversal. Table 12-1 shows the
classification of the point groups.

-- ,

- a .,.

12.1.2 OrIgi of SpoutMem Polarization

S-a

Why is it that crystals which, from a
consideration of the elastic energy, should
be stable by being non-polar, still experithe shifting of cations and anions and
spontaneously polarized? The reason is briefly explained below. For simplicity, let us assume that dipole moments resuit from the displacement of one kind of
ion A (electric charge q) relative to the crystal lattice. Consider the case in which the
polarization is caused by all the A ions
being displaced equally in a lattice. It follows that, on any individual A ion, there
exists a local field from the surrounding
polarization P, even if there is no external
field. The concept of the local field is shown
schematically in Fig. 12-3. It can be shown

I

+++ ++++
+
, i
•ence
a.:Dbecome
a,: Tm d
Rpm 12-2. Flstr charge accumulation in a dielectrc capacitor,

responding to the change of the sponta
neous polarization appear on the surface of
crysuectric
the crystal. Among the
tals, those whose spontaneous polarization
can be reversed by an electric field (not
xceeding the breakrs
don elemtr ofithe (not
excaling the breakdown limit of the crystal) are called ferroelectrIcS. There is some
ambiguity in this definition. In order to
ty, it is necessary to
establish ferro
apply an electric field on a pyroelectric ma-

that:
El - [y/(3 so)) P

(12-2)

Ta e 12-1. Crystallographic clasifcation with respect to crystal centrosymmetry and polarity."
Polarity

Centro.
symmetry

Non-

0

pol
S(22)--

(11)

Number
of point
groups Cubic

poUlar

(10)

Hexagonal

m3m W3 6/mm 6/m
O
Ts D"
C
432
622
0

(pr)

Crystal class

X
(21)

Td

to

23

Tetragonal
4/mmm
0 ,
4 DUa

D

D36

Du

C6.

6

C6

C44

m3
JD

CM

mmm

2/rn

T

D)2

Ca

C4

422

D6

6m.

4/rn

Rhombo- Ortho- Mono- Tri.
rhombic clinic clinic
bedral

4ram
C4-

4

C-

32

222

3m 3

2ram

C3. CJ

C2.

2

C2
M

C6
ping•-

,,-;.;.I
rmb are

m to the area enclosed by the thick line.

C,
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Equi~wWMi Im
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* t

.000

EM

r

•

ll

"=

P,

Flw 12-3. Concept of the local field. Ele
o+3(Pj" r\r, - r

This is the driving force of the ion shift.
Here 7 is called the Lorentnfactor. For an
isotropic and a cubic system, it is known
that y - I (Kittel, 19"ý)so is the permittivity invacummand is equal to8.85•4x 10-12
F/m. If the ionkc pokm'izabiFy of ion A is ,

tries, k' plays an important role in determining the magnitude of the dipole mooment. By rewriting Eq. (12-6) using-

then the dipole moment of the unit cell of
this crystal is:

ergpy can be expressed as follows (see
Fig 12-4 n b

S-y/(3so)] P
(12-3)
The energy of this dipole moment (dipoledipole aouplins)
is
know

W

hatFrom
Per unit volume, it is

P-=Nq a (q is the electric charge) (12-7)
Combining with Eq.n(12-At
the total en.

W

(m
B

-

N al73q
e

-ni

)

p, sNq
4

this, one can see that if the

eoiicient
.

+W

of the harmonic
(q is te

he elastic energy

(12-5)

is equal or greater than the coeffcient of

On the other hand, when the A ions are
dIspae from their nonpolar equilibrium
positions, the elastic MWrg also lincreases
I the
mt is x, and the force constants k and ko, then the increase of the

non-polar equilibrium positions. Otherwise, a shift from the equilibrium position
Fi2
g.2N
1)4-):(N
ay/(9
2)I/(N3 q4)]}
is stable In the perovskite-type crystal

WP - Nw•,f--[Na72/(g9s)]P1

the dipolemdipole coupling, then P = 0, i.e.,
the A ions are stable and remain at their

elastic energy per unit volume can be ex-

structure (as in barium. tta+a) as de.

pressedas:
P i ve i ithat
W,i - N w!2-n2 + k'94)

scribed in the next section, it is thought
betuse
of theeof a larger
Lorentz factor (ft 10)t(Kinase et alf, 1969)

He,

iae
(>

(12-6)

n tthan
is the hiaher-order force conm)

asti erit
should be noted that in pyroelec-

found for other crystal structures,
spont[neouspolarizatin can occur more
easily.
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(a)W

two types of strain (defmed by the ratio
AL/L: the amount of deformation with re-

-

P

Dipo

induced by an electric field depending on
the nature of the interaction "springs" between the ions which is, in turn, determined
by the crystal structure (Uchino et al.,
1983). As shown in Fig. 12-5a, in crystals
where there is no centrosymmetry, strain,
is generated in proportion to the electric
E. This is the converse piezoelectric
effect, and the tensor quantity, d, defined
by the relationship

intraction
Wax,
)Wiimfield

M

spect to the original length) that may be

x -- dE

p
Elastic energy
(C)

VVM

(12-9)

is referred to as the piezoelectric coefficient.
On the other hand, in centrosymmetric
crystals, as shown in Fig. 12-5 b, the expansion and contraction of the "spring" are
such that the net response is nearly zero.

However, the ainharmoc nature of the
"spring" mr'on will still bring about a
small induced strain that is proportional to
the square of the electric field E. This is
referred to as the electrostriction effect
which is expressed in terms of the strain, x,
the applied electric field, E, and the elec-

FiguM 12-4. Energy explanation of the origin of
spontaneous polarization.

(a) Dipole interaction
K,, - -

possesses a spontaneous bias of electrical
charge, or a spontaneous polarization.

(b) Elastic ene'V

P2. +

---

p4

TN3 q

(c)Total eoerD

w, - w,, + W.I

12.13 O

(12-10)

The system pictured in Fig. 12-5 a also

INat/(94)P2

W..
Nq 2

trostriction coefficient, M, as:
x=ME 2

of Field l.doced Strain

With the application of an electric field,
the dielectric material inevitably induces
strain or crystal deformation. There are

When a large reverse bias electric field is
applied to a crystal that has a spontaneous
polarization in a particular polar direction,
a transition "phase" is formed which is another stable crystal state in which the relative positions of the ions are reversed (in
terms of an untwinned single crystal, this is
equivalent to rotating the crystal 1800
about an axis perpendicular to its polar
axis). This transition, referred to as polarization reversal, also causes a remarkable
change in strain. This particular class of
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Figure 124- Diagammatic explanation of the origins of piZoelectriC strain (a) and electrostriction (b).

substances are referred to as ferroelectrics,
as mentioned in Sec. 12.1.1. Generally,
what is actually observed as a field-induced
strain, is a complicated combination of the
three basic effects just described,
12.1A Elec1r-otiC Effect
Since light is an alternating electromagnetic wave with electric and magnetic field

directions crossing each other, it induces
electric polarization in a dielectric crystal
and the light itself is influenced by the crys-

tal The alternating frequency of the light is
so high (ft 103 Hz) that only the electronic polarization should follow the field
change, and the relative permittivity of the
crystal is small, not exceeding 10. The permittivity 8 at this high frequency is related
to the refractive index n by the following
equation:
e-n-

2

(12-11)

When an external electric field is applied
to the crystal, ion shift is induced, deforming the shape of the electron cloud, and
consequently the refractive index is
changed. This phenomenon is called the
electrooptic effect.
Generally, refractive indices are symmetrical 2-R tensor quantities and representedc by using a refractive indicatrix
(Eq. 12-12), where n1, n2 and n3 are principal refractive indices.

x2 9
•+n•n+3i
--

(2-12)

With the application of an electric field,
the change in refractive index is given by an
expansion expression:
l/n, (,E) _ 1/n~s(o) =
.rgja E5 + 4~gl1 a, E+E,

(12-13)
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Here rgj, is a primary electrooptic coefficient (Pockel's effect) and gijti is a sec-

d is the electrode gap and L is the optical
path length (see Fig. 12-6). Putting a crys-

ondary coefflient (Kerr effect).
Consideriug a paraelectric phase of a
perovskite crystal (m3m) as an example,
the Kerr coefficients are represented in the
following matrix:

tal between crossed polarizers arranged at
the 450 direction with respect to z-axis, the
output light intensity can be modulated as
a function of applied voltage in the following way:

"g
11 9
g12
g112 9 112 00o
g12

1 10

11 2

o2

91

11

00

is the principle of a light shutter/
and the voltage required for the first
intensity maximum (i.e., r, = n) is essential
and called the half-wavelength voltage.

0

0

0

o

o

o g"~
0

0

0

0This

0

0

0

0

g"

0valve,
0
g,,

0

0

0

Then, the refractive indicatrix under the
electric field applied along z-direction can
be expressed as:
x2 + y2

[1-(n~/2)

22E=]

2

((12-16)

. 2
i-osm--j-

o

o

i~J- -/o,.
cs;

00

+

12.1.5 Example of a Ferroelectric
A typical ceramic ferroelectric is barium
titanate, which is used here as an example
illustrate some properties of the ferto
roelectrics.

When light is transmitted along the y-direction, the phase retardation r,, between
an ordinary and an extraordinary light is
given by:
2z no3
(
2'

As shown in Fig. 12-7, BaTiO 3 has a
perovskite crystal structure. (See also
Chap. 1, Ses. 1.3.3 and 1.6.2
of this Volume for a more complete description of the
crystal structures of perovskites.) In the
high-temperature paraelectric phase (nonpolar phase) there is no spontaneous polarization (the symmetry is O, - m3m). Below

r.:=

the transition temperature Tc called the

+2[-

Z2

(n/2)g11 E•]2 -I

2-T(912

g-g
1 ,A)L

(12-14)

(12-15)

Cry"

/retardation

Figwe 12-6. Optical phase
through an
lecwtrooptic crystal. Notiem

Po~utw

the crossed polarizer configuration.

12.1 General View of Ferroeleclrics
(a)

(b)

<T,

T •

0 7

*

SBa2"

0

o1.

T. Curie turpersture

Curie temperature (about 120 °C), spontaneous polarization occurs, and the crystal structure becomes slightly elongated,
that is, tetragonal (C,,- 4mm). Figure 12-8
shows schematically the temperature dependence of the spontaneous polarization
aP and permitivitywith
creasing temperature and vanishes at the
Curie point, while s tends to diverge near
reciprocal
Tc. Also, theknow
res ectto hel/sem.is
tobe permittivity
earwit
known to be inear with respect to the tel-i
perature in a wide range in the paraclectric
WissZa4strong
phas (s-caledCuriphase (so-called Curie- Wei
w),
8-
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C/(T - TO)

(12-17)

Here C is the Curie- Webs constant and To
the Curie- Weis temperature. To is
lower than exact transition temperature

Fiure 12-7. Structure of BaTiO 3 .

12.1.6 Applications of Feroedectrics
Ferroelectric materials, especially polyCrystalline ceramics, are very promising for
varieties of application fields such as high.
permittivity capacitors, pyroelectric sensors, piezoelectric/electrostrictivetransducers, electroopti¢ devices and PTC thr.Ftorc.
transition
the transit
around the
cosant
ecr
constant around
electric
(Curie)
h
e o the
e d n while
e prtr is eutilized,
sr n temperature
temperature dependence of the
spontaneous polarization below Tc is applied for pyroelectric sensors. Piezoelectric
materials are applicable in sensors and actuators. Pressure and acceleration sensors

Tc.It is also known that the spontaneous

I'

x, follow the relationship:
XS Q182

pwIwb*

%

polarization P.and the spontaneous strain

I'll

(12-18)

(1-8%

x. decreases almost linearly with increasing
temperature. In the case .f BaTiO 3 , in the
ferroelectric phase, it ;4hibits the piezo.

..

electric effect, while in the paraelectric

%
%
%

cru

•

Tmnar

phase, it is non-piezoelectric and exhibits

FR.s

the electrostrictive effect.

neous polulation , and peMmivity 4.

124L Temperature dependen

-...

of the sponta.
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are now commercially available in addition to conventional piezo-vibrators. Precision positioners and pulse drive linear
motors have already been installed in precision lathe machines, semiconductor manufacturing apparatus and OA equipment
etc. Recent topical development is found in
ultrasonic motors. Electrooptic materials
will become future key components in displays and optical-communication systems.
For thermistor applications, semiconductive ferroelectric ceramics with a positive
temperature coefficient (PTC) of resistivity
due to a junction effect have been developed from barium-titanate-based materials.

12.2 High-Permittivity Dielectrics
12..1 Relaxer Ferroelectrics
There are two classes of ceramic capacitors: one is used for the thermal
compensation of electrical circuits, using
a TiO 2-based material, and the other
is a high-permittivity capacitor with
BaTiO 3- or Pb(ZrTi)0 3-based materials.
Recently relaxor ferroelectrics such as
Pb(Mg,/ 3Nb 2• 3)0 3 and Pb(Znl,3Nb 21 3)0 3
have been developed for very compact chip
capacitors.
The reasons why these complex perovskites have been investigated intensively
for capacitor applications are: (1)their very
high permittivity, and (2) their temperature-insensitive characteristics (re., diffuse
phase transition) in comýrison with the
normal perovskite solid solutions.
An intuitive crystallographic model has
been proposed to explain the high permittivity of the disordered perovskites (Uchino,

suming a rigid-ion model, a large "rattling"
space is expected for the smaller B ions in
the disordered structure because the large
B ions prop open the lattice framework.
Much less "rattling" space is expected in
the ordered arrangement where neighboring atoms collapse systematically around
the small B ions.
When an electric field is applied to a
disordered perovskite, the B ions with a
large rattling space can shift easily without
distorting the oxygen framework. A larger
polarization can be expected per unit magnitude of electric field. In other words,
larger dielectric constants and larger CurieWeiss constants. On the other hand, in ordered perovskites with a very small rattling
space, the B ions cannot move easily without distorting the octahedron. A smaller
permittivity and Curie-Weiss constant are
expected.
The reason why the phase
transition becomes diffuse in the relaxor ferroelectrics
has not yet been clarified, although the
"microscopic composition fluctuation"
model is the most widely accepted (Kanzig,
1951; Rolov, 1963, Uchino etal., 1981).
Considering the Kdnig region (the minimum size region in order to cause a cooperative phenomenon, ferroelectricity) to be
in the range of 100-1000 A, disordered
perovskites such as Pb(Mg&;3Nb21 3 )O 3 reveal a local fluctuation ofrthe distribution
(a

(b)

N

1980). Figures 12-9 a disoderd
and srucure
12-9b show
fo the
an

Ais 1 , 2BlZ-).
structure(a)models
of the
A(B,,
., 1,)OCrystal
ordered structure
3 type perovakite:

ordered and disordered structures for an

with

A(B,11/2BU1 2)O 3 perovskite crystal As-

ture with a lag rattlins space (0 - , and. -

mll ra ling

a

and (b) disordered s.-

,).
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12-1&. Computer
simuoTtion of the composition fluctuation in the
A(Bj,jBI112)O3-type "I"'u

o~relao"fere0.r
theseo4
0.s 0.4 0.(S 0.7
FRatO~

of

e

i ileti

lagtd for tvo vasuying dere aof the ionic ordering

(KJnz~ig region sine: 4 x4).

of me2+

and Nbs+ ions. Figure 12-10
shows a computer simulation of the com-

ordered (ion-ordered) islands in the range
of 20-50 A. each of which may have a

Position fluctuation in the A(Bs1u2Bns12)O3-

slightly different transition temperature.

type crystal calculated for various deglrees
of the ionic ordering. The fluctuation of the
iB/Bn fraction x obeys a Gaussian error
distribution. H. B. Krause reported ohserving the short-range tonic ordering of
Pb(Mflt/3Nbal3)O3 by ek=ton microscopy (Krause etai., 1979). The hilgh-resolution image in Fig. 12-11 reveals somewhat

Anofther significant charactristic of
these "relaxor" ferroelectrics is dielectric
relaxation (frequency dependence of permittivity) from which their name originares. Temperature dependence of the perMittivity in Pb(Mgt/3Nbal3)O3 is plotted
in Fig. 12-12 for various measuring frequencies (Smolensky et aL, 1961ý With in-
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"" .

c

s44

,*

*
a

-t-0

creasing measuring frequency, the permit-

.
W*
,

tivity in the low-temperature (ferroelectric)
phase decreases and the peak temperature

shifts towards the higher frequency; this
~ 'contrasts
*d1
with normal ferroelectrics such as
g

BaTiO 3 where
"lg:
changes
the peak temperature
with frequency.
hardly
This is probably
caused by shallow multipotential-wells ina
locally distorted perovskite cell due to the
disordered ionic arrangement (Skanavi4.
,f."
type dielectric relaxation) (Skanavi et al.,
,41 o1958), in addition to a ferroelectric phase

F

-foo

S-14

transition phenomenon.

Filge 12-11. High resolution electron-microscope
image of the Pb(Mgl, 3Nb,1 3)0 3 single crystal ((110)
plane). Note ion-ordered islands in the range cf 20-

12.2.2 Mutilayered Capacitors (MLC)

50 A.

Multilayer structures have been developed as part of capacitor manufacturing
aimed at the integration of electrical circuit
components. Figure 12-13 schematically
a multilayer capacitor chip. Thin
sheets made by the tape casting technique,
starting from a slurry of the dielectric powder and organic solvents, are coated with

_

_shows

12000

eePt
0000

or Ag-Pd paste to form electrodes, then
several tens of sheets are stacked together
and sintered. Finally, external electrodes,
are painted on.

0.20

JI4000s~vol

0.15

20W

0.10
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.150

-100
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TSmpeMm
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100
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"•tt

( 'C)

Fiure I2-12. Temperature dependence of the per-

mittivity and tan 6 in Pb(MS113NbW3)03 for the vatious measuring frequcies (kfz) (1)0.4, (2)1,(3)45,
(4) 45%, (5)1500, (6) 4500.

Fgwe 12-

,

cture of a multilayer capacitor chip.
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12.3 Pyroelectric Devices
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12M TemperaturefhfrreIgkt Senos
Practical applications of the pyroelectric
effect in temperature sensors and infraredlight detectors have gradually been promoted, providing, together with uses in
piezoelectric resonators, of the commercial
market for dielectric ceramics.

ROOM

Radlion

A

F'g.'. 12-14.

Typical geometric configurations for

The merits of pyrosensors compared to

pyroelectric detectors: (a) face electrodes; (b) edge

other infrared-sensor materials such as
semiconductors are summarized as follows:
(a) Wide range of response frequency
(a) Wide ran
roof remposreqn

and (b) edge electrodes with the polarization direction perpendicular to the irradiation. The former type has higher efficiency,

(b) Use at room temperatureb

electrode.

(c) Quick response in comparison with
other temperature sensors
(d) High-grade quality (optical-grade homogeneity etc.) of ceramic pyrosensors
s unneessary,

but requires a sophisticated fabrication
process of transparent uniform electrodes
for infrared light.
The pyroelectric sensor is a device transducing optical/thermal energy to electrical

The principle on which the pyroelectric
effect is based is the measurement of the
.charge generation associated with the
spontaneous polarization change with
temperature:
(12-19)

Here, p is denoted as a pyroeleck*
oefflcient. Two typical electrode arrangements
for pyrosenors are illustrated in Fig. 12-14:
(a) face electrodes with the polarization di-

is evaluated in several ways; p. p/c, or
pf(cps) (c.: specific heat). This is because
the temperature change of the sample is
larger for the smaller c. material under
constant heating, and the voltage generated by a certain amount of pyrocharge
becomes larger for the smaller s (permittivity) material.
Table 12-2 lists the figures of merit of
several pyroelectr-c materials.
Improvement of the characteristics has

recton parallel to the infrared irradiation,

been attempted by using composites of

j

- 8

-- (8PMT)(aT/Zt)-

TAb tI-. Rootm--epemture propera

energy, and its efficiency or figure of merit

of variu pyrouectric detctor materials sud mie "Oflgum of merit"

for their detector operation

p

Material

a/a

(nCa-m Ks)
TOS
L"iTao
5jrt /atNb
2

2 Og

PLZT (6/80/20)
PVFa

(Jm-,,K-1)

p/OP
(nAan W-)

pAC/.)
J")
(Vcmi-

30
19
60

so
46
400

1-7
3.19
2"34

17.8
6.0
25"6

4000
1470
720

76
3

1000
11

2"S7
2"4

29.9
1 .3

340
1290
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pyro-ceramics and polymers (Bhalla et al.,
1981). In addition to the primary pyroelectric effect, asecondary effect is superimposed, i.e., the stress due to the thermal
expansion i difference between the ceramic
and polymer generates electric charge
through the piezoelectric effect.
Figure 12-15 shows a typical structure of
a polymer used in pyroelectric infrared sensors. In practical usage, a pyro-sensor requires an infrared-light (thermal-ray) chop-

per, because the electrical signal can be
detected only at the transient stage of light
illumination or shut off. An electromagnetic motor was conventionally used as a
light-chopper mechanism, and recently a
piezoelectric bimorph chopper has been
developed by Y. Kuwano et al. (Shibata
et al., 1985), which prompted miniaturization of the pyrosensors (Fig. 12-16).
12.3.2 Infrared Image Sensors

In Fig. 12-17 the visualization of a therCI~
SO=wn
to-

m
*V•.light
.,8.3

mal-distribution image is exemplified by a
pyro-vidicon tube (Taylor et al., 1973). The
emitted from an object is fMtered with
germanium lens producing an infrared
beam which is focused onto the pyroelectric target through ;n optical chopper. The

-a
A.-

temperature distribution of the object is
represented on the target as a voltage distribution. This is monitored from the back
surface of the target by electron-beam

scanning using a conventional TV tube.
suenfur-

sFUm,wIW
'a

Figure 12-1S. A polymer-based pyrlec
sensor.

r

infrared

One of disadvantages of the pyro-vidicon is the degradation of the image over a
long period of usage due to thermal diffusion on the target. Pedder et al. proposed a
segmented target design in order to solve
the diffusion problem (Warner et aL, 1981).
Figure 12-18 shows the microscopic struc-

Inmrday (InlluM

_________________FIgur

,sensor.

12-16. Swing-type

pyroelectric temperature

12.4 Pezo~eicgIft DevACe.
lens

To"ge

MGMet

WON wi~

swe 0o0"

mm~

7
sown N~eM

*k~b
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coderod

and~~ sa~ xml
~

~
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~

Fig.
itrInI12M bC

taken in darkness.

1 3

b

1

7.0Pb(Mn113N
tbe (a)03

Pb(NI 113 Nb,/3 )0 3 9

Pb(Co 112WI12)0 3-

Pb(5bt 12Sn112)03,
Pb(Mg11 2WI/ 2)0 3.

124 PeolcrcDevice
12AI Pleasheleti Mawriaks
in the early 1950s, barium titanate
(%aTiO 3) begn to be utilizd in Langev'Mtype peeeticvibrators. Later, at the
NatinalBureau of Standards (NES) in the
USA (now NIST), PZT (Pb(ZrTi)0 3) was
found to exhibit pie.znelect&i constants
twice as hlage as thoue of BaTiO 3 around
the morphotropic phms bowaiudy between
the rhombobedral-tetragonal phases (Fig.
12-20); (Jaffe et &1,1955) Subsequently,
PZT modified by doping, and a ternary
solid solution with a diffret perovakite
have been intensively investigated. Exam-

Fi.n ma15 Imnfrd nu~p maqt with divide fine
nwusws (19 Pm width, 16 gas depth 25 Fm Pitch).
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Piezoelectric data for PZT ceramics are
summarized in Table 12-3.
In polycrystalline piezoelectric ceramics,

a poling process (applying a strong DC
electric field) is required to rearrange the
spontaneous polarization. After being
poled, the ceramic can exhibit the piezoelectric effect just as single crystals do
(Fig. 12-21).
Piezoelectricity is also found in polymers (Kawai, 1969). Figure 12-22 shows an

example polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF).
lw00

0.40

.0.30w

-

•

.

.

00
*1

0-203

40,
0-00

0

Pbfl010
I
Figre 12-19. lmag. taken by a pyro-vidico. on a
dark nigbL
1ENO

oL

2D

40

60
40

-

80
20

60S 60
ConmpoUon (mol %I

0.10!

0

0

0

100 PbZrO3
0

Fre 12-20. Permittivity and the planar coupling
factor in PbZrO 3 -PbTiO3 ceramic.
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rgure 12-21. Illustration
of the strain change associated with the domain reveal in a hrroelectric ce-

Piezoelectric polymers have the following
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Davicn

12.4 Pilr, eeic

I

1CH, CF&i.

characteristics:

(a) small piezoelectric d constants (for actuators) and large g constants (for sensors):

(b) Lightweight and high elasticity, lead-

ing to good acoustic impedance matching to water or the human body.

(c) Low mechanical quality factor QM, giving a wide frequency band resonance.

x

.

1Z

Y
x
Figure 12-22. Structure of polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF); O: fluorine, 0: carbon, 0: hydrogen.

Table 12-3. Electromechanical parameters in PZT-PMN ceramics."
PCM-5A

PCM-33

PCM4B

PCM-67

PCM-80

0.65
0.38

0.65
0.39

0.70
0.43

0.32
0.19

0.58
0.35

0.71
0.70
0.50

0.74

0.72
0.63
0.50

0.48
0.37
0.40

0.69
0.64
0.47

Electromechanical
coupling factors

k,
k3t
k33
kls
k,

0.50

Piezoelectric
constants
d4,
d33
d,s

-186
375
579

-263

x10-t
2

x10x10-12

575

x10`

2

xt0o-

2

-247
490
599

x10"t1
x 10-1
x10"'1

xl0o- 2
109 xl0""

-42

131

x 10"

2

-122
273
412

x10-'
x10` 2
x10-t"

-8.4x 1018.4x 10" 3

-11.8x 10-3
20.6 x 10- 3
29.7 x 10"3

-7.7x 10- 3
19.8 x 10" 3
24.7 x 10-3

-11.3x 10- 3
25.5x 10 3
31.9x 10'

Oi/so

1710
1830

3530
2740

2380
2280

620
600

1210
1460

Loss tanut D

1.50

2.30

1.40

0.64

0.64

6.2 x 10'0

6.9 x 10'0

6.3 x 100

11.0 x 10l

8.8 x 100

5.5 x 10"
2.0 x Iola

5.2 x 10o

5.1 x I0ol
2.2 x 1010

10.8 x I0ol
4.2 x 1010

6.8 x 10t°
3.1 x 10t°

931
933

913

-12.3x 10-- 25.7 x 10"
33.9x 10"

3
3

3

3

Permittivity
SX3e

Elastic constants
1/s8t,
I/S222
I1/4r
Density a

7.7

7.7

7.8

7.7

7.9

Mechanical
quality factor Qu

60

50

64

3130

2080

Curie
temperature (C)

326

182

264

340

283

Elastic constant Ilsf N/m 2; piezoelectric constants d: m/V g, V. rm/N; Ion tangent D. %; density a: 103 k&gm.
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Recent development in the field of composites of piezoceramics and polymers is
remarkable Kicker, 1981), superior piezoelectric resloonse being achieved while still
maintaining the mechanical flexibility of
the polymers.
12.4.2 Piezoelectric Resonance
When an electric field is applied to a
piezoelectric material, deformation (AL) or
is alterstrain (AL/L) arises. When the field
nating, mechanical vibration is caused, and
if the drive frequency is adjusted to a mechanical resonance frequency of the device,
large resonating strain is generated. This
phenomenon can be understood as a strain
magnification due to accumulating input
energy, and is called piezoelectric resonance. The piezoelectric resonance is very
useful for realizing energy trap devices, actuators etc. The theoretical treatment is described in the following,
If the applied electric field and the generated stress are not large, the stress x and
the dielectric displacement D can be represented by the following equation:
x, -=sfXj+ dm E.
(,j - 1,2, ... , 6; n,k- 1,2,3) (12-20)

Next, let us introduce an electromechanical couplingfactor k, which corresponds to
the efficiency of an electro-mechanical
transducer. The internal energy of a
piezoelectric vibrator is given by summation of the mechanical energy U. (- I x dX)
and the electrical energy UE ( . f D dE). U
is calculated as follows, when linear relations Eqs. (12-20) and (12-21) are applicable:
U - UM + UE
(12-22)
= (!

SEiXX+!.dEX')

2

2 .i..
I
d,1 Xj E, + - c.L El

jj

+

E)

The s and c terms represent purely mechanical and electrical energies (Utm and
UEE), respectively, and the d term denotes
the energy transducer from electrical to
mechanical energy or vice versa through
the piezoelectric effect. The coupling factor
k is defined by:
=

U(2

The k value varies with the vibrational
mode (even in the same ceramic sample),
and can have a positive or negative value
(see Table 12-4).

(12-21)
D, - d, 1 X1 + cej Ek
These are called piezoelectric equations,
The numbers of independent parameters
for a lowest symmetry trigonal crystal are
21 for sEi, 18 for d., and 6 for sx. The
number of independent parameters decreases with increasing crystallographic
symmetry. Concerning the polycrystalline
ceramics, the poled axis is usually denoted
as the z-axis and the ceramic is isotropic
with respect to this z-axis (point group
C., (o im)). The number of non-zero ma-

Let us consider the transverse mechanical vibration
a piezo-ceramic
plate as
shown
in Fig. of
12-23.
If the polarization
is

trix elements is 10 (11

Fl

d3,, d 3 3, d 15 ,

4,,

and a3.

f2

13,4

3,
s4,

/

.
b
Pfo

plate.M

Z

T12
mv2.e viem
i

n.fw-ular
a

12.4 Piezoeleic
tt
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TaM. 124 Several shapes of the resonator and their electromechanical coupling ractors
Shape of the
resonator

Definition

Coupling
factor%

Elastic conditions

a

k3l

X 1 40,X 2 -X 3 0
X 40, X2 4,0, x 3 4(0)/

dj,

b

k 33

X
X 2 -0,X X 3 00
X I x2 *0 x 3 * 03

d33

k,

X 1 -X

c

XI

d

kP-

k4j

9

X3

-0

2@
3k3

I

. X2

k33

0,X 3 *0
0x3,M-0,

.. v

X

0.X 2 -0. X 3 *0

Xt0,
1

k'3

X 2 *,

k,- Ak 33

'

- k.

X, *0, X 2 *0, X 3 0
xI 40O, x2 -0,. x2 402,zA-"•
O
X1 X % I - 0-OX3 *L
.0

M31

h

*0

X32

X
X

f

4O X 3 -O

X 1 X2 I*0X 3 *(eO
x 1 . x2 -0, x 3 40

ki

e

3

X2

"

i
2

-

1 7

%

klc~ 1+0

•/j-;
1-U

t

-3
, 1

k, 1 -

Bk 3 3

/(I I--A

x0.
3 M0

XI* 1 0X 2 *01 X 3 *0

IAk

2

-Ak33)

P -- k21 -(k

j

k-

k1 s
V'013t
Ia+ 012 (SR

A =B

-X2 -X

X1

S+3O

-k)3

_(kl-Bk332
3

t -

33Bk)

2

k 3 3 - Bk31
y/(1-B)( 1-0 1)

X 1 40 X2 0 X 3 4 0
x 1 OMOx
1X3 0
2

IW33

3

d~s

=0- X,4 *0
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in the z-direction and the x-y planes are the
planes of the electrodes, the extentional vibration in the x-direction is represented by
the following dynamic equation:
+
1
(8au/atz) - F - (8XllfBx) + (OX ,My)

+(OX 1MZ),

(12-24)

u is the displacement of the small volume
element in the ceramic plate in the x-direction. The relations between stress, electric
field (only E, exists) and the induced strain

are given by.
x1 W

+1
X +0

2 X2

+s1X

3

+d3£Es
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X2 "f2
X3

XI + Sf* X 2 + 43 X 3 + d31 Es

= 43 XJ +

mechanically free sample is calculated as:

43 X 2 + 433 X3+ d 3 3 E,

x 4 = SL X 4 /

x5

Using Eq. (12-28), the admittance for the
1 = i = Li
z V Eft

(12-25)

-sSE•

W=2(
e

2

-

jwowL

pl 2tes1'
)X6

When the plate is very long and thinX

x/sE -(d

31 /14)E,

--

C0)2g

u=

(12-27)

f1

UL

ý[( 3

d

)E

v/(2 L) - 1/(2 L /a ')

L cot )
2v

(12-33)

=

_

d

2v1

The final transformation is provided by the
definition:

,x1I,4
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(12-35)

resonance and antiresonance states
areThedescribed
by the following intuitive model. In a high electromechanical
coupling material with k = 1, the resonance or antiresonance states appear
for tan [w L/(2 v)] - oo or 0, i.e., w L/(2 v) =
(m - 1/2) a or mx (mninteger), respectively.
The strain amplitude x, distribution for
each state [calculated using Eq. (12-28)] is

(12-29)

w

=

_

When the specimen is utilized as an electrical component such as a filter or a vibrator, the electrical impedance [(applied
voltage/induced current) ratio] plays an
important role. The current flow into the
specimen is described by the surface charge
increment, i.e., D/Mt,
and the total cur3
rent is given by:
icowLD3 dXJI

(12-32)

On the other hand, the antiresonance state
is generated for zero admittance or infinite
impedance:
(12-34)
d~1
2oAL

E, [sin co (L - x)/v +

_/T'

(d2/s 1 E)

The piezoelectric resonance is achieved
where the admittance becomes infinite or
the impedance is zero. The resonance frequency f 1 is calculated from Eq. (12-31),
and the fundamental frequency is given by:

+ sin (o x/v)]/sin (w L/v)
(12-28)
Here, v is the sound velocity in the piezoceramics and is given by
V= 1

=
-133

C"

w is the angular frequency of the drive field,
and g is the density. Substituting a general
solution u = ul(x)eJ' t + u 2 (X)e-Jt* into
Eq. (12-26), and with the boundary condition X 1 = 0 at x = 0 and L (sample length),
the following solution can be obtained:

x
&/ax=

(tan [wL/(2 v)J']
CS E co L /(2v)

w is the width, L the length, t the thickness
of the sample, and Vis the applied voltage.
e3c is the permittivity in a longitudinally
clamped sample, and is given by:

(12-26)

a 2 u/ax 2

3

3

Introducing Eq. (12-26) into Eq. (12-24),
and allowing for xI = au/Bx and eEex - 0
(due to the equal potetr lal on each electrode), leads to a harmonic vibration equation:
-

c[d

63

2

and X 3 may be set equal to zero through
the plate. Since shear stress will not be generated by the electric field E,, Eq. (12-25) is
reduced to:
X-

t

=

(12-31)

dI

]d

(12-30)
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Antlrelonance

Resonance

Low coupling

High coupling

Figure 12-24. Strain gener-

m=2

m=2

~

illustrated in Fig. 12-24. In the resonance
state, large strain amplitudes and large capacitance changes are induced, and the
current can easily flow into the device. On
the contrary, at the antiresonance, the
strain induced in the device compensates in
total, not causing the capacitance change,
and the current can not flow easily into the
sample.
In the usual case, where k3 , - 0.3, the
antiresonance state varies from the abovementioned mode and becomes closer to the
resonance mode. The low-coupling material exhibits an antiresonance mode where
capacitance change due to the size change
is compensated completely by the current
required to charge up the static capacitance.
In general, the sound velocity v of the
specimen is first obtained from the resonance frequency fR, then the electromechanical coupling factor k 3 , is calculated
from the v value and the antiresonance frequency fA using Eq. (12-34). Especially in
low-coupling piezoelectric materials, the
following approximate equation is available:
(Af "-A/ -- fit)
k3,(l - k],) = -(Af /f•t

12.4.3
W

MZoe.ICtric Tmwformum

ation in the resonant or
antiresonant state.

very high voltage generated i n a piezoelectric ceramic under applied mechanical
stress can cause sparking and ignite the gas
(Fig. 12-25). There are two means to apply
the mechanical force; sudden application
and continuous increase.
When input and output terminals are
fabricated on a piezo-device and input/output voltage is changed through the vibration energy transfer, the device is called a
piezoelectric transformer. Proposed by
C. A. Rosen et al. (Rosen, 1957), there have
been a variety of such transformers investigated: Fig. 12-26 shows a fundamental
structure where two dilierently-poled parts
coexist in one piezoelectric plate. A standing wave with a wavelength equal to the
sample length is generated, a half wavelength portion of the wave existing on both

(a)

18
16

F

14
12

10

11:

6_•

(12'46)'00

One of the very basic applications of
piezoelectric ceramics is a gas igniter. The

Tim bsl
Figwe 12-25 (a) Gas igniter and (b) output voltage.
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as high electric power efficiency, compact
and long life.
12.4.5 Ultrasonic

Transducers

.-

Ultrasonic waves are now used in vari-

Figure 12-26. Piezoelectric transformer.

the input (1,) and output (12) parts of the
sample. The voltage rise ratio r is given for
the unloaded condition by Eq. (12-37). The
r ratio is increased with an increase of(12 /t).
(12-37)

r=~k 3 lk 3 3 Qm/12
1+

are a bimorph consisting of two piezo-ceramic plates bonded together, and a piezoelectric fork consisting of a piezo-device
a metal fork. A piezoelectric buzzer is
shown in Fig. 12-27, which has merits such

3

SkIS
11

Piezoelectric transformers were previously used in color TVs because of their
compact size in comparison with the conventional electromagnetic coil-type transformers.
12.4A Piezoelectric Vibrators
In the use of mechanical vibration
devices such as filters or oscillators, the size
and shape of a device is very important,
and both the vibration mode and the ceramic material must be considered. The resonance frequency of the bending mode in a
cm-size sample ranges from 100-1000 Hz,
which is much lower than that of the thickness mode (100 kHz). For these vibrator
applications the piezo-ceramic should have
a high mechanical quality factor (QN) rather
than a large piezoelectric coefficient d; i.e.,

ous fields. The sound source is made of
piezoelectric ceramics as well as of magnetostrictive materials. Piezoceramics are
generally superior in efficiency and in size
to magnetostrictive materials. Especially
hard-type piezoelectric materials with a
high Qm are preferable. A liquid medium is
usually used for sound energy transfer. UItrasonic washers and ultrasonic microphones for short-distance remote control
are widely used in factories, and ultrasonic
scanning detectors are useful in medical
electronics.
12.4.6 Surface Acoustic Wave Devices
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters have
been widely used for the intermediate frequency image transfer signal in color TVs,
because of their excellent time delay characteristics. The fundamental structure of
the SAW filter is illustrated in Fig. 12-28,
where a pair of interdigital electrodes are
fabricated on the piezoelectric crystal. A

1 2-ceraft

hard-type piezoelectric ceramics are preferable.
For speakers or buzzers, audible for humans, devices with a rather low resonance

frequency are used (kHz range): Examples

Figw. 12-27. Piezoelic bwmzr.
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Low

InPA

,
L
,'required
Figure
..
12
F-otor
Figure 12-28. Fundamental structure of a SAW filter.
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motors, has been rapidly increasing. The
requirements for the processing accuracy
of optical devices such as lasers and cameras, along with the positioning accuracy
in the processing of semiconducchips are now typically of the order of

micron and submicron levels. The need for
a reliable micro-scale positioner has moti-

surface wave generated at the input-side
electrode is transferred and picked up at
the output-side as an electric signal. The
device is very useful as a high-frequency
filter.
There are four materials at present used
for SAW devices, Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3 (PZTbased ceramics, ZnO thin films, LiNbO 3
and LiTaO 3 single crystals, whose characteristics are summarized in Table 12-5. A
small temperature coefficient of the frequency is preferable, which is determined
by the summation of the temperature coefficient of the sound velocity and the thermal expansion coefficient of the ceramic.
When a polycrystalline material is used,
it must be pore-free and homogeneous.
Samples must be highly reproducible, and
advanced fine ceramic preparation
require
teholgy
av
e n eelectric
technology.

vated a new surge of activity in the development of ceramic actuators which operate on the principle of electric-field-induced
strain.
For actuator applications, large electric
fields (A- 1 kV/mm) are applied to the material, thereby generating large stresses
(,T 10, MPa) and strains (An/l It 10-c3).
Therefore, in addition to an adequate electrostrictive response, electrical insulation
strength and mechanical toughness are
necessary material characteristics.

Lead zirconate titanate (PZT)-based cc-

ram
arcuntl
the
primary meralmcs are currently the primary materials for piezoelectric applications (Furuta
et al., 1986). The (Pb, La)(Zr, Ti)o 3 (PLZT)
(7/62/38) compound is one such material.
The strain curves for this composition are
shown in Fig. 12-29 a. When the applied
field is small,tothe
nearly proportional
theinduced
electric strain
field. Asis
the field becomes larger (i.e., greater than
about 100 V/mm), however, the strain

In recent years, the need for new displacement elements, in particular, in such fields
as optics, precision machinery and small

curve deviates from this linear trend and a
significant hysteresis is exhibited due to
polarization reversal. This limits the use of

Table 12-5 Characteristics of SAW filter substrate materials.

SAW velocity (m/s)
Coupling factor (k2 , %)
Temperature coeficient of frequency (ppm/'C)
Permittivity (s,)
Curie point (Tc, *C)
a Pb(Mn V
13Nb 23)0
1 3 -PbZzO3-PbTiO 2 .

LiTaO 3

LiNbO 3

(X-112-Y)

(128 Y)

3295
0.7
-31
47.9
618

3960
6.0
-78
67.2
1210

PZT"

2430
2.9
-17
350
300

ZnO

3150
0.6
-15
8.84
1200
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the material in actuator applications that

by as much as 10 pM). Another attractive

require a linear, non-hysteresis response.
Previously, electrostriction, a second-order phenomenon of electromechanical coupling, was considered to be a negligible effect and, therefore, was not studied from a
practical point of view. Recent research
and development on PMN Dead magnesium niobate, Pb(Mg113Nb 2/ 3)0 3j-based
ceramics (Cross et al., 1980), however, have
kindled new interest in the use of such electrostrictive materials in this area. PMNbased ceramics exhibit significant strains
up to 0.1% (i.e., a 1 cm sample can elongate

feature of these materials is the near absence of hysteresis (Fig. 12-29 b).
Piezoelectric/electrostrictive actuators
may be classified into two categories based
on the type of driving field applied to the
device and the nature of the strain induced
by that field (Fig. 12-30): (1) Rigid displacement devices for which the strain is induced unidirectionally by an applied DC
field, and (2) resonating strain devices for
which the mechanical resonance is excited
by an AC field. The first can be further
divided into two categories: (1) Servo dis-

Displacement
used

Ddving mde

E

So

None

x

/servo displaceent

SeeoE
gd0

/transduce0 ...

0

4 E6

displacemenm

drveEE.PWftl
OnO
0

PIulse drive motor

(PMN-based)

Soft piezoelectric
(PZT-baed)

~Strain x

Sinlusoidal flad

nkM t

Electrstriclive

materials

iON

OFF

E
Resonat"
Wipl meit- Alirsmalfgo drive

I

Material

-

luta*fxf

Hard Piezoelectric
materials

E

FIpre M230. Classification of Piuoeecric/electostrictive actuators; E: electric field, r. strain.
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placement transducers controlled by a feed-

similar in principle to a "bi-metal" device

back system through a position-detection

which consists of two metal plates, with

signal, and (2) pulse-drive motors that operate in a simple ON/OFF switching mode
(Uchino, 1986). Very recently, an actuator
referred to as a flight actuator has been
proposed which hits a steel ball strongly by
means of an ON/OFF piezoelectric unit
similar to that found in a pinball machine
(Ota et al., 1985).
The material requirements for the three
classes of devices are somewhat different
and hence, certain compounds will be better suited to particular applications. The
ultrasonic motor, for instance, requires almost the conventional hard-type piezoelectric with a high mechanical Q. The servodisplacement transducer suffers most
from strain hysteresis and, therefore, a
PMN electrostrictor is used for this device.
The pulse-drive motor requires a low-permittivity material aiming at a quick response rather than a small hysteresis so
that soft-PZT piezoelectrics are most suitable for this application,
In the sections to follow, three typical
application examples will be taken up for
examination and discussion.

different thermal expansion coefficients,
bonded together. The plates will bend with
a change in temperature. When three layers of thin electrostrictive ceramic (PMN)
plates are bonded to the elastic plate of a
glass mirror, the mirror surface is deformed in various ways corresponding to
the strain induced in the PMN-layer. The
nature of the deformation is determined by
the. electrode configuration and the distribution of the applied electric field. Trial
units have been designed such that the first
layer, with a uniform electrode pattern,
produces a spherical deformation (i.e., refocusing), while the second layer with an electrode pattern of six minute divisions corrects for coma aberration.

12.4.7.1 Deformnable Mirrors
In the field of optical information processing, deformable mirrors have been proposed to control the phase of the incident
light wave. The deformable mirror can be
made more convex or ccncave as necessary. This type of mirror, which finds application as an accessory device on observatory telescopes, effectively corrects for
image distortions resulting from fluctuating airflow,
An example of a deformable mirror is a
multilayered two-dimensional bimorph

type like that shown in Fig. 12-31 (Sato
Ct al., 1982). The operation of this mirror is

1.7.2 Impact Dot-Matrix Printers
Among the various types of printing
devices currently in use, dot-matrix printers are routinely employed. Each character
formed by such a printer is initially composed of a 9 x 9 dot matrix. A printing ribbon is subsequently impacted by a multiwire array. A sketch of the printer appears
in Fig. 12-32 a (Yano et al., 1984).
The basic actuator assumes a multilayer
configuration in which roughly 100 thin
piezoelectric ceramic sheets are stacked.
The advantages of using a multilayer-type
actuator for this particular application include a low driving voltage, large displacement, and a high electromechanical conversion efficiency. This actuator is installed
in a specially designed displacement magnification unit (Fig. 12-32b) to drive the
top printer pins. This unique magnification
unit is based on a monolithic hinge lever
with a magnification of 30 and realizes an
amplified displacement of 300 pm and an

energy transfer efficiency greater than
50%.
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actual control of wavefroua.

The merits of the pieol.ctrc• impact
printer compared with thr conventional
electromagnetic type are (1) higher printing speed by an order of magnitude, (2)
lower energy consumption by an order of
magnitude, and (3) reducedl printing noise
since a complete sound shield may be employed with the heatless drive,
147,3 Ultram

Mer

Efforts have been made to develophIdgn-

powerultrasonic
vibratorsasreplacements
loe
energ
consum
pto
by
an
ore
of
for conventional electromatic
t
motorw
Two actuators, in particular, are currently
being invsigted for this a
iuc(tion) A

vibratory-coupler type and a surface-wave
type (Akiyama, 1986).
The basic design of the vibratory coupler
is pictured in Fig. 12-33. The Langevintype puezoelectric vibrator generates a flatelliptical movement at the tip of the vibratory piece. When contacting a rotor at a
slight angle, the vibratory piece generates a

rotational torque.
This simple design, however, has severul
drawbacks. Defacement of the rotor

caused by mechanical friction at the con-

tact
pointandlackofontro
in boththe
typ
pizeeti
vibato
generatesaIflatclockwise and cou6ter-lockwie directions are two of the most serous problems
associated with this uni. The problem of
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Figure 12-32. (a) Structure of printer head and (b) differential type piezoelectric printer head element.

osc.ator

is alleviated by securely pressurefitting the vibratory reed and rotor together in order to restrict, as much as possible, sliding during operation. The model

•friction
oWy

picture in Fig. 12-34 is one such modified
unit (Kumada, 1985). At a rotational speed

x

of 600 rpm, this motor has performance
characteristics that surpass normal electropm
dw

magnetic motors with a rotational torque
of 13 kgf- cm (v 1.3 Nm) and an energy
conversion efficiency of 80%.

Figure 12-33. Basic structure of a vibratory couplertype ultrasonic motor,

The other type of motor utilizes surface
wave vibrations. The operating principle of

(a)
C Prpu~wOSC.

(b)

Torsion
horn,

$
d-

I

-"
1
Aknokkwn

F11pe 12.3% Ultrasonc inotor using a
toron coupler (a) and rough sketch of

the torsion vibration coupler (bf
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to rotate in both directions and its
design which makes it suitable for installation in video (VTR) or movie cameras

-.. A"..

as an automatic focusing device.
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Figure 12-35. Operating principle of a surface wave

linear motor (transverse propagating wave being excited on an elastic body).

this device is illustrated in Fig. 12-35. By
means of the traveling elastic wave induced
by the piezoelectric, a slider in contact with
the "rippled" surface of the elastic body is
driven in the direction indicated. Both linear and rotational-type motors of this type
are possible. The structure of a surfacewave rotational-type motor is pictured in
Fig. 12-36. Although the energy transformation efficiency (30%) and rotational
torque (0.5 kgf cm) of the surface wave
device are rather low as compared to the
vibratory-coupler type, its merit lies in its

In the 1960s the nonlinear polarizability
of ferroelectrics was discovered and various electrooptic and optical parametric
devices have been investigated. However,
problems still remaining are the difficulty
of preparing high-grade optically-homogeneous single crystals, and the correspondingly high cost for a given level of performance.

Even with a polycrystalline microstructure, a ferroelectric ceramic can exhibit the
electrooptic effect if it is sintered to a porefree state to make it transparent. The bestknown material is the (Pb,La)(Zr, Ti)O,
system (PLZT), which has good transparency in a wavelength range from visual to
infrared, and exhibits an optical anisotropy
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under applied electric voltage. Displays

and light valves are promising applications.
12-37
shows the
phase_=zO3
diagram ofFigure
the (Pb,
_.La•)(Zr,
_,Ti,)N
10wmJ
system and the corresponding possible applications.
The PLZT solid solution exhibits both
the Pockels' and Kerr electrooptic effects,
depending on the composition. Some examples are shown in Fig. 12-38. The elec. trooptic coefficients of the PLZT systern are much larger than the values in
conventional crystals such as LiNbO 3

and (Sr, Ba)Nb 2O6 (SBN) (see Table 12-6),

which means that the voltage required for
the electrooptic shutter is much less in the
PLZT.

, ,
-20 -10 0 0 20 -20 .10 0 10o2
Elofic
iel
Electrcfild
E :(kvfml
E

Figure 12-38. Polarization P and birefuingeace An as
a function of electric field E in PLZT ceramics.

1..
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PLZT eye glasses for stereo TV have
been fabricated using the light shutter
function (Kumada et al., 1977). Lenses consist of a pair of optically isotropic PLZT
(9/65/35) discs sandwiched by two crossed
polarizers. When zero voltage is applied on
the electrode, the light will not be transmitted. The transmitted light intensity in-

Table 12.6. Pockets' (Ist) and Kerr (2nid) electrooptic coeficients for various materials.
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creases with increasing applied voltage,
and reaches a maximum when the phase
difference (retardation) of 1800 is induced
in the PLZT disc. The voltage required for
the maximum intensity is denoted as a
half-wavelength voltage,
The stereo TV image of an object is
taken by two video cameras corresponding
to the two eyes and the signal from each
camera is mixed alternately to make a
frame for the right- and left eyes. When
viewing, the right and left PLZT shutters
are triggered synchronously for each image
frame, resulting in a stereo image.
Recent progress with high-definition
TVs is remarkable, and several systems
have been proposed. One of the promising
devices is a projection-type TV utilizing
two-dimensional PLZT displays (Ohmura,
1989). Electrooptic characteristics in PLZT
ceramics are generally much superior in
response speed and contrast ratio to those
in liquid crystals. Moreover, the durability
of ceramics under strong light illumination
is excellent. However, the most significant
problems in PLZT devices, which have
prohibited their actual commercialization,
are the high driving voltage and the cost.
Therefore the development of a simple,
mass-production process and the design of

N
e

oM
VM
1vi

o
M
II--typical

LW

Fig. 12-39. Newly developed de"ip of a 2-din&=.
uional dispay.

electrode configurations with a narrow gap
are the key factors for PLZT displays.
A recently developed design for a 2-dimensional display as shown in Fig. 12-39
presents a very bright image with no crosstalk-related problems and is easy to produce. The fabrication process of the 2-dimensional PLZT light valve array is
outlined in Fig. 12-40. Wet-chemically prepared (coprecipitated) PLZT 9/65/35 powders were mixed with organic solvent and
binder and formed into a green sheet. The
sheets were printed with electrodes and
then laminated and sintered in an atmosphere with a controlled oxygen content. A
transmittance of 62% could be obtained
by atmosphere-controlled sintering, coinparing well with a value of 63% for the
ideal sample prepared by hot-pressing. Finally, the external connecting electrodes
were applied to make vertical and horizontal addressing possible.
The construction of the PLZT color image projector is shown in Fig. 12-41. Three
light fluxes, red, green and blue, are obtained by separating light from a xenon
lamp with dichroic mirrors, and passing
each through identical PLZT shutter.
Then, the fluxes are superimposed to make
a color image.
12.53 Waveguide Modulators
Light waveguwdes can be fabricated by
depositing a high-refractive-index layer on
a substrate. The principle of the waveguide
is shown schematically in Fig. 12-42. Nbdiffused LiNbO3 single crystals are commonly used; Fig. 12-43 a and 12-43 b show
planar- and ridge-type electrooptic
waveguides (Kaminow, 1975). The transmitted light intensity is easily modulated
by applying a relatively low voltage. Phase
modulation by I radian can be achieved by
applying a voltage of 0.3 V with power
consumption of several pW/MHz.

12.5 Electrooptic Devices
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Figure 12-42. Diagrams of (a) slab and
waveguides. The wavegraded-index
(b)
functions
for the TEO and TE, modes
are shown in the refractive-index profiles.

12.6 Positive Temperature
Coefficient (PTC) Materials
12.6.1 The PTC Phenomenon
When barium titanate (BaTiO 3) is doped
with a low concentration of lanthanide
ions (0.3 at.%) the ceramic becomes semiconductive with a resistivity in the range of
10- 103 j. cm. Moreover, the resistivity is
(a)

waveg-m"
Guided •t
(b)
C-axis

R

Electrode

Ž

•K

%

FIre 1241 Electrooptic waveguide. (a)Planar-type
and (b)ridg-type,

drastically increased by 3-5 orders of
magnitude with increasing temperature
around the Curie point. This phenomenon
was discovered in 1954, and denoted as the
PTC (positive temperature coefficient of
resistivity) effect, since then it has been investigated intensively 6iy many researchers
(Andrich, 1965; Heywang, 1964).
The PTC dopant is an ionic species with
a larger ionic valence such as La, Sm, Ce or
Gd, and replaces the Ba ions and Nb, Ta,
Bi in the Ti sites. Since the temperature at
which the resistivity anomaly occurs is
closely related with the Curie point, the
temperature coefficient can easily be designed by choosing the solid solution on
the basis of BaTiO 3 . Fig. 12-44 shows
some varieties of the PTCR curves.
The theory for the PTC effect has not
been established completely. The most acceptable model is illustrated in Fig. 12-45,
which was initially proposed by H. Heywang et al. (Heywang, 1964). When the two
semiconductive (n-type) ceramic particles
are in contact through a grain boundary,
an electron energy barrier (Schottky barrier)
is generated and the barrier height is given
by the following equation:
•UNbe N.2/(2 tozNd)
(12-38)
N. is the concentration of donor atoms
and N, is the surface density of negatively
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loo M

tial barrier due to the increase in permittiv-

MV0.127

ity as the temperature falls to Tc.

C=

10M

-/(TO)

(12-39)

Below Tc the permittivity falls, but the
spontaneous polarization appears and
the electron concentration to reduce the barrier height. This keeps the re-

I M -controls

sistivity in a rather low range.

0.37

100ok -Ct

fNo

12.6.2 PTC Thermistors
PTC thermistors are applicable

addion

10k

I
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k

not only
for temperature-change detection but also
for active current controllers. The thermis-

SI 1.0

tor, when self-heated, causes a decrease in
the current owing to the drastic increase of

100

resistivity. Practical applications are found
2oo

1oo

Temptatwe (.C)

in over-current/voltage protectors, starting
300

switches for motors and automatic demagnetization circuits for color TVs.

"Ceramic heaters" have also been widely

Fi'gue 12-44 Resistivity VL temperature behavior of
PTCR BaTiO 3 ceramics. Modifiers and additive con-

centrations are indicated,

commercialized in panel heaters, electronic
thermos bottles and hair dryers.

charged acceptors (here assumed to be
confined to the surface due to Ba vacancies). Note that the permittivity a obeys the
Curie-Weiss law (Eq. (12-39)) above Tc,
and that the low resistance at Tc is thus
accounted for by the lowering of the poten-

12.6.3 Grain Boundary Layer Capacitors
When a semiconductive BaTiO 3 ceramic
is oxidized to make a resistive surface layer.
it can be used as a high-capacitance condenser. The capacitance is adjustable in thre
range of 0.4-0.5 iIF/cm2 .

No

+_

U..m

i,,n

M bFy

Fil.

12-45. Enmergy-level diagpam near
a grin boundary of the PTCR BaTiO 3 .
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the sales at present, and piezoelectric vibrators such as buzzers and speakers hold
"the second position. The sales concerned
with the other applications are negligibly
small.
What does the future hold for ferroelec-

tric devices? Ferroelectrics can be utilized
in various devices but until now have failed

to reach commercialization in most cases.
"Inthe light sensor, for example, semicon-

6
Figure 12-46. Model of the grain boundary layer
condensers.

ductive materials are superior to ferroelec-

trics in response speed and sensitivity.
Magnetic devices are much more popular

A new type of grain boundary layer
(GBL) condensers has been developed by
using electrically resistive grain boundaries.
The model is illustrated in Fig. 12-46. (See
also Chap. 14 of this Volume for a more

in the memory field, and liquid crystals are
typically used for optical displays. Ferroelectric devices often fail to be developed
in the cases where competitive materials
exist. Therefore, it can be said that ferroelectrics are strong candidates for application only in those fields where no viable

detailed analysis of grain boundary semiconducting effects.) In practice, CeO 2 or

alternative materials exists. It is the author's
opinion that the following will be promis-

Bi2 0 3 is coated on a semiconductive ceramic and diffused into the grain boundaries by thermal treatment so as to make
the boundary layer highly-resistive. The resistive grain boundary layers of 1 gm
thickness are fully connected in the ceramics with grains of 10 gm in size. This type
exhibit excellent frequency characteristics
and can be used as wide-band pass condensers up to several GHz.

ing areas:
electromechanical devices (piezoelectric actuators, ultrasonic motors)
thin-fim hybrid sensors (pyro-, pressure,
acceleration sensors)
electrooptic devices (light waveguides, thinfilm hybrid displays)

12.7 Conclusions
We have described the fundamentals and
applications of ferroelectrics, including:
high-permittivity dielectrics
pyroelectric devices
piezoelectric devices
electrooptic devices
PTC materials
From a viewpoint of commercialization,
capacitor dielectrics account for most of

12.8 Appendix 1:
Tensor Representation
of Physical Properties
12.8.1 Tensor Representation
Let us first consider an example of tensor conductivity. The conductivity is defined so as to correlate an applied electric
field E and the induced current densityj as
follows:
j-aE

(A 1)
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Since both the electric field and the current density are first rank tensors (i.e., vector) quantites, the conductivity should
rank
tensor representation
have a second
havea
rak
scon
tnso
reresntaion
(i.e., with two suffixes); this is described as
1

C('1

a6rz

o\,3)/EI

-

a2l

a2 2

',23

3

2za3

E2
3

(A2)

1\E3 /

12.8.2 Crystal Symmetry and Tensor Form
When we measure a physical property
along
two different
two values measured
mustdirections,
be equal ifthethese
two
dectionsure mrsta
p equivh
a
directions are crystallographically equiva-

lent to each other. This consideration
sometimes reduces the number of the independent
the abovetensor components representing
property.
Let us again take conductivity as an ex-

or

ji= " j E

(A3)

A third-rank tensor is exemplified by

ample of a second-rank tensor. If the current density j in an (x, y, z) coordinate system is described in an (x', y', z') system as j',

piezoelectric coefficients, providing a rela-

j and f are related using a unitary matrix'

tion between the applied field and the in-

as follows:

duced strain x :

x-dE

(A4)

j',

l la

ij2

a)( a22 a23

12a,

a

3

I

(A7)

J2

Since the E and x are first-rank and second-rank tensors, respectively, the d should

a 33 1\ J3
The electric field is transformed in the same

have a third-rank tensor form represented
as

way:

as

d(E'2)

The d tensor is composed of three layers
of the symmetrical matrices,
/11,r

d112 d113'

1a

A3

(Ea

32

(a

2i

a2 2

1

3

a 32 a 33 /

a2 3

1E

2

(A8)

E3

or
E'. •al, Ej

(A9)

1st layer (i - 1) Cd 121 d 1 2 2 d123

2nd layer (i

2)

A unitary matrix without an imaginary part has the

d1 32

d 133 )

411

d2 12

d13

d 2 2,1

422 d22 3 ) (A6)

d131

\, 2 3 , d3

d4I3

following relation:
,

/d3, 11 d312 d313
3rd layer (i - 3) |d32

d32z

11
(a,
2 23a

a', a2, a3
-3
az2 a
a2l
023)
(a, :\22 :31)
a.2
433)

ja13

23

433)

d3z2

For centro-symmetry, the transformation matrix is
written as

d,,0

(-1

Generally speaking, if two physical properties are represented using tensors of prank and q-rank, the quantity which combines the two properties in a linear relation
is also represented by a tensor of (p +.q)rank.

o

0 -1u
for rotation about a Principal

/

cos0 Oin 0
-sin.0 Cos 0
0 01
0
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Then, we can calculate the corresponding
a' tensor defined by
J
(dA=
(a,,

'(A1)
EEiY_

('1(
('1

' ,

,.

a12a.3.=a
1

o'•

'•2

a'22

a'32

U'33

• 21

a2 222
a 31

a 32

2311 a
a,
a33/

'722

a32

\°3l

As far as a third-rank tensor such as
piezoelectric tensor is concerned, the transformation on change of the coordinate systern is represented as
(A I5)
a jaj,atdm.,
1

a22
a2 3

2
3

a
a2 3

When the crystal has a 4-fold axis along
the z-axis, the transformation matrix is
given by

.

a 3 3/

a 32 )
a 33

-1

0

0

0

0

(A 11)

In consideration of the tensor symmetry

(A12)

with m and n such as d, 2 3 =d 1 3 2 and
d 213 = d 231 (each matrix of the ith layer of

When the crystal has a 2-fold axis along
the z-axis, the conductivity tensor should

the d tensor is symmetrical), we can obtain
the relations:
dil, = d 2 22 = d,12 - d,2, = d2,1

of= -ailkajlatI
k.1

have the same components for the transformation of

d22 1 = d 2 12 = d, 2 2 = d 33 1
- d 3 3 2 = d323
,=d313 -- d
-

_1

(l

0

'21

'22

'231=

0 0\
0 -1 0

'731

'32

033/

0

('711

aj21

\a3l

012

a32

al

3)

(-

a331

' 013

'7ii"22,033

0 -1
0

'12m

1)

0

'

1st layer
/)(
0
0

-

d231

d13 1
d123

0

di31 d 1 2 3

)

2nd layer

0'32 ma 23 m 0

#0

(A 6)

"d 2 32

22 3

d12 3 = d 132 = - d 2 1 3 =

0
0

we can induce the relations:
031

d3 11 =d 322
d, 13 =d 13 1 -d

1

a'13(-'22
23

d321 =0

d 3 33 40

From the condition
'712
Ii

a3 12 =

= d233 '

0

(A14)

'21

It is very important to note that most of the
physical constants have a symmetric ten-

sor form (the proof involves thermodynamical considerations and is beyond the
scope of this article).

0
131

0
-d

1 2,3

d1 3 1

3rd layer
311 0

0
1d310

\O

0

d333

0

(A17)
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12.83 Redcton of the Tensor
(Matrix Notation)

the following change in the notation for the
(A 19)
strain components

A general third-rank tensor has 3 = 27
independent components. Since d,,, is

(XXi

symmetrical in j and k some of the coefficients can be eliminated, leaving 18 independent dij,; it also facilitates the use of
the matrix notation.
So far all the equations have been developed in full tensor notation. But when calculating actual properties, it is advantageous to reduce the number of suffixes as
much as possible. This is done by defining

KX12

or
xt

in the full tensor notation are replaced by
a single suffix 1 to 6 in matrix notation, as
follows:

X4

1

2

3

4

5

6

In terms of these new symbols the array
(A 6) is rewritten as:
d11

2dr1

4d 14

(

4
d2
"4d26

d2

146

d6s\2

\Id,

5s

d 1 3s/

1da

4d,"
2 24 d23/
d22

4d36
/ di
•[d
36
3 , 2z
Id,

35

2xs

2,X
4
x31

"dr
1

d2

d12

d13
d14

d22
d23

d3, d32
d33

El
E2

d24

d3

E

d3 5
d1 s 4
ddr.
d11 56 d 26 d34
d.
4a

S
x5

(A21)

3)

Concerning the stress components, the 2s
(A 22)
a unnecessary.
5
X1 X
X12 1X3
(X1

|X12X2

2

X6 X2 X4

\X31 X 2 3 X33/
X5 X4 X3
The matrix notation has the advantage
of compactness over the tensor notation,
and it makes it easy to display the coefficients on a plane diagram. However, it
must be remembered that in spite of their
form, the d,,s do not transform like the
components of a second-rank tensor.
An example of a piezoelectric matrix for
the point group 4 is written as
0
d1 4 d1s 0
0
0

44½ d12 1d 14.
\4dts

x6
X2

x
12iX
6

\2x5 2x4
X3 1 X 2 3 X3 3
The reason for the I s in the substitution
(A 19) is due to the cancellation with Is in
(A 18). Then, we have
(A20)
x = F-d1 ,E, (i = 1,2,3;j = 1,2,..., 6)

X2
X3

matrix
notation

(

1

new symbols, for instance, d 2 t - d2tt and
dt 1, 2 d123: The second and third suffixes

tensor
notation 11 22 33 23,32 31,13 12,21

x 3 ,•X
X2 3

x, 2
X2 2

(A18)

d3/

The last two suffixes in the tensor notation
correspond to those of the strain components; therefore, for consistency, we make

(

0d5\

\d3

0

0
3'.d

d 1s -d 14

0

0

0/

0

(A23)
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12.9 Appendix 2:

12.9.1.1 Second-Order Transition

Phenomenology of Ferroelectricity
12.9.1 LAnd*u Theory

of the Phase Transition
A thermodynamical theory explaining
the behavior of a ferroelectric crystal can
be obtained by considering the form of the
expansion of the energy as a function of the
polarization P. We assume that the
Landau free energy F in one dimension
should be represented formally as:
2

4

+

6

=P

Eand

E= P+ p 3 + 7 ps

glected because nothing special is added by
this term. The polarization for zero applied
field (A27) is obtained from (A25) so that
either
P, ~ o p,
(To - T)/(# o C).
either P,= 0 or
3
T - To
(A27)
0 + P P =0
60 C
For T ; To, the unique solution P,= 0 is
obtained. For T < Tothe minimum of the
Landau free energy is obtained at:

(A24) T a=+ +(To-T)/ýT(p C)
(A28)
The phase transition occurs at Tc = To and

The coefficients a, P, y depend on the temperature in general. Note that the series
does not contain terms in odd powers of P
because the free energy of the crystal will
not change by the polarization reversal
(P -- - P). The phenomenological formulation should be applied for all the temperature range through paraelectric and ferroelectric states.
The equilibrium polarization in an electric field E satisfies:
UF

When P is positive, the y is often ne-

(A25)

To obtain the ferroelectric state, the coefficient of the term in P2 must be negative, in
which the polarized state is stable, while in
a paraelectric state it must be positive passing through zero at some temperature To
(Curie-Weiss temperature):
a= (T - To)/(so• C)
(A26)
C is taken as a positive constant and To is
equal to or lower than the actual transition
temperature Tc (Curie temperature). The
variation of a with temperature is explained microscopically by thermal expansion and other effects of anharmonic lattice
interactions.

the polarization goes continuously to zero
at this temperature; this is called a secondorder transition.
Relative permittivity z is calculated as:
I/t= /OP/O)=t(a+ 3 PP)
(A29)
Then,
C/(T - TO)
(T > TO)
C=
(A30)
IC/12(To-T)J (To<T)
Figure 12-A I shows the variations of P,
c with temperature. It is notable that
the permittivity becomes infinite at the
transition temperature. Triglycine sulphate
is an example exhibiting the second-order
transition.
12.9.1.2 First-Order Transition
When P is negative in Eq. (A 24) and y is
taken positive, the transition becomes first
order. The equilibrium condition for E = 0
(A31) leads to either P,= 0 or (A 32).
(T - TO), + P,,3 +
to C
p2

.

Lo

v,:, =0

P + /p 2 -4'V(T-

(Ap3)
To)]/(2 y)

C

(,
(A 32)
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Fiur 12-A 1. Second-order transition in a ferroelectric,

The transition temperature Tc is obtained
from the condition that the free energies of
the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases
are equal: i.e., F =0, or.
T

-

o

To

1
1
+ 2P2• + 3-vl =0

(A 33)

the elastic compliance and the electrostrictive coefficient. Note that the piezoelectric
coupling term PX is omitted and the electrostrictive coupling term P2 X is introduced when the paraelectric phase has centrosymmetry (non-piezoelectric). This leads
to Eq. (A 36) and (A 37).

E= (8G/P)- P + #P 3+ y P5 -

Therefor
T6

(A36)

-2QPX

(A34)

Tc= To + 3(p2goC/l)

x = - (8G1 /aX)- sX + QP2 .

Note that the Curie Temperature Tc is
slightly higher than the Curie-Weiss ternperature To, and that the discrete jump of
the P.appears at Tc. Also, the permittivity
exhibits a finite maximum at Tc for a
first-order transition (Fig. 12-A2). Barium
titanate is a good example

12.9.1 P1

of

obdm

Let us assume that the elastic Gibbs Ce-

ergy should be expanded in a one-dimensional form:

(A 37)

123.2.1 Ca I: X -0
When an external stress is zero, the following equations are derived.
(A 38)
(A39)

E -aP+ P3 +yP5
x = QPA
1/sos -

+ 3PP2 + 5 7 P'

(A40)

If the external electric field is equal to zero
(E - 0), two different states are derived,

P .0 and/P.

(,/P1 -(4ay -iP)/(2y).

(A 35)

GG(P,X,T)

P2p +•ppp•.
P,-0or
Q2X[C
4(under
-½sX2 - QP2
X, [a-=(T
- To)/(so Q])

2

P,X, T are polarization, stress and temperatur

Figure 12-AR. First-order transition in a ferroelectric.

respectively, and s and Q are called

(I) Paraelectric phase

small E)

P-sosE

Permittivity:
-C/(T- TO) (Curie-Weiss law)

(A41)
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Electrostriction:

Therefore, the pressure dependence of the
Curie-Weiss temperature To or the transi-

(A 42)

02 2 E 2
Q4C

X

tion temperature T. is derived as follows:

(II) Ferrodectric phase:
P2- (Vr2'- 4 a - #)/(2 y) or P P
1 + to c E

(OTo/ap) - (OTC/8p) - - 2 Q•o C

In general, the ferroelectric Curie tempera-

(under small E)

Q(?p +

x

ture is decreased with increasing hydrostatic pressure.

80sE) 2 - QI, +

2
+2&
0 8QP$E+ Qzlc E

(A43)

Spontaneous strain:
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Robert E. Newnham, Guest Editor
One of the qualities that distinguishes
living systems from inanimate matter is
the ability to adapt to changes in the environment. Smart nmterials hme" the abdlity to
1wrfmrir both sen'sing and actuatin.k futcthims and are, therefore, capable of imitating this rudimentary aspect of life. Poled
piezoelectric ceramics, for instance, are capable of acting as both sensor and actuator. External forces are detected through
the direct piezoelectric effect, and a response is elicited through the converse
piezoelectric effect, in which a voltage of
suitable phase, frequency, and amplitude
is applied to the same ceramic.
In this special issue, emphasis is placed
on actuators, with articles on piezoelectric, electrostrictive, magnetostrictive, and
shape memory materials. This is not to say
that sensor materials are any less important; it is simply a matter of space. Optical
fiber sensrs, chemical sensors, thermistors, mkcomachined semiconductors, and
other smart materials deserve special isse of their own.
Smart materials can be conveniently
subdivided into aissively smart materials
that respond to external change without
assistance, and a"ively smart materials
that utilize a feedback loop enAll them
to both recognize the change and initiate
an appropriate response through an actuator circuit,
Zinc oxide varistors are passively smart
materials capable of self-protection against
high voltage breakdown. When struck by
lightning, the ceramic varistor loses most
of its electrical resistance, and the current
is bypassed to ground. The resistance
change is reversible, and acts as a standby
protection pheomenon. Varistors also have
a self-repair mechanism through which
the highly nonlinear INV relationship can
be restored by repeated voltage pulses.
Actively smart materials include
vibration-damping systems for outer-spce
platforms and electrically-controlled auto-

4

mobile suspension systems. Piezoelectric
video tape head positioners operate on a
similar principle. The positioners contain
a bilaminate bender made from tape-cast
PZT ceramic with a segmented electrode
pattern dividing the sensing and actuating functions of the positioner. Signals appearing across the sensing electrode are
analyzed and processed in the feedback
circuit, resulting in a voltage across the
positioning electrodes. This causes the
cantilevered bimorpi to bend. following
the video tape track path.
These two examples illustrate how
smart materials operate. Both sensing and
actuating functions are involved in their
performance-but are they really smart?
W*bster's Dictionary gives several definitions for the word "smart, including
'alert, clever, capable,' "stylish, and "to
feel mental distress or Irritation.' All three
definitions are appropriate for the currently fashionable subject 'smart materlals.' They are"styllsh, but are, in some
cases, clever,' and it does cause some of
us mental distress to think that a ceramic
might somehow pose intelligence, even
in rudimentar form.
How smart is msmartf"There are many
words in the English language denoting
various levels of intelligence. Beginning at
the bottom, an intelligence scale might
look like this: stupid - ignorant - trivial sensible - smart - clever - intelligent - wise.
Many modern-day materials have been
cleverly designed to perform useful functions and we are, it seems to us, justified
in calling them "smart." They are decidedly better than seible' materials, but
calling them 'intelligent' seems rather
and self-serving.
presumpt
A nmnim"of read groups are -oi
for ways to raise the level of intelligence
in materials by integrating the sensing and
actuating functions with information processing systems, memories and learning
mechanisms, power supplies, and various
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behavior. With
the orhelp
of to
a feedback
system, a very smart material becomes
smarter with age. The distinction between

smart and very smart materials is essentially one between linear and nonlinear
properties. The physical properties of
nonlinear materials can be adjusted by bias
fields or forces to control response.
The tunable transducer developed in
our laboratory illustrates the concept of a
very smart material. Two of the important
properties of the ultrasonic transducers
used in biomedical scanners and in nondestructive testing are the resonant frequency
and the electromechanical coupling coeffident. The mrxnant frequency is controlled
by the elastic constants of the transducer,
and the electromechanical coupling coeffident by its piezoelectric constants. Tunable transducers are made by sandwiching
together two highly nonlinear materials:
rubber and relaxor ferroelectric ceramics.
Rubber, like most elastomers, is elastically
nonlinear. In its unstressed compliant state,
the molecules am coiled and tangled, but
under stress, the molecules align and the
material stiffens noticeably. Relaxor ferroelectrics, such as lead magnesium niobate, are electrically nonlinear, and exhibit
huge electrostriction effects. Under electric bias, the piezoelectric coefficient increases dramatially from zero to a value
far higher tha., lead zirconate titanate.
Both the resonant frequency and electromechanical coupling coefficient can be
tuned when electric fields and mechanical
stress are applied simultaneously.
Integration and miniaturization of eectroceramic sensors and actuators is an
ongoing process in the automotive and
consumer electronics areas. Today's midrange vehicles have about 50 sensors and
actuators, and even more sophisticated
functional materials are under development for exhaust gas monitoring, active
suspensions, and integrated traffic guidance systems. Multilayer packages contaming signal processing layers made up
of low-permittivity dielectrics and printed
metal interonnections are in widespread
productionrFurther integration with inmedded resistors and capacitors is under development and it seems likely that intelligent
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.".stems will make use of this processing
technology. Tape casting and screen printing are the processes used most often, and
varistors, chemical sensors, thermistors,
and piezoelectric transducers can all be
fabricated in this way, opening up the possibility of multicomponent multifunction
ceramics with both sensor and actuator
capabilities. Silicon chips can be mounted

on these multifunctional packages to provide all or part of the control network.
The next logical step is to combine the
sensor and actuator functions with the
control system. This can be done by depositing electroceramic coatings on integrated circuit silicon chips-currently an
active area for materials research. In the
near future, when the information pro-

cessing system, feedback circuitry, and
power supply are integrated with the .nsors and actuators, we will then perhaps
be justified in calling our materials sltclligent. The next goal will be to develop u'i~s
materials, that make the correct moral
decision'
0
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SI2Z EFFECTS AND NONLINEAR PHENOMENA
INFERROIC CERAMICS

R. E. Newnham. Materials Research Laboratory, Pennsylvania State Universty.
Uwnvrsity Park, PA 16801 USA,

ABSTR1ACT

Recent developments in the field of electroceramic nanocomposltes are
described, placing particular emphasis an the role of the ferroic materials oww
utgilzed as soft ferrite tasoerbarium titanate multilye capacitors, toughned
uirconla engine parts, lead zirconate-titanate transducers, and doped barium tilanate
PrC thermnistors. The effect of nano-scale on both the materia property coefficients
of these systems and on their phase transitions is also discussed,
The concept of a fully tunable transducer is developed as an example of a
nonlinear material whose sensing and actuating functions can be tuned to optimize
behavior. By constutn the composite transducer from an elastically nonlinear
material (rubber) and an electrically nonlinear material (relaxo ferroelectric)s. most
or its key properties can be adjusted over wide ranges by applying DC bias fields or
mechanical prestress. These properties Include resonant frequency. acoustic and
electric Impedance, damping factors, and ecto chiCacoupling coemckErats
The origins of nonlinear properties are considered briefly using electostr--uiction
as an example. The nonlinearities, often Involve phase trnfrain
*n
ixedependent phenomena on the nanometer scale.
INTRDUCTION
Ferroic cWysal have moanble domain walls which impart useful properties to a
number of Ielect1o1e1amic materials. The properties of these materials are usuall
largest near the phase trnfrmto tmeaueWhere the ferrolo domain structure
as destabilized as the crystalline structure alters to a high-temperature, highsymtmetry form. I toI for this reason that the dielectric permItuvity of ferroelectric
capacmitosIsthe largest near the Curie tempezatureand the magnetic susoepthljty of
ferrite transformers: peaks near Tc. PTC thermistors, and toughened zirconl engine
parts also exhibi ferroic behavior frable 1).

Table 1: Primary and Secondary Ferroic Crystals (1)
PrimacX Ferroles

Ferromagnetism,
Ferroelectriclty
Ferroelasticity

Iron (Fe)
Barium T'Itanate (BaTiO3)
Zirconla, (ZzOWi

Ferroelastoelectricity
Ferromagnetoelectflctty
Ferromsgnetoelasticity
Ferroblelastlidty
Ferroblmagnetlsn)
Ferroblelectricity

AiolmChlid (NH4CD
Chromium Oxide JIrCraW
Iro Carbonate (FeCOS)
Quartz (S102
Nickel Oxide (NX?
Strontium Titanate (SzriWaJ

Ferroelastic solids have domains which differ in spontaneous strain. The domain
walls separating these domains can be shifted with mechanical stress leading to
hysteresis between stres and strain. Analogous behavior between the polarization
and the electric field is observed in ferroelectric crystals. and between mantzto
and mzagnetc field In ferromagnetic materials.
in addition to the three types of primary terroics. there are six types of
1
secondaries which als have movable domain walls. Some, like fe ca
sulaesywhile
chromium oxide. require that two A"ld (E and H) be applied
others such as ferroblelastIC quart&, are higher Order pmryeffects in wihthe
eneru differenc between domain states is propottional to the square of the applied
-

PARW1CLZ SIZ EFFECT
it is anticipated that many ferroic materials undergo changes in the phase
trasfomatonsas the particle Size Is reduced. While ferromagnetic materials are
stil by far the best studied, new exprimental evidence is accumulating that small
feaoeasMi. ferroelectric and secondary ferroic particles will show simla behavior.
When prepared as large grai sine ceramics (typically microns or largeri.
ferelOctIMM and fzrnagei oxides exhibit complez domain structures, ohme with
several different types of doanwalls. As the grain size Is reduced, however, the
surface are grow in comparison with volume and It becomes increasin*l dlftcuft to
recoves the wall we=w from the volume term. Coaseque. the number of domalum
decreases, as first oam and then the other tyes,of walls a lmintd The transition
from polydomata to sin&l domain behavior is well-docuumeted in a number of
ferromagnes. occurring near 30 um for many sphericail metallic particles. For
exampl. pmn Iron suspended in mercury shows a critical sloe for conversion to single
dommin behavior at -2s urn and FeOACO0.6 a criticalsan of -28 = M(. This is in good
agreement with cacltosby M~tel. who suggested a 20 am minimum aize for the
appearance of froagnetism in particles, (3). Rtesults for acicula aglmeae ofT
Pe-igei grain boundaries are also consistent with
Fe2O3 particles, separated by
these estM~tes: Berkowitz et aL (4)report that the stable singe domain range at roomw
temperPatlr gi centered at -40 m
Studies on Da'lIO ceramics (which contain ferrodectrie 180 wall and 900 wa~s
which are both feroelectric and ferroelastic) also show fewer 90' domains In smallgrafted sinple than Wre observed fo large grain sine (57) An Intermediate regine.
centered at a grain size of 0.7 m. with an increased deNdiy of 3u=a1 90P domains has
also been reported by Auit et al. (S.9. Uiplanation for the changes in the equilbrium
nugmbe of domains, as a function of grain sie (and in particular the effect of this on

the dielectric properties) is complicated by the fact that in a ceramic where indiviual
grains do not possess cubic symmetry. each grain Is subjected to a complex set Of
st~resses which arise when the body Iscooled through the transition temperature after
firing (7). Because 90' walls are ferroelastic as well as ferroelectric. large stresses
should be expected to greatly affect the number and type of domains.
For free BaIM03 powders. however, the boundary conditions on each particle are
much simpler than those existing In a ceramic. Consequently. the changes in
properties as the particle suze Is decreased are expected to follow the magnetic analog
more closely. As far as we are aware. however, critical sines for the diapaac 0(
900 domains and the transition to single domain In unconstrained ferroelectric
powders have not been reported tn the literature.
At still smaller sizes. ferroic particles undergo a phase change to the high
temperature symmetry group and sometimes show the enhanced responsiveness
characteristic of a superparamagnetic. superparaelectric. or superparaelastic solid.
For example. Iro exhibits sepamgntcbehavior at particle sizes near 7 um.
(2). ,..e203 at about 30 mn (4)and DsFel2.2irT o~lo at 15-835 am depending on the
stoichiometry and the degree of particle. shape anisotropy (10). This state is
characterized by a zero net magnetization, the disappearance of a magnetic hysteresis
loop. and extremely high magnetic suscetiiltes. These properties can be explained
by assuming that the sample behaves as an unm-neIz-ed-but highl rientable sing~le
domain. Fine particle magnets wre used in high frequency transformers where eddy
current losse ame a problem.
Although the transitions from polyrdomain to IBM domains aow thence to single
domain are not well documented for ferroelectrics, an electric analog to
superparamagnetism may be found in the family of relaxor ferroelectrics (11).
s an Las.U/rspeoai
Compos itons including many of the A(Bj .'12
-n(typically 20 - 300A In s9M) of 1:1 ordering on the. P iublattice
Wiroom
eXhibit
dispersed in a disordered matrtz (12.13). It has been suggested that as a r,- A ofthaiis
local nonstoichiomnetry the spontaneous poaiainin these materials is also
disordered on a very fine scale (14). Thus a lead magnesium alobate ceramic can be
regarded as a collection of disordered. but highly orientable. dipoles. The result, much
like the case of superparamagnietism. is a high dielectric permittivty ame a broad
temperature range even though the net sp-tneu polarization As zero.
Once the ordered alilodmyain a a relaxor grow beyond a certain site. however.
the material reverts to ordlinary ferroelectric (or antiferroelectric) behavior with a
well defined transiton temperature and a non-dispersive dielectric response. For lead
indim niobate the critical domait ns at which anIifermoeectr- ordering appears Is
S0 am (12). This size may also serve as a guideline for the dimension at which a
ferroelectric partile might be expected to show sup--prslecrivc behavior.
As yet. direct observations, Of superparatlectricbehavlo~iln particulate ordinary
frelectic has not been dcmne.Recently. however. many investigators have
attempted to determine the critica son for reversion to the high temperature
mDW1Ih-O18[0 particles show
prototyp symmtry. Their riesults indicat that unosraie
the transtion to cubic at roomn temperature near 1200 (15.18) whereasPbT1O3 is
stable in the tetragonal form to -20 am (17-18). However, It should be noted that it is
possible to shif the Observed critical son with changes in the preparation. Residual
Wtain in particular has been shown to drastically affect the properties of BaT1O3 119.
20). Thus itftisnot surprisng that milled 801IO3 powders with an average radius of -10
rnhave been shown to possess permanent diole monment (21).
Saegusa et al. examined the solid solution between DNTIOS and MbIN0 to
determine the critical sMe for stabilization of the cubic phase at room temperature as a
function of compoIton. Assuming that crystallinity and stoichiometry were
maintained for the smalest sizes, their data suggests that the critical size is not a
at a 1: 1 Da."f ratio, the femvelectric phase was
ThM1ý----7us,
lierfunction aopofili
stable at leas to 40 an (1S). it would be trmnosyinterestin~g to follow the
magnitude a(the polarization as a functkiL of temperature In such powders to see how

its magnitude is affected by the particle size. As research of this type is pursued, it may
be possible that a transition to superparaelectrlc behavior will be observed at still
smaller sies
We are not aware of any reports in the literature on superparaelasticity in
ceramic c poion. However. this field is potentially interesting as It holds the
promise of imparting large elastic compliance to ceramics and other brittle materials.
Because ferromagnetism is a cooperative phenomenon. It is Intuitively appealing
suppose
that the system will be forced to revert to paramagnetic at some suze at
to
which there are simply too few atom~ to sustain the cooperatire Interactions. Thus, at
still smaller sizes approaching atomic dimensions superparmmagndetlm reverts to
ordmnary paramagnetism in which the magnetic susceptibiity Molows a Curie law
with temperature. Analogous behavior is not documented for ferroelectric or
ferroelastic solids.
in summary. then. we wepect four regions in the sine dependence of ferroic
properties (Fig. 1). In large crystallites. moultidomain effects accompanied by
hysteresis take place. Reductions In size lead to single domain particles. and at yet
smaller size to destabilized ferroics with large Property coeficients, and finally to
normal behavior as the particle size approaches the atomic scale. Similar transitons
with size are expected in secondary ferroics.
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Figun 1. Transitions In fenoic behavior as a function of safe
SMARl' AND VERY SMARr MATERIALS
Much of the recent interest in nanoscale size effects stems from the desire to
build "smart materials" for intelligent systems. utilizing nonlinear physical
he words -mart materal" have different meanings for different
pheomea.
people. and can be samurt in eine a passivte sense or an acieasms.~
CeamSic varistors and PIV the--mistors W22 ane passively sarat materWLa.
when stuck by lJghtning or otherwise subjected to hWO voltage, a zinc oxide varistar
kose Its electrica resistance and the curn~t is bypassed to ground. 7be resistance
Dhnmfu
atium titanate
change to reversible and acts ns a stand-by protection

Mr. thermistors show a large inkcrease in electrical resistance at the ferroelectric
phase transformation neaw l3OC. The jump Iin resistance enables the thermistor to
arrest current surges. again acting as a protection element. The R(M behavior of the
varlaor and the PL'f behavior of the PTC thermisor are both highly nonlinear effects
which act as standby protection phenomena. and make the ceramics smart in a

-aafmodoe

A smart ceramic can also be defined with reference to sensing and actuating
a ehaWe fn the
A saracrsme en
""d asnedhk m av~atevn. mkes auopfill resnmgm (23). It ts both a
ejwfnnf~fA
sensor and an acutator. Example$ Include vibration damping system for space
structures and energy-savin windows for homes and factories. The new
eletro~calyconroledautomobile suspension systems using plemoelectric ceramic
sensors and-actuators constitutes, an actvel smart material.
By buildtinIn a learning function, the definition can be eatended to a highe
n
Ael
aChAng nteemWn
ee
s rtesm
level of intenlgence: A
resonA bX ebsnifg oam or more of its Mrogrt coeffiklents. Such a material can
tune ats sensor and actuator functions in tim and space to Optimize behavior. The
disinction between smart and very smart materials bs essentially one between linear
and nonlinear properties. The physical properties of nonlinear materials can be
adjusted by bias fields, or forces, to control 9respomue.

functions, in analogy to the human body.

?UNABLE MRASDUCER
To illutrate the concept of a mey smart material, we describe the tunable
transducer recently developed in our laboratory (24). "Electro1mechanical tranducers,
are used as fish finders. gas Igniters. Ink Jets mlcropoitoners. biomedical scanners.
rs and motors.
and fifes acleoers
trnsrer
yplesoelectuicmYour impoartant properties of a transducer are the resonant frequency C.the
acoustic impedance 7A46 the mechanical damping coeffilient 0. the 11 !
coupling factor k. and the electrical Impedance ZE. The remonant frequency and
acoustic impedance ane controlled by the elastic constants and density ns discussed In
the ngmt section. The mechanical 9 Is govered by the damping coefficient, and as
important because it controls "lUMWlu in the transducer. Eetochnalcoupling
coeftiients are controlled by the peoetrccoefficent which, In turn. can be
ctostrictlve
controlled and fine-tuned, using rlorferroelectrics, with laoge
on DC
depends
markdly,
effects. The dielectric sconstant! of relaxer ferrolectrics
as
well.
In
a
wide
range
be
tune
over
bias fieds, allowing the electrical, Impedance to
Mne
7tand how it controls the
the following sections we describe the nature of no
p,op eftis of a tunable transducer.
-nc

FRSQUENC
W
WUIN THE
EUASfl NONIICAMAMY
nfoRMatin transmitte on eletromagei way"s in two Wsy amplitude
modulation (WM and frequency modulation (M). There ane a number of advantages
to FM signa processinqg. espechall where lower noise levels awe tmportanL
Signsl-tonotse ratios, are also important In the ultrasonic sysan used in
biomedical and nodsrcietesting systems. but FIM-modulation ts diffcult
because resonant frequencies are contolled by stiffiness (cW and sapedimensions (t0:

Neiherc. t. or the density p can be tuned signiftcntl In most materials, but rubber is
anmnept~on. To tunetheresonant fequencyof a pilecmt--rctransducerwe hav
designd and built a composite transducer Inororating thin ruwbbeolwes exh~ting
-onn elasticity.

Rubber is a highly nonlinear elastic medium. In the unstreýd compliant state.
the molecules are codled and tangled. but under stress the molecules align and the
material stiffens noticeably. Experiments carried out on rubber-metal laminates
demonstrate the ame of the nonlinearity. Youngs modulus (E a I/Sl II) was measured
for a multilayer laminate consisting of alternating steel shim and soft rubber layers
each 0.1 mm thick Under compressive stresses of 200 XN/m2, the stifftnes is
quadrupled omm about 600 to 2400 MN/m 2 . The resonant frequency [ is therefore

double. and can be modulated by applied stre

(25).

Rubber. like most elastomers, is not pIloeect, c. To take advantage of the
elastic nonlinearity. it is therefore necessary to construct a composite transduaer

consisting a( a piesoelectuic ceramic P

transducer, thin rubber Iqus. and metal

head and tagl mases all held together by a sress bot,

The resonant frquen•

and mechanical 0 of such a tril sndwich structure

was measured as a function of stress bias. Stresses ranged frm 20 to 100

PtIn the

eperiments. Under these conditons the radial resonant frequency changed frm 19
to 37 kHx. approxiately doubling In frequency as predicted from the elasti
noinerty. At the same time the mechanical 0 increases from about IU to 34 as the
rubber stiffens under stress (2).
The changes im resonance and 0 can be modeled with an equivalent circuit in
which the compiance of the thin, rubber layers are represented as capactor coupling
together the larger masses (represented as Inductors) of the P= transduer and the
metal head and tail masses. Under low stres, bias. the rubber is wy complisat and
'ffectw isolates the P' transducer from the head and ta masses. At my hogh
stress Ot rubber stffens and tihty couples the aea end pim to the resonatig
Pr ceramic. For intermediate stresses the rubber acts as an Vpedance troakom
giWg paranel nrmnee of the P= - rubber - metal -radiation load.
It is iterestifn to compare the change in freque•my of the tunable tranducer
world. TMe bbsonar stim of th
system used in the blog
with te anscei
flng bat is simlar in frequenc and tunabift to our tumnble transducer. T bat

emi chis at 30 kft and listens for the return signal to locate ftli Uects Toh elp
it ditferentiate the return signal from the outoit chirp. and to help in tinMg the
echo, the bat puts an FM signature on the pule, This causes the resonnt ftqun to
decr
Aam 30 to 20 kft near the end of each hip. Return signae frnn the uect
tae
e deteted in th ears of the W wbere neural cavities tuned to this frequency
range meware the tim delay and flute needed to locate and identify its prey.
l, medical and
tensimon of the bat blo•nar prcple to automotive, nus

ent-ertainen

stems is remdi

ýparent

vCOE~mwC
in OZIZCMN NONUNEARYI1. TUMIO TM EZI

M~HNVCAL COUPLIN

W m be tiu*ated wth
T 4dSwce beten a ma t Amd a vey smat materl
ziommate Mttnate) is a
0ead
PZr
ceramic
plemelectric and electrctive
alfned in a plbi field.
awe
domatm
ferroelectric
the
in
which
eramin
pluseletric
material which
pleacetui
faeld
in
a
Strain is linearly proportional to electric

mean that the plmaelre oefficent is a conotant and cannot be deetrisal

tuned

with a bias fied. Nevertheless it is a smart material because It cm be used both as a
senor and an sctuator.

a

PUN ead m

eim nWiobate is not pesmoelectric at room temperature becsme

of the feiraedeftc phase
Curie temPeP-tP. lies ner O'C. Becaue of the pain
traII-tiam, and because of its dffuse nature, P1N ceramis exhibit vey brge
ads. Tbe nature of this lar nnlifter tlatnahlp betleA rain
rt
e

and seoaeci mW. and of ts underVieg a6mic origin. has alre* been discussed M
trm ofa nmnsce order9 pOmomenm C2O.
ZleCtromeChanicf
strains comparable to P= can be obtained with
electrosrietbe ceramics

ke PMN. and without the troubling hysteretic behavior

shown by PZT under high fields. The nonlinear relation between strain and electric
field in electrostrlctive transducers can be used to tune the piezoelectric coefficient and
the dielectric cnstant
The piexoelectric d33 coefficient is the slope of the straln-electric field curve
when strain Is measured In the same direction as the applied field. Its value for Pb
(MgO.34b0.6et0.1) 03 ceramics is zero at zero field and Increases to a maximum value
of 1300 pC/N (about twice as large as PZf) under a bas field of3.7 kV/Wm (27).
be tuned over a
This means that the electromech-nical coupling coefficient
%-ary wide range, changing the tmnsducer from Inacfve to exreely active. The

dielectric constant also depends on DC boa The polarltimon saturates under high
felds causing decreass of 100% or more in the capacttanc.
tmpedance can be controlled as welL

In this way the electri'ea

ORIGINS OF NONWNEA WIY
What do nonlinear materials have in common? The passsvely-smart PTC
thermistor and ZnO variwtr described earlier have grain boundaries a few nm thick.
These insulating barriers that can be obliterated by the polarization charge
accompanying a ferroelectric phase tranI o-maton, or. in the case of the varistor. the
insulating boundaries so thin they can be penetrated by quantum mechanicas

tunneling.

Small e is also key factor in the nonlinesr behavior of
u The
7mlconducto
thin gate regim in a transist allows charge carriers to dMuse through unimpeded.
The p-region in an n-p-n transistor Is thin compared to the diffusion length in .oVe
crystal silicon. similar size-related phenomena are observed in quantum well
.
As. Planar structures with nm-thick lams
structures mnde frm GaAs and Ga-iO
in clear violation of Ohm's law. Cuarrent.
hot
electrons
of
show channeln behavi
voltage relationships are highly nonliear in many submicron semiconductor
structures. Onms law is a statistical law which relies upon the asumpation that the

charg carriers make a sufflent

lrge number of collluions to enable them to reach

of the material. When the size of the conduction
a terminal velocity chaacters
to the mean free path between collIsoniL the
compared
amaL
path is sumfently
statistical sswmptmi breaks down. rand Ohm's law is violated.
Noliner behavr is also observed in thin flm insulators wher even a modest
voltage of 1.10 vaolts can result in huge electric fields of 100 MV/m or more. Thi

means that thin ftm duelectrks eperience a far larger feld than do normal
immultors. and causing the polafr•tlon to saturate and electric paerV to decline.
Because of the h• fields. elkect beakdown becomes a greater hazard. but this is
partly countmracted by an InreaPe i n breakdown Itrength wIth decreasing thickness.
ntlal surfces on a thin fm dielectric
Thi comes abut because th electrode equ
the aspetttes that lad to ield
eliminatin
tbereby
together.
close
are extremely
cnnmmtmn and bmWaWowm
The influence of nanometer-scale domains on the properties of relmor
erodecovacs has ahuady been made plai. Here the ctcal siz parameter is the ea
of the polaratlon fluctuations arsing hfm thermal motions near the broad
ferroect-phase rmaOmation in PMN and simlar addes. The ordering of US
N structure results in a chemically
and Nb Iona in the octahedral site of the
lnhomo1en1ows siruture on a nm-scal. and this. in turn. Influences the se of the

polaizaion fut@uatium 710Wl coupled dipols w fthieach Nbrich portion of this
belhe lie a supepmlectu soi. The
IM phs are
eassembl. nscmpt
s qtroly cupled to oe another but not to the caywtl lattice. and thus they reomnt
•n turn causes the
the bafluence of tem tur or electric ML. This
together u
found in relaxr
effects
e
rUs
e
large
and
iV
"large eectrfi p
fenocketric
Tbe Impo-tanc of ni•neterscal fluctuatios and the intabdiites associated
at i also appa•nt in the nonlinear elad c of rubber and
with phase

other polymeric materials. The thermally- assisted movement of the randomly
oriented polymer chains under tensional stress results in large compliance
coefficients. but rubber gradually sUffens as the chains align with the stress into
peudo..aystallne regions. The Increase in stiffness with stress gives rise to sizeable
third order elastic constants in many amorphous polymers. The effect depends
markedly on temperature. On cooling. to lower temperatures rubber and other
amorphous polymers transorm from a compliant rubber-like material to a brittle
glasslike phase which is of little use in nonlinear devices.
Nonlinear behavior is also observed in magnetic and optical systems.
Superpramagnetic behavior, analog"u to the superparaelectric behavior of relzaxr
Meycleticss found in spin glasses. fine powder magnets, and magnetic cluawe
materials. As in P14W. the magnetic dipoles are strongly coupled to one another in
nanometer-size complexes. but are not strongly coupled to the lattice.
SuperpAr~amageti solids display nonlinear magnetic sucplfllsand unusual
"AE-efifets in which Youngs modulus E can be controlled by magnetic field. The efect
is especially large in metallic glasses made from Fe-Si-B-C alloys. The duster size in
spin &lasse is in the nanometer range like those in PlMt.
Lead lanthanum zirconate Uitanate (PLZK' perovWkies, can be prepared as,
transparent ceramics for electrooptlc modulators Quadratic nonlinear optic
behavior are observed in pseudocubic regions of the phase diagnam which show
relaxor-like properties.
in summazy. the nonlinear properties of materials wre often, associated with
nanometer-scale structure and diffuse phase transformations. Under these
circutotancesi the structure is poWs4 on the verge of an Instability and responds
readily to external influtenes, such as electric or manetic flelds, or mechanical sthiems
Mwe ready response of nonlinear ceramics allows the properties, to be turned It
behavior of the siensor-actuator systems referred to b
space or time to optlt Onbth
Itcernamic.
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F
RELAXOR FERROELECTRICS: USEFUL ELECTRONIC NANOCOMPOSITE
STRUCTURES
L. ERIC CROSS
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
16802-4800 USA.
Abstract The paper will discuss the current status of understanding of the ferroelectric
relaxors which are a sub group of the larger family of ferroelectrics with diffuse phase
transitions. In the lead magnesium niobate (PMN) and lead scandium tantalate (PST)
systems limited B site cation ordering appears to break the long range translational
symmetry giving rise to the glass like behavior associated with the freeze out of polar
fluctuations. In PMN and PST of major interest is the extent to which the spin glass
models can describe the full range of elasto dielectric properties.
In the lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT) family the symmetry breaking
phenomenon is not so clear and new work on the break up of conventional femelectricity
in the lead lanthanum titanate (PLT) system will be discussed. A wide range of tungsten
bronze family materials also exhibit relaxor ferroelectric behavior with unusual freezing
behavior and switching capability.
In practical application the use of relaxor compositions in capacitor and
electrostrictive actuator systems will be highlighted. New used in surface deformable
minors and in a tilt mirror corrector for the Hubble Space Telescope will be presented.
INTRODUCTION
It is perhaps useful to begin the discussion of the interesting sub group of relaxor
ferroelectrics by considering in a more general way the nature of the Curie point transition which
heralds the onset of proper ferroelectric behavior. In figure I a is illustrated first the behavior in a
rather perfect single crystal which goes through an abrupt second order phase transition into the
ferroelectric phase. Above Tc, the permittivity follows a Curie Weiss law el - C(T - Tc)"1 , at Tc
there is an abrupt but continuous onset of spontaneous polarization which evolves into the domain
structure of the ferroelectric form. In some crystals the transition at Tc is first order, there is a

finite maximum of e at Tc and the Curie Weiss temperature 0 in the relation e = C(T - 0)-1 occurs
some degrees below Tc e.g. 11"C in BaTiO3 . Again there is an abrupt loss of polarization at Tc
now in a discontinuous step but emu and Ps -+ 0 occur at the same temperature Tc.
For many practical applications it is desired to use the very large property maxima in the
vicinity of the fertoelectric phase transition, to move the transition into the temperature range of
interest and to broaden and diffuse the very large sharp peak values. In solid solution systems this
is accomplished by trimming the mean composition to move the Curie point and at the same time

making the sample (often a ceramic) deliberately inhomogeneous. In these diffuse transition
systems the dielectric maximum is now much 'rounder' and polarization persists for a short range
of temperature above Tm (figure Ib). Almost all practical Z5U and YSV capacitor dielectrics use

such diffuse transitions.
In the relaxor ferroelectrics, three features of the dielectric response are qualitatively
different. The transition is clearly diffuse and rounded, but the response is now markedly
dispersive below Tm and Tm is a function of frequency (figure 1c). The response at weak fields
above Tm is no longer Curie Weiss. In the polarization the RMS value persists to temperature (TD)
200 to 300"C above Tm but the mean polarization P decays to zero at a temperature TF which is
well below Tn.
The weak field dielectric behavior for a typical relaxor ferroelectric in the perovskite
structure family, lead magnesium niobate, is shown in more detail in figure 2a, taken from the
pioneer work of Smolensky, 1 the dispersion over the frequency range 10 Hz to 107 Hz is clearly
evident. That the material is ferroelectric is evident from figure 2b which traces the evolution of
dielectric hysteresis under high field as a function of temperature. Unlike the sharp transition
materials there are not abrupt changes and non linearity persists to temperature well above Tn.
Perhaps the most puzzling feature is the absence of evidence for any macroscopic phase change
below Tm either in the X-rays spectra, or the optical birefringence (figure 2c), yet clearly
spontaneous polarization is impossible in cubic symnmetry.
The original explanation offered by Bokov and Mylnikova 2 for this behavior was that the
diffuseness was again due to heterogeneity, giving a range of Curie points, but that now the scale
was very small and therefore below the resolution of X-ray and optical probes (figure 3a).
Considering this model of nano-scale polar regions, it appeared probable to us that since the energy
barriers to reorientation in any ferroelectric are linearly related to the volume, at these very fine
scales the electrocrystalline anisotropy energy AHr might become comparable to kT leading to
super-paraelectric behavior at higher temperature.
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FIGURE 1
Types of Ferroelectric Phase Transitions
(a) Simple proper ferroelectric:shape second order phase change in highly perfect single
crystal.

(b)

(c)

Diffuse phase transition associated with macroscopic heterogeneity as in practical
capacitor dielectrics.
Relaxor ferroelectric defining Tm(W), TD, TF.
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(b)

Dispersion mround Tm is Lead Magnesium niobate PMN, a typical relaxor
ferroelectric.
Slow decay of polarization with temnperatuwe.

(c)

Absence of a macroscopic symmetry change.
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A range of perovskite structure compounds with complex composition and a number of
Tungsten brixonze structure materials (Table I) show relaxor fcrrcelectric behavior. In perovskites
the behavior occws dominantly in lead based compositions and in both perovskites and bronzes
there is always mom than one type of ion occupying crystallographically equivalent sites.
For this brief review we will discuss first the origin of the symnetry breaking which
occurs in the pre-cturors chemistry of these systems. It is reasonably well understood in
A(BIB2)O3 comp osins but is less clear in the PLZTs and bronze family matesials. Then the
detail of the dielectric response which points towards a spin glass model for the freeze out of polar
fluctuations a the origin of the dispersion will be considered. 'e then touch on some new
evidence for unusual mlaxor behavior in the low temperature polar phase of the tungsten bronze
systems.
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TABLE I Systems Which Exhibit Relaxor Ferroelectric Behavior
PEROVSKITES OF COMPLEX COMPOSITIONS
B-site
complex

Lead magnesium niobate (PMN)
Lead scandium tantalate (PST)
Lead zinc niobate (PZN)
Lead indium niobate (PIN)

PbMgl/3Nb2t 3 03
PbSclf2Tal/203
PbZnl/2Nbt/203
Pblnl/2Nblt2O3

A-site

Lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZI)
Lead lanthanum titanate (PLT)

Pbj/xLa2xD3TiO3
Pbl-xLa2xf3TiO3

Both sites
complex

Potassium lead zinc niobate

Kj/3Pb2/3Zn2/9Nb/93

TUNGSTEN BRONZE STRUCTURE COMPOSITIONS
Strontium barium niobate (SBN)
Lead barium niobate (PBN)

Srl.xBaxNb2O6
Pbl.xBaxNb2O6

PERCURSON CHMISTRY
In the lead based perovskite A(BjB2)O3 relaxors it is clear from very extensive TEM
studies 3 ,4 ,5 that in Pb(Mgl/3Nb2l3)O3 the origin of the nanoscale heterogeneity is in a strictly
limited 1:1 non stoichiometric ordering of the Mg and Nb. A crude two dimensional picture is
given in figure 4a showing the scale of the region's which are of the order 5 n meters. The dark
field TEM image confirming the ordering and the scale is shown in figure 4b.
This 1:1 ordering must give rise to a significant charge imbalance and it has been
suggested 6 that the developing electric field limits the scale. In PbScj/2Talfl03 the ordeing which
is again 1:1 nay be carried through to a highly ordered form by controlled therml annealing,
recovering full translational symmetry.7 It is important to note that the nano scale ordered PST
exhibits retaxor behavior whilst the highly ordered crystal shows a first order ferroelectric phase
change.
Our picture of relaxor behavior in the A(BIB2)0 3 systems is suggested schematically in
figure 5. Either complete disorder, or full long range order appears to give rise to normal
ferroelectric behavior. It is the limited nano-scale ordering which appears to favor the development
of small scale polar regions. The fascinating feature in the PMN type compounds is that the non
stoichiometry inherent in the ordering process appears to make it a self limiting nano-composite
which cannot be changed by
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annealing. It should be emphasized that this is a most unusual nano-composite as the oxygen
lattice is continuous and coherent through both ordered and disordered regions.
In the mixed A site relaxors such as the PlZfs with compositions along the 65:35 Zr.Ti

mole ratio and Lanthanum concentration of more than 2 mole% (figure 6) the dielectric response is
similar in many respects to the PMN system, however the symmetry breaking nanostructure is not
so clear. Very careful TEM studies have revealed direct evidence of nano scale polar regions at
low temperature 8 but the precursor chemistry which forces their formation is not yet clear. Very
recently Rossetti9 has explored the Lead lanthanum titanate system with high resolution X-ray
techniques. It is clear that quite low levels of Lanthanum concentration rapidly reduce the strongly
first order nature of the pure PbTiO 3 Curie point transition and begin to lead to a sub domain
modulation of the magnitude of Ps in the domain, although there is no strong evidence for ordering
of the lanthanum or the associated lead site vacancies at the higher concentrations. The necessary
high defxct concentration in the PIZI does however lead to an aging phenomenon 10 which
modifies the relaxation response markedly making longer time measurements of response
impossible to interpret unequivocally.
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In the tungsten bronze family, Barium strontium niobate BaxSrl-xNb2O6 is a prototypic
relaxor herm the structure is much more complex than the perovskite and more open. Again it is
built on corner linked oxygen octahedra, but the sheet normal to the c axis of the tetragonal
paraelectric form figure 7 is markedly crumpled. Here Nb ions occupy the centers of the oxygen
octaudra, Ba ions the larger 5 fold channels and strontium are distributed between 4 fold and 5
fold channels. X-ray studies using the Rietveld methodu suggest that Ba is always in the 5 fold
channel but that annealing can change the Sr occupancy between 4 fold and 5 fold sites. Changing
Sr occupancy has a marked effect upon the dielectric peak position Tm and it is suggested that
variations in distribution throughout the crystal may be responsible for a wide distribution of local
Curie points. It is interesting to note that the relaxation phenomenon becomes steadily stronger
with increasing Sr concentration.
Much more work is however needed to pin down the symmetry breaking nonstructures in
both the PLZTs and the bronze compositions.
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Projection of the Tungsten Bronze fencelectric structure normal to the 4 fold c axis
showing the sites for cation occupancy.
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SA'r.D'l-'.P.LI'IC REP-ONNSR
Earlier studies have shown that the relaxor ferroelectric retain large values of RMS
polarization to temperature some lOOs of degrees above the dielectric maximum. In PMN, PLZT
and SBN types measurement of lattice strain (thermal expansion) and optical refractive
indexl2,13, 14 show very good agreement in the prediction of the decay of RMS polization. The
question as to whether the residual polarization is static or dynamic has been more difficult to
decide. Measurement of electrostriction in SBN above Tm strongly suggested the dynamical
model,15 but it is only very recently that careful neutron spectroscopy has completely confirmed
the super-paraelectric behavior at higher temperature in PMN.
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A key feature of the dielectric response is the strong dispersion in the weak field
permittivity. Studies by Viehland et a116 have shown that the frequency/temperature characteristics
are nicely described by the Vogel'Fulcher relation (figure 8a) and that the freezing temperature Tf
deduced from this relation agrees closely with the thawing temperature where remanent polarization
is lost on heating a field cooled sample (figure 8b). Vogel:Fulcher suggests a slowing down and
freezing into a glass like ensemble of nano-domains, such a behavior would also suggest that the
weakly cooperating nano-polar regions should begin to depart markedly from Debye like response
towards a very long flat tail upon an el corresponding to the freezing process and this is indeed
observed (figure 9). 17
For any precise dielectric studies it is essential to recognize and eliminate the aging process.
As discussed earlier it is impossible to eliminate defects which couple to the polarization system in
PLZT, since dte La 3 + doping necessitates that die sample have equivalent lead vacancies. In
Pb(Mgl/3Nb2l3)O3 however the crystal is a compound, and if it is made with care from very high
purity starting materials, macroscopic stoichiomctry can be preserved in a fully stuffed structure.
For this type of material aging can be eliminated (figure 10a), and the phenomenon can be
reintroduced by a low level MnO doping. Figure 10b shows a MnO doped sample which has been

aged at room temperature (2("C) then cooled to low temperature and reheated. Note the manner in
which t

remlaxor response has been eliminated for all temperatures above the aging temperature,
but is reintroduced at lower temperature. A full explanation is given in references 18 and 19 but is
beyond the scope of this review. The data are emphasized however as it is clearly essential to
'uncouple' aging if time dependent properties of the relaxor are to be studied without gross
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FIGURE 10 (a) "aCmean PMNV.P sample showing the absence of aging in e1 after 1,000 hours at
room teuseiature.
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FIGURE 11(as) Structure of nano-scale polar domains re-vealed in P121' at the 8.2:65:35
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To explore the high field response it is rnecessary to turn to the PLZrs and to take care to
always study freshly de-aged samples. For an 8:2:70.30 PLZT composition Randall20 has imaged
using TEM the nano domain structure at low temperature (figure 1la) and by using charging from
the beam current the evolution of nano-domains towards more normal continuous ferroelectric
domains (figure 1 b). Consequences of the application of static fields to PL2T samples which
have been cooled in the zero field state have been explored by Yao Xi et al.21 Typical curves of
switch over to a macro polar state on heating under bias are shown in figure 12ab. If the system
behaves as a spin glass the switch over should be modeled by the deAlmeida-Thouless relation22
and data taken from the measurements of Yao Xi et al are modeled in this manner in figures 13.23
In deducing the RMS polarization it was tacitly assumed that the polarization related
electrostriction constants QI 1,Q12 are independent of temperature in fact his has been proven by
direct measurement (figure 14).24 Clearly then in this circumstance one must expect that all the
dielectric (Polarization) behavior will be reflected into the elastic response. The close relation
between elastic and dielectric responses is evident in figure 15. For the high field response, it is to
be expected that the high polarization values which can be induced anhysterically near Tm will give
rise to large elastic strains. Values of x33 the strain in the field direction for a PMN:PT solid
solution are shown in figure 16. The slope of this curve at any point is the effective d constant
(d33) which goes to very large values at relatively modest E fields.25

(a)

(b)

--

FIGURE 12 (ab) Polarization and depolarization of PIZT 8:65:35 under field cooled and zero
field cooled conditions as determined by integration of the pyroelectric
response.
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In the solid solution syst m Sr Nb206:BaNb206 the end member compositions arm not in
the bronze structure, however in the range between SrO.sBa0.2Nb2O 6 and Sro.3Ba0.7Nbf06 stable
SBN bnmms form.26 Across this range the prototypic structure is tetmagonal and for fields in the
001 (c) axis direcnon the characriscs are these of a relaxor ferroelectric with polarization along

(001). Both opdcal2 and elaic28 studies confirm that large values of RMS polarization persist to
te.mperatues well above Tm and there is clear evidence of ferroelectric behavior at low
temlperatume. 29 Dispersion near Tm becomes steadily mome pronounced in compositions with
increasing Strontium content.3o For the congruently melting SMABao.4Nb206 excellent quality
single crystals have been grown 3 l and the crystal is widely used in potorefactive applications. 32
The bronze system Lead barium niobate Pbl.xBaxNbZ06 (PBN) is of special intuest as in
the vicinity of the PbO BaO.4Nb2O 6 composition there is a pseudo morphotropic phase boundary

between or'thrombic and tetragonal feraelectric forms (figure 17).33 For the tetragonal form at
the 57:43 composition the permittivity for fields along (001) shows a transition with only very
weak dispersion and large thermal hysteresis (figure 18a), however for fields along (100) there is

now a pronounced dispersion at lower temperature (figure l8b).
In compositions on the oiftohombic side of the MPB again the upper transition exhibited
for fields along 100 is reasonably sharp, however, now ther is a lower temperature relaxation for

field in the 001 c axis direction. There ame no evidences of phase transitions in either crystal in the
14
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Phase diagram for the lead niobate:barium niobate system (PBN) showing the
pseudo-morphotorpic phase boundary near the 60.40 composition.

region of the dispersion, but cooling the crystal under a poling field orthogonal to the main
polarization direction produces a clear remanence of order less than 1,20d of the major
polarization. 34 It is interesting to note that for compositions close to the MPB large orthogonal
electric fields will switch the major component of P changing the symmetry from teragonal to
orthorhombic or vice versa. With symmetry change the lower frequency dispersion also changes
axial direction always appearing normal to the major component of P.
Clearly at low temperature, the field forced symmetry must be truly monoclinic in each
case, as the Ps is tilted away from the primary axis (4 fold or 2 fold). Our suggestion is that in
each case the micro polar regions which make up the mean polarization have Ps vectors which are
slightly tilted away froni the major axis. At the higher temperature transitions the energy barriers

against polarization inversion are large and the dispersion weak, however the tilts perpendicula to
P are random and dynamical, ftezing out at the lower temperature dispersion. Crudely the
energies envisaged are shown schematically for the "ortdhorxmbic" and "tetragonal" macro
symmnetries in figure 19. The situation could be envisaged as that of a spin glass with two freezing
teWnpa utes for the orthogonal components of P. Magnetic systems which exhibit such

phenomna have been studies. 35
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THEORETICAL UINDERSTANDING

The relaxor ferroelectrics in the oxygen octahedron families are very complex solids so that it is
certainly not surprising that in spite of some thirty years of continuous effort there is no
comprehensive quantitative theory. It does appear that there is reasonably general agreement of the

superparaelectric character at temperszures will above Tm but the detail of the kinetics of these
regions and their mutual interaction as the temperature decreases is not clear.
An appealing simple model from A. Bell at EPFL36 treats the micro region as a simple
Devonshire ferroelectric, to calculate the activation energy AH as a function of size (assuming a
simple spherical region). The distribution of activation energies then comes from a specific
distribution of sizes, however to get good agreement with experiment (figure 20) it is still
necessary to put in weak interaction between regions.
In a more general vein, Viehland et al have pointed up the many behavior features of the
relaxors which suggest spin glass like features. Table II list many of these features, the small Y
suggests a yes to the nature of the common feature in each case.
An alternative model which can again explain quatitatively most features of the relaxor

appeals to random electric fields associated with the composition fluctuations as the origin of the
break up of normal domain structure and the tremendous slowing down of the dynamics in PMN.
For large non zero electric fields, it becomes difficult to explain the aging phenomena which occur
in PUZT and in suitably doped PMN. For such crystals aging under a field as little as 3KV/cm is

sufficient to wipe out the relaxation at room temperature and to lead to a poled ferroelectric
structure on cooling under short circuit conditions. Evidently the kinetics is very sensitive to small
fields generated by defect dipole systems. Perhaps a way out of this dilemma would be the
suggestion that the random field is of elastic rather than electric origin.
Recent measurements of the poling of zero field cooled PMN does suggest37 the presence
of barkhausen pulses which could occur from the switching of ferroelectric micro-domains in
concert with the random field model however it is not clear whether these measurements were
carried out on aging free material.
In summary, many features of the chemo-elasto-dielectric behavior of relaxors are

becoming more clear, even though there is not yet a comprehensive qualitative theory to explain the
responses.
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TABLE [I

Comparative list of physical properties of relaxors to spin and orientational glasses.

PROPERTY

RB.AXOR

SPIN GLASS

Dispersion of Susceptibility

Y

Y

Dispersion of Tmax

Y

Y

Freezing Temperature (Tf)

Y

Y

Imaginary Component Frequency Independent below Tf

Y

Y

Strong Nonlinear Response

Y

Y

Maximum Nonlinearitles near Tf

Y

Y

Frustration

Y

Y

Susceptlbidty 'riffuse"

Y

Y

Davlations from Curie-Weiss Behavior

Y

Y

Analysis of Deviation for Local Order Parameter

Y

Y

Broadening of Relaxation Time Distribution on Cooling

Y

Y

Hysteresis, Irreveruiblity. and Remanence below TI

Y

Y

Local polarization or magnetization

Y

Y

Local correlations between moments

Y

Y

Long range ordering In the Field Cooled State

Y

Y

Lack of anisotrpy In the Zero Feid Cooled State

Y

Y

De-Aimedfa Thouless Analysis

Y

Y

Polarization or Magnetization Viscosity

Y

Y

Chemical or Structural Inhomogenelty

Y

Y
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION
One may judge the most likely areas of application for the relaxor ferroelectrics by
considering the very unusual property combinations afforded in these systems. Table III outlines
these properties. The very high dielectric permittivity is properly exploited in new multilayer
ceramic capacitors. The very strong electrostrictive response does not depend on a domain
contribution to the strain and is thus very largely reversible, a vital feature for precise actuators
which cannot be servo controlled. The slope of the electrostrictive response as a function of field
is the piezoelectric constant and d33 values much larger than those in conventional PZTs can be
achieved under modest fields, giving a whole new family of potential agile transducers for sensing
and actuation. Similarly under DC bias exceedingly large pyroelectric coefficients can be induced
so for the bolometric long wavelength IR sensing and imaging the relaxors are of major interest.
In the following brief description we confine attention to just the capacitor and actuator
potential. For capacitor dielectrics, three features of the lead based relaxors are exceedingly
attractive.
TABLE III

Relaxor Properties which are of Interest for Practical Application.
PROPERTIES OF INTEREST
• HIGH DIELECTRIC PERMITTIV1rY.
Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors.
Co-Fires with Copper Electrodes.
* VERY STRONG ELECTROSTRICIION.
Multilayer Electrostrictive Actuators.
Optical Telescope Adaptive Optics: Hubble Corrector.
* SWITCHABLE PIEZOELECTRIC RESPONSE.
Agile Transducers for Electromedical Applications.
- SWITCHABLE STRONG PYROELECTRICITY.
Long Wavelength Infra-red Pyroelectric Imaging Systems.

The dielectric permittivity for a typical PMN:10 PT relaxor (figure 20a) is significantly
higher than equivalent Y5V type modified BaTiO 3 compositions. The loss level is also higher
(figure 20b), but decays rapidly under bias field where MILC type capacitors are largely used. The
bias behavior is also most attractive as the material retains high permittivity to higher fields than the
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It is thus not surprising that the World's major capacitor companies are exploring a very
wide range of these lead based relaxor compositions (Table IV).
In actuator application, the cardinal advantage of the PMN based relaxors is the very low
hysesis which can be obtained in the strainmvoltage characteristic (figures 23a) in comparison to
comparable soft PZT systems (figures 23b). A summary table fo commercial actuator performance
between PMN and PZT compositions is given in Table V. It is natural then to expect that
electrostrictive relaxor actuators will be of most value where precise positioning is required and
servo feedback control is not realizable. Such situations occur in a number of optical systems.
One such system of very high visibility is a corrector for the troubled Hubble Space Telescope.
This device is a tilt mirror (figure 24) which can be fully controlled from the ground by three PMN
actuators. The function of a mirror is to permit precise alignment of a new optical train in the wide
field camera which will contain elements configured to fully correct for the original improper figure
of the primary miror. The actuators are small multilayer PMN:Vr stacks, figure 25
shows the dimension in comparison with the smallest American coin, the dime. The tilt mirror is

just one of a range of optical components which begin to incorporate PMN active control and field
in clearly ripe form any new products using these precise electro mechanical control elements.
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TABLE IV
Composition families and associated companies involved in the application of relaxor type
dielectrics to multilayer capacitors (Survey by the Penn State Dielectric Center).
Commonly Employed Perovskite End Members for Relaxor-Based

Complex
Pwovskites

Simple
Peroviskites

Tc('C)

Behavior

IPMNJ
-10
Relaxor-FE
PbTiO3
PbZIO3
140
Relaxor-FE
[PZNJ
BaTr'3
-120
Relaxer-Fe
[PNN]
Normal-FE
SrTiO3
110
[PFN]
Relaxor-FE
[PFW]
-95
38
AF
1PMWI
17
AF
fPNW]
+ Transition temperatures for relaxors am averages or at I kHz.
++ FE-Fenuelectric, AF-Antiferroelectric, Para-Paraelectuic.
[PFW]:
Pb(Mgi/3Nb2/3)O3
[PMN]:
[PMW]:
[PZN]:
Pb(Znl/3Nb2/3)03
[PNWJ:
[PNNJ:
Pb(NilfflN2/3)03
[PFN]:
Pb(Fel/2Nbif2)03

490
230

FE
AF

-

Para

Composition Families for Relaxor-Based
EIA Temp
Manufacturer
(Assignee)
Snecifleation
Comnouition
Sprague
X7R
PLZT-Ag
DuPont
MPW-PT-ST
X7R
YSV
NEC
PFN-PFW
NEC
YSV
PFN-PFW-PZN
TDK
PFN-PMT
TDK
Y5V
PMN-PT
Y5V
TDK
PMN-PFN
YSV
TDK
PMN-PFN-PMW
TDK
Z5U
PFW-PZ
Hitaci
Z5U
PFW-PT-MN
Muata
ZSU
PMN-FZN-PT
X7R
PFN-PFW-PboGe (MSC)
Free
PFN-PFM-PNN
Z5U, YSV
NEC
Z5U
PMW-PT-PNN
Toshiba
YSV
PFN-BaCa(CuW)-PFW
STL
ZSU
PMN-PZN
STL
Z5U
PMN-PFN-PT
Matsushita
ZSU
PMN-PZN-PFN
Matsushita
PMN-PFW-PT
Matsushita
YSV
PNN-PFN-PFW
Toshiba
PZN-PTr-ST
Union Carbide
ZSU
PMN-PFN-PbGe
Y5V
PFN-PNN
NTT
PFW-PFN (MSC)
Matsushita
ZSU
PMN-PT-PNW
NEC
X7R
PMW.PT-PZ
Toshiba
ZSU
PZN-PMN-'r-BT.._ST
Toshiba
X7R
PFZN-PT-BT-ST
YSU, YSS
Toshuib
PZN-PMN-BT
MMC
ZOU
PMN-PLZT
Matsushita
ZSU
PMN-CT, ST. BT
YSV
PFW-PFN-PT
Toshiba
X7R, X7S
PT-PMN-PZN (MSC)
Matsushita
Z5U
PMN4PS-P-4W-Ca (03eMetal)

MLCs

Tc(C)

++Bchavior
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Pb(Fe23WI/3)O3
Pb(Mgl/2Wl)pO3
Pb(Ni If2W1P2O3

Patents and Refs.
U.S. Pat. 4,027,209 (1973) Ref. 9
U.S. Pat. 4,048,546 (1973)
U.S. Pat. 4,078,938 (1978)
U.S. Pat. 4,236,928 (1980)
U.S. Pat. 4,216,103 (1980)
U.S. Pat. 4,265,668 (1981)
U.S. Pat. 4,216,102 (1980)
U.S. Pat. 4,287,075 (1981)
U.S. Pat. 4,235,635 (1980)
U.S. PatL 4,308,571 (1981)
U.S. Pat. 4,339,544 (1982)
Ref. 10
U.S. Pat. 4,379,319 (1983)
U.S. Pat. 4,450,240 (1984) Ref. 11
U.S. Pat. 4.544.644 (1985) Ref. 12
U.K. Pat. 2,127,187A (1984)
U.K. Pat. 2,126,575 (1984)
Japmn Pat. 59-10795 (1984)
Japmn Pat. 59-203759 (1984)
Japan Pal. 59-111201 (1984)
Ref. 13
U.S. Pat. 4,550,088 (1985)
Ref. 14
Refs. 15-17
Ref. 18
Ref. 19
Japan Pat. 61-155245 (1986)
Japan Pat. 61-250904 (1986)
Ref. 20
U.S. Pat. 4,716,134 (1987)
Japut Pat. 62-115817 (1986)
Ref. 21
U.S. Pat. 4,767, 732 (1988)
Refs. 22-23
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TABLE V

C)omparison of the salient features of the relaxor based actuator as
compared to the mom conventional soft PUZT system.
Comparative Parameters of Piezoelectric vs Electrostrctive Stacks
(Both 20mm long, 6mm diam, 150 V Rated)

Parmtear
Capacitance
Diss. Factor
Frequency
Force
Extension
Hysteresis
Creep
Temp Range
TCE
Youngs Modulus
Response Time

Condition
25"C
25"C
Lose <10% strain
Lose <10% strain
at 150 VDC
25"C
After 24 hours
Keep 75% strain
25- 125"C
25"C
25"C

Electro
4
8
100
700
16.5
<2
<2
±20
<1
16
<100

Piezo
1
3
1000
450
15
>15
-5
0-100
1.6
4
<5

Units
g-F
%
Hz
Newtons
Microns
%
%
9C
ppmnC
106 PSI
IL-sec

JPL WF/PC-2 ARTICULATING FOLD MIRROR
(AFM)
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RETAINERS
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ABEZEL
LIGHTWEIGHTED

MIRROR\
TIEFLEXURES
BAR

PIN

'COVER

FLEXURE
S•

ACTUATOR

WIRES

(MIRROR
NOT SHOWN)
FIGURE 24
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SEC. A-A

Plan and elevation views of dhe JPL Articulated fold mirr
actuators (Conrctor to be flown December 1993).
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MECHNISM

driven by PMN'T
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F.

FIGURE 23 Scale of the munitilayer PMN:FF actuator as coqmared to an American dime coil.
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WCROSThUCrURE AND DMMW TLANSnI1N IEHAVIOR OF PL?
ealOMIus. Flor compositions with y 3-0.25. the microstructure deigenerates into a
eroa-hathedOr twee tomure. For these compositions, the dielectric behavior is
typical of that for diffuse Phase Usiasitons. Notw that these todures, disappear on

heating shove the

wtrastion%temperature, and so cannot be identified with

exsolution lamellae.

The twee structures, obserfed for the higher lanthanum cmcetratons would
appear to be precursors for the mttled and pointy defined vestiges of sub-domain
7 . The Zr-rich PIIZI compositions exhibit su=ongy
todure as observed for P1T?
frequency-dispersive diffuse trnasltons similar to thos of the complex BI-sue
(MdN)W
and related compounds. in the later
perovahiues such Ws PbMg1 3N
Case however. It Is the cation order domains Persisting on a -10 amlength scale
that lead to the breakdown of the fimoelectric domain structuref-10 . The s=larlt
In mesoscopic domain tuiture of the P121 and PMN type materials,11 13 is
intriguing Sinc at the atomic level, the origin of the structural disorder in these
two materials, Is "Vu difflerent.
With regard to the nature Of the Phase transition In PM? the first-order
character also follows the changes in structural properties as revealed in the X-ray

data. Mwe development Of a Landu-Devonshire 4 frmulation hr the phase
transition In PLT requires the expansio coefficients, to depend on Spatial
variables, which results In a distribution of transition temperature. Asa
macroscopic average. mpeu s that the Aratoder discontinuity of the tasuonm
will be drastically reduced as, the tanisition becomes diffused. mwe Landau theory is
valid, however only when the sub-doinain modulations are weak, otherwise the
gradient related (Cisburgj ternn must be Included.
15,

Usin the methodolog

dscrIbed previosl
the coeoldents In the Landau-Devonshie expansion were
estimated hor copstoswith y -C0.05. where Judging from Figure 3. this
conditiona is apruatlyAstOha AS Shown In Figue 4. the codkilm of the
quatic turm in the elastic GIbbs functin (SI AZ increMU rapdly toward zero
between y a 0 and y a 0.01 but thin chuiges at a much loer rate. This icese
rlhecta the apparent less In the bet-order ebaracter of the izansitijon as, the
structure Ie~ to the defec and the Is" ru* order is disupted. The coelicje
of the sbdh-rak teM Wams, uinumolowbaut to amuch lesser wint. iarg chuigis
In the oo@Meimut of the quartic tarm were also bsne hor 7121 compogigonsIG.
or the compositons wh y .0.05 the a~wga MU
Mus be inehaded in
the feeanham The adusi of the gSaIMent e V con dueswb both the domains
and their in~dubLsm Periodic douma afuctures Mbe vonlted for a Ante
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WCROSTRUCTUR AND DWMUS 17ANSMfON DIHAVIOR OF PLT
system due to the competution betwe noilinearity and nunlocality. Modulated
structures, and tweed tectures, can be described in tUs= of crest riding
peiod t *
However, the modulated suctures uc as those in Figure Sc do not
seem to foulo ath epected temperaure vwaraio pattern of the cres ridng
perlodon exctatons which are unstable and can survve onl In a finte

tem1peasture TWOg near the USasition. OVA possible uplmuisi could involve an
interaction or the defects with ath perlodmns. These nxatations might be stabilized
by the lanhanum/vacancie if the defect are appropriael aligned. The
aboment can be *lven on the other hand. by the field gradient created at the walls
of the periodons. Consistent wth this notion, the modulations have preferred
ouietesaum (alhbough not pefect). and we nearly Periodic, as shown in Figure 3.
Further studies will be requird to coftIm this picure.
At the highe lantaum cPmeAtrtwen(y 3,0.25 the
breaks
down mi atm fine scale ad =mor degeerate states we mrated. ThIs will
effectvel increase the dielciri response of the systm~as Observed. For these
materials however, argunment based on the continuum theory ma summazud
aboevemy nW be used because the denO rWre
isityI etain fbth In term Of energy
&ad
pokuluWaln isno loWe valid. fntead dIscret model mcast be devlwd".
Mm e resut described aboft can 'be represented schema~atiay n shown in
Figue . wher th obevdreaiuis ewe
he
&'rder characterof the
trnansln the cry"ta tenragnsift. the sub-domai texture. aind the dielectri
propetie We shown Here it isworth meifitoh"i that. In the Lmudamu-DevembIre
feealim.close inter-relationship unt between the curvature of the energy
surface, the order of the -ulta- n anL
d the speby of thefandmelrcphas. In
this comngewon, it is of inter"sto
ionsder bow, the scenuto depctdW in Figure 5
may chapgmas ucnmo which lowers, the ttebgmnIalty of the system and finther
&lattn the energ surfae, isadded tointh seqtm. Basned an tre Above discussion.
we might epect that lantgumnm wil becorme mor effectiv at breakmeg down the
4mm structure ms the rhombobdral side of the PUT digrem Is approached.
loadhg to a Joge mnber of degenerate NOWatesd additional contbutions to the
didelerkricmpoie even at modes lanhanm0
oncnt0tins
-ngr

The bresidown of co-nventiona feureelectric -pmtransition behavior in
~hodmaimeom bd mumte has, been econshised with the appesarane of

C., A. ROSSlEM MR W. CAO, AND C. A. RANDALL

dommain structurvs ~ahgmbg texure an a manomular um&le It was sulggeste that
this Owp of mamsouopic subdomul twum' is a coimo fature of frmoeectflc
shoimg dlbse/kOPM7ac diseerswev tranmtios. Thb. theoretmal OWlcUMfl5 of
o
the relationshpeipsaftg betweon the cwrvatw' of the soccV.Suufaeg. tht dcindr
the fusmltlm. the uyeuty of the femdectmil phase. the dewelopiat of UKe suboperties wer discussed.
prlctt
doimain taxtwum and fthresulting

This wars wa supported by cmntracts admomtered through the Offic of Natal
Paegmuf. The authors we grateul to Prfesor L. IL ress for hIs support ur. and
Interest mnthis study. Thanks also to Wr N4. Kis for fabr~clAtin the cesimic
spooein used In the IZM studies.
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Distribution functions of coexisting phases in a complete solid

solution system
Wenwu Cao and L Eric Cross
AMatemrbi

Rwmwrck Lahnory, The Pennsyiwnia State Uniursity, Uniuersity Park.Peansyluania16802

(Received 18 June 1992; accepted for publication 8 December 1992)
In the phase diagram of a binary system one often encounters a compositional region in which
two phases coexist. A common practice is to use the Lever Rule to describe the distributions of
the two coexisting phases. However, if the binary system is a complete solid solution system, the
Lever Rule cannot be used. A new type of distribution has been derived for a solid solution
system without solubility gap. Application of the theory to pure and modified lead-zirconatelead-titanate (PZT) systems shows excellent agreement with the experimental data. Several
disputed facts about PZT are also explained satisfactorily.

1. INTRODUCTION
A general phase diagram of a binary system A-B is
given in Fig. 1(a). There is one liquid phase L and two
solid solutions a and r. A and B are completely miscible in
the liquid phase, but in the solid phase there is a solubility
gap in which the two solid solutions a and r coexist. At
temperature TI, for any composition x inside the solubility
gap, g < x < h, the molar percentages f,, and f,- of the two
coexisting phases are governed by the Lever Rule,

fa:f. =.xhl.-c,
(I )
fa+fr'= .
The two special points g and h on the isothermal tieline at
T= T, represent the boundaries of the solubility pp. The
corresponding free-energy versus composition plot is
shown in Fig. I(b). One can see that the two boundary
compositions g and h are located at the common tangent
points df the two free energies for the a and y phases. For
compositions falling inside this solubility gap. two-phase
mixtures will be formed consisting of g and h compositions,
with the ratio of the two phases obeying the Lever Rule
[Eq. (0)J.
Figure I (c) is another type of phase diagram for an
A-B binary compound. Looking at the subsolidus region
we have three solid solutions, 0, a, and r. This is a cornplete solid solution system, viz., no miscibility gaps and no
solubility gps; however, there is a structural phase transition from 0 to either a or V phase depending on the composition of the solid solution. The well-known lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and its derivatives are examples of
this situation. For this system, the free energies of a and 0
phases are monotonic functions of composition. Because
there are no chemical decompositions in the complete solid
solution system, for simplicity we only consider the relative
stability of the a and 0 phases. We know that in this systent, the difference of the two low-temperature phases is
characterized by the polarization which is the primary order parameter in the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transitlon hence, to analyze the relative stability we only need
to knca., the free energy associated with the polarization.
Using Landau-Devonshire type phenomenological theory,
3220
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the compositional dependence of the free energies associated with the polarization for the a and B phases may be
drawn as in Fig. I(d) at Ti.1 One can see from Fig. I(d)
that the coexistence of the a and y phases should be allowed only for one composition k, but not for a finite cornpositional region according to thermodynamics.
To some extent, Fig. 1(d) may be deceiving at first
glance, because if the composition is taken as an independent variable, the transition from a to y is obviously first
order and the transition hysteresis with respect to the
change of composition will result in a coexistence region.
In fact, this is one of the explanations given for the coex2
istence region found in the PZT system. Unfortunately,
the composition cannot be changed in the subsolidus ternperattne region. Once a compound is formed at much
higher temperature ( > 800 "C), the composition variable is
frozen in the subsolidus region. The polarization related
free energy for each phase at T, [Fig. I(d)] is obtained
independently for each composition from the corresponding prototype phase following the change of temperature.
Therefore, in order to study this problem we must look at
the temperature-induced phase transition from 0 to a and
P to y.
From Fig. I(d) we can see that both free energies for
the a and y phases are monotonic functions of composition, and there is one crossover point k which is termed the
morphotropic phase boundary (MPB). From energy minimization principles only one phase is stable in the lowtemperature region for any given composition, which is to
say that at T, the , phase will betranfomed into either
the a or y phase depending on the composition of the solid
solution. However, when the transition temperature is reasonably high and the phase transition from 0 to a or T is of
second order, thermal energy could induce some amount of
the second metastable phase at the transition, especially
when the difference of the free energies of the two lowtemperature phases is small, such as for those compositions
near the MPB [see Fig. I(d)I. It is our opinion that the
phase coexistence observed in the PZT system near the
MPB is the result of a frozen-in second mnetastable phme as
elaborated below.
One must note that the phase mixing is completely
different in the cases of Figs. I(a) and I (c). In the former
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FIG. 1. Pliese diagram for a binary A-8 system. (a) Solid solutions a and
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FIG. 2. Illustration of"two-dimensional squese-rectamlular and square.

oblique structural phase transitions in a complete solid sohluion AC-8C.
(a). M.) and W arelthe la attice strutures lor the pairatleatric squar.
lrerroellectric rectanqgular. and firrodeletric oquW plns respectively;
Md is the corresixtudingl phase diagram.

respect to compositio at tempemure T, for both the a and y phase in
the compilet soi solution system described in (c).

we adz two phases of different structures and of different
chemical compositions but in the latter we mix two different structures of the same chemical composition. Because
of the different chemical coimpositions in the former case.
the conservation or matter leads to the Lever Rule. But for
the can in Fig. I (c), the distribution functions cannot be
obtained straightforwardly because the condition of identical chemical composition invalidates the arguments used
to derive the Lever Rule.
A new approach has been proposed to calculate the
partitioningl of the rhombohadral and tetragonal phases at
I
7
1 Ad
OL P".3. N.phase
from # to a
Mi structural
J ApIL
transition
the MPB when the
or r' is of second order.3 Here we will try to extend that
model to address the phase coexistence near the MPB in a
complete solid solution system by. incorporatingi classical
statistics This proposed theory is applicable to the PZT'
system because the parselecric-feamelectric phase transilions for PZT solid solutions of composition near the MPB
are indeed seconld order.4

-"the

For simplicity, we will study a statistical ensemble of
inepndn prtclkfor example, a ceramic powder system or-ve (to. A order approximtio) a ceramic syste m( an ensemble of grains) nm y be co sde e to be such
ensembles. For each particle, we assume it is a single-phase
system both before and afte the phase transition. In whato
follows we will calculate fth probabilities of one of the
patce transforming from the hash-temperature phase 0
into o ne of the low -tem peratu re phases a or y,,and u we
these probability functions as the new distribution function for the statistical enserable with compositions near
MPB.

In order to visualize the concept let us look at a hypothesized 2D problem of'a complete solid solution system
AC-BC. The high-temperature phase is a nonferroeiectric
square phase as shown in Fig. 2(a) and the two lowtemperature phases are rectangular and oblique ferroelectric phases as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively.
The phase diag~ram in the subsolidus region is given in Fig.
2(d). For convenience we call the starting point of the
morphotropic phase boundary the "entectoil point."
Assuming that the phase transition from the square
phase to either the oblique or rectangular phase '.. second
order near the eutectoid point, strong thermal fluctuations
will occur near the transition temperature T,. Sufficiently
325
E.
low
nd
one
of the lowfrozen into
below T, the system will be W.Coo
temperature phases. In a way we are dealing with a
"'quenching;" problem from the fluctuating state to a ferroelectric state. Hence, the probabilities oft transf'ormingi from
the square to the rectangular or oblique phases are predetermined in the fluctuatingi state. This situation is depicted
in Fig. 3. The profile of the fluctuatinlg state near T, and
the final low-temperature states are shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), respectively, in the order parameter space. The
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thicker line in Fig. 3(a) illustrates the profile for the case
of square-rectangular transition [near the BC end of the
composition region in Fill. 2(d)) and the thinner line is for
the case of square-oblique transition (near the AC end of
the composition region in Fig. 2(d)). In the compositional
region near the eutectoid point, the profile of the fluctuation will look like the outer rim of the pattern in Fig. 3(a).
There is a link between the situations described in Figs.
3(a) and 3(b), which becomes apparent if we assume that
the thermal fluctuations have no orientational preference.
In other words, although the magnitude of the fluctuation
is regulated by the potential well, the orientation probability of thermally induced instant polarization P5 , should
have no directional preference. Thus the probability of attaining a particular low-temperature state in Fig. 3(b) on
cooling from the fluctuating state (Fig. 3(a)) is proportional to the effective angle that state corresponds to in the
fluctuating state. A polygon may be constructed to calculate the effective angle of each low-temperature state in the
2D problem where each edge of the polygon subtends an
effective angle for each of the low temperature states. An
important task is to define the boundaries between these
effective angles. A method for defining the boundary has
been given when the low-temperature states are degenerate.3 Considering the picture in Fig. 3(a), if Pi. is oriented
inside a particular angular region while being frozen into
the low-temperature phase, the final state should be one of
the states in Fig. 3(b) whose polarization has the smallest
angle with Pie. Therefore, the probability of becoming one
of the states in Fig. 3(b) on cooling from the fluctuating
state is equal to a corresponding effective angle in Fig. 3(a)
divided by 2w-the normalization constant.

The solid angle calculations may be carried out on the
surface of the polyhedron. Utilizing the relatively high
symmetry of the problem, we only need to derive a general
formula for the solid angle subtended by a right triangle
surface as shown in Fig. 4; the solid angle is given by
"

a ds
a )3/Z

(2)
,ADC
where ds is the area element on the surface of < ABC and
p is the distance of this area element from point A. The
integration may be conveniently carried out using cylindrical coordinates
'IOAC-JJ (pZ

p dp

7p+a2)arz

flQAOaD=#o

+a

I

o-arccos (h/p)p dp
(aZ+ pZ)J/2

/,/-#a
4

-

i

I-2o

2

(3)-(h/a)

1+

2

For the study of the coexistence of nondegenerate

K

This concept can be easily generalized to a threev

dimensional case. for which the probability of attaining
a
from the fluctuating
low-temperature state when frozen
state is proportional to a corresponding effective solid angle divided by 4w. For the three-dimensional case, a polyhedron may be constructed in the order parameter space to
calculate these effective solid angles; it has been named the
"probability polyhedron.?"(

C

I
dfil

z•OAS ZdASC 900
FIG. S. P.o blity polyhedron for complete solid solution systeums
FIGO. 4. Solid nllie ubtended by a rightt-Olk surfae 4A.C with m"
ow to the POWa O.
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with coexistinlg rhombohedral and fetraoal phasm such as PZT, with
the Parameter 6 in (he rnane (a) I - V3 < 6<l-(2/0') and (b)
1--(2/4J) <60< -- 0(l4).

W.Coo Imd L E.

romM 3M

states, we use the following arguments to define the boundaries between different effective solid angles in the fiuctu-

calculate a binary system, such as the FLI system, where
6 is the relative distance,

ating states.

(i) At Tr the thermal energy is of the order of kTo so
that there are probabilities for the non-lowest-energy states
to be occupied; this probability is proportional to
exp(- (Gi-GL)/kTjI, where G, and GL are the free energies of the ith low-temperature state and the ground (loweat free energy) state, respectively. Here we have assumed
that configurational tunneling near T, is allowed to achieve
global equilibrium, because the system is very "soft" near
T,
(ii) The solid angle (1, subtended by a given surface
area with respect to a fixed point in space is inversely proportional to the square of the distance r, between this surface and that point.
Since the solid angle f11 is equivalent to the probability
of attaining the ith low-temperature state, using the arguments (i) and (ii) above we may assume the following
relationship between the distance variable ri and the free
energies:
I
fGi-GLý
rja
ccexpk 2kT(4)

)

It can be proved that only one parameter 6 is needed to

6 arcsin

T3l 2 (I+- /) - F31
221-)+13
__________

fr-'

6 attain/•

fit=

-ft.

-(

I Vr(I -8) -1

-exp

2k
(5
Trr
Gt and Gr are the free energies of the rhombohedral and
tetragonal phases, respectively.
The probability polyhedron for the PZT system is
given in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). One must note that the
representative surfaces for the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases change their shape for 6> I - (2/v3) and 6
< I - (2/v3). When r, > v3 rT, the six representative surfaces for the tetragonal phase will meet each other to form
a cube, which implies that only a tetragonal phase can be
formed. Vice versa, when rR < I/v 3 )rr the representative
surfaces of the rhombohedral phase will form a closed octahedron so that only a rhombohedral phase can be
formed. This restricts the 6 values in the following range:
(6)
I - r3 < 6 < I - (I/ 3).
For 6 values out of this range, the low-temperature phase
will be single phase.
Using the formula Eq. (3) the distribution functions
fT and fa in terms of this single parameter 6 can be obtained for the polyhedron in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b):

,

2-<5i-

1T

1

(7)

1

2

(8)

At the MPB we have Gr==GR or 6=0, so that the
probability ratio for a particle of the cubic phase to transform into the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases becomes
fR r-6 arcsin[(3--l,)/61
ITt
6arcsin[(3--3•)/6]
1.45.
(9)

where v is the volume of the individual element in a statistical ensemble and x0 is the composition at which the
free energies of the two low-temperature phases become
equal. Looking at Fig. I(d) one finds that Eq. (10) may be
well represented by a linear function near x0
ga-gr=a,(x_7.)"
(11)

When we have an ensemble of the particles, such as a
powder ceramic system, Eq. (9) represents the molar ratio
of the two low-temperature phases at the MPB composition.,

Using this relation and Eqs. (5) and (6) we can derive the
width of the coexistence region Ax,
Ax= (2kT,/aIv0ln 3.
(12)

IlL COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
Because the difference of the two free-energy densities
is small near the MPB we may write it as a series expansion
of the composition about the MPB composition xo,
I(G-Gr)-

3253

a(x-Xo)*,
t Tcrystal
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(10)

An important conclusion can be drawn from Eq. (12):
The width and the boundary compositions of the coexistence region are not well defined in a complete solid solution system, they depend on the volume v of the statistical
elements. This fact marks the physical difference between
the phase coexistence inside a solubility gap and near the
MPB of a complete solid solution system (see Figs. I (a)
and 1(c)]. A corollary from this conclusion is that the
coexistence region will be infinitely sharp for a singlesystem, but for a small-grain system the coexistence
W. Cao and L E. Croe
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FIG. 6. Molar fractions fA and fr of the rhombohedral and
tetragonal phases inside the coexistence annpjnitktml region tor
0.1PoKml(Znl/,Nb,/.)O,,-(O.9-x)PbZrO,-xPbTiO),,olid %olution.
The squates and circles ane experimental data from Ref. S. the solid
curves were illed using the Lever Rule. and the dotted curves were filted
using the current theory.

region will become considerably wider. For a fixed volume,
if the free-energy difference of the two low-temperature
phases changes drastically away from the MPB, i.e., Ia, I
is large, there should be a very narrow coexistence region,
otherwise the coexistence region could be wide.
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (I1) we can rewrite Eq.
(5) in the following form:
=I -exp (x -xO)ln 3/Ax].

(13)

The parameters -O and Ax may be fitted from experimental
data using Eqs. (13) and (7) for Eq. (8)]. Two examples
are given below to demonstrate the procedures.
It is known from experience that the coexistence region
in the pure PZT system is very narrow because the grain
growth is difficult to control. Therefore, due to the limitations of x-ray resolution it is difficult to obtain a reliable
molar ratio of the rhombohedral and tetragonal phases
from x-ray-diffraction measurements. However, when
small amounts of dopants are added to the PZT system
(within the limit of not destroying the solid solution characteristic), the coexistence region usually becomes wider
and the x-ray-diffraction peaks become relatively easier to
separate from each other.
We have found two sets of experimental data in
the literature. The data points in Fig. 6 were measured by Hanh, Uchino, and Nomuras on the complete
solid solution system O.PbtaKO.l(Zn,,/3Nbl3)OL.v(0.9-x)PbZrO3-xPbTiO3 . (Note that the compositional
variable x refers to the mole percent of PbZrO3 in Ref, 5
but refers to the mole percent of PbTiO3 in this article; all
data points have been converted accordingly.) The squares
and circles are the molar fractions of the rhombohedral
and tetragonal phases, respectively. The authors of Ref. 5
have tted their experimental data to the Lever Rule,
which is shown in Fig. 6 as the solid curves. The two edge
compositions are x--0.45 and z-=0.57. Although it appears that the litting is reasonably good for these limited
dta points, the kinks at x, and x 2 are in contradiction with
the natum of a complete solid solution system. As menUp4

j. Wl. Ph41.. VoL 73, No. 7, 1 ,d 19

FIG. 7. Experimental data (the squares and circles) of Ari-Gur and
Denguisui (Ref. 6) on the PZT system and the fitted curves using the
current theory.

tioned above, the two edge compositions in the Lever Rule
actually define a solubility gap, and one cannot explain the
physical meaning of these two edge compositions for a
complete solid solution system. The dotted curves are fitted
using the theory presented in this article, and the two fitted
parameters are xo=0.5027 and Ax-=0.2066. We can see
that the fittings are surprisingly good. More important, the
kinks have been smoothed out, which is more consistent
with the nature of the complete solid solution systems.
In comparison the width of the coexisting region obtained from the current theory, Ax=0.2066, is wider than
that given by the Lever Rule, x 2-x,-0.12. Both theories
agree reasonably well if the second phase has more than
20%, but they deviate severely from each other near the
edges of the coexistence region. In practice, the long tails in
our theory may be difficult to observe because of the limited resolution of conventional x-ray techniques. For this
reason we give a useful relation to estimate the width parameter Ax,
Ax= 18.87 (x.-xo),

(14)

where xo is the MPB composition at which fjt:fT=60.4 0,
and x. is the equal fraction composition at which fa:fT
=S5&50. These two compositions can be easily obtained
from experiments and are indicated in Fig. 6.
Unlike the Lever Rule, the distribution functions, Eqls.
(7) and (8), are asymmetric with respect to the equal
fraction composition x., and one may notice this point by
looking at the dotted curves in Fig. 6. This asymmetric
feature has been verified by experiments in other systems,
for example, the experimental results of Ari-Our and Benuigui6 for the PZT solid solution system (Fig. 7). One can
clearly see this asymmetry from their data. Although it
seems that some errors might have occurred in their experiments because the MPB composition has been shifted
further to the rhombohedral side (which might be caused
by the presence of impurities in their chemicals), the data
can still be well fitted using Eqs. (7) and (8). The two
fitted parameters are x0.=0.4212 and Ax--0.2554.
W.WC snd.CroL
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The distribution runctions have been derived for the
coexisting phases near the morphotropic phase boundary
in a complete binary solid solution system. It is shown that
the phase coexistence near the MPB in a complete solid
solution is different from the phase coexistence inside a
solubility gap. The latter has two special compositions x,
and xz specifying the edges of a solubility gap, and the
distribution inside the gap can be described by the Lever
Rule. While for the former, only the MPB composition x0
is well defined, the width of the coexisting region is inversely proportional to the volume of individual element in
a statistical ensemble.
Explicitly, we can see the difference between the two
theories through the following example. Assume we have a
binary system AC-BC and assume they form solid solutions a and 0 for A- and B-rich compounds, respectively,
Then, for any given composition x inside the coexistence
region of a and # we have the two theories describe the
following situations:
(a) Lever Rule:.
xAC+ (I!-x)BC-f,,A~
1

1...

C (a structure)

+f0Az3BI-_zC (P structure),

(b) Present theory:
xAC+ (1 -x)BC-fA
BD_gC (a structure)
1
+44pDB-C

(P structure).

The Lever Rule specifies a solubility gap from x, to x2, and
the two coexisting phaes have different chemical compositions as shown on the right-hand side (rha) of the first
equation, while the current theory deals with the structural
phase~~~~~~~~~~~~~
hmclcmoiina
miin
wihtesm as nidicomposition
the same chemical
phae mixing with
cated on the rhs of the second equation. It is our belief that
the observed coexisting phases in a complete solid solution
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system actually consist of a second metastable structure
that
was frozen in at the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase
transition.
o the Lever Rule, the current theory does
n
Compared
distributio funt therefoe
the
to
e
pai
not give those
not
kinks in the distribution functions. therefore
it is more consistent with the nature of a complete solid
solution system (no solubility gap). The distribution functions [Eqs. (7) and (8)] are asymmetric with respect to the
middle point x,,, which is another major difference from
the Lever Rule. Experimental results show that this asymmetry indeed exists (see Figs. 6 and 7). In addition to the
surprisingly good agreement between the theory and the
available experimental data, the current theory also provides a reasonable explanation to the controversy regarding
the width of the coexistence region in the PZT system,
which has been an issue of debate since the appearance of
PZT. We conclude that a well-defined width cannot exist
in a complete solid solution system because Ax is inversely
proportional to the volume of the element in a given statistical ensemble, such as the grain size in a ceramic. Since
the grain size depends strongly on the ceramic processing
procedures, it is no surprise to see those reported experimental discrepancies regarding the width of the coexistence region.
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APPENDIX 8

Polarization Gradient Coefficients and the Dispersion Surface of the Soft Mode
In Perovsklte Ferroelectrics

Wenwu Cao
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania 16802

Abstract

The gradient coefficients in the Landau-Ginzburg theory we crucial for quantitative
description of domain walls in ferroelectrics. The magnitude of these gradient coefficients are a
measure of nonlocal coupling strength of the polarization. In this paper, we intend to explain the

physical meaning of these gradient coefficients in terms of lattice dynamics and give some
relationships between these gradient coefficients and the dispersion surface of the soft mode. The
lications for the study of over damped soft modes are also discussed.

PACS Numbers: 64.60.-i, 63.20.Dj, 64.90.+b

I1

Many ferroelectric materials have perovskite structure with a cubic symmetry in the
paraelectric phase. The symmetry of the low temperatur ferroelectric phase can be tetragonal,
rhombohedral or orthorhombic. Ferroelectric phases usually have more than one variants and
these variants may coherently coexist within the symmetry frame of the parent phase, forming the
so called twin structures. It is shown that these twin structures can be well described by LandauGinzburg (LG) type models. 1,2 All the expansion coefficients in the Landau theory correspond to
certain macroscopic physical quantities and can be obtained experimentally. However, the
physical meaning of the gradient coefficients, which regulate the domain wall formation and

control the domain wall width in the twin structres, still needs L, be specified.
A paraelectric-ferroelectaic phase transition is characterized by a softening of a transverse
optic mode at the Brillouin zone center due to the cancelation of the long range Coulomb famces

and the short range repulsive forces. 3 The soft mode is stabilized above the phase transition
tmperature by the anharmonic interactions whoe strength weakens as the zanpemtem decreases.
Using mean field tieoy, one can still formally retain the terminology of normal modes if the

"soft mode" frequency is assigned to be tenmperawr dependent
the dominant contribution in the lattice

Close to the phase transition tempervnni,

one may simply study the soft mode behavior to

Hamitonian is from the soft mode. Theefor,

charctrze the phase transition near Te. For an Inhomoge-eoWS systm the spatial variation of
the order paranmtr must be considered. This is done by adding an energy term induced by the
order parameter gradients. Because the inclusion of both nonlinear and nonlocal terms in the

energy expansion, one may expect to obain large amplitude soliton-like solutions which can
describe the domain walls (the ansition region betwem cobenmt twin Mscures).4-S.6 The
physical meaning of these grdient coefficients can be seen from the study of small amplitude
oscillations for which the nonlocal coupling can be treated as perarhtions.6,7 We will show in

2

this paper how these polarization gradients can be derived from a simplified lattice dynamical
model.
Since polarization is the density of dipoles per unit volume, it is proportional to the
magnitude of the associated optical mode. As will be shown in the third section of this paper that
the lattice potential for a given optical mode can be written in terms of the polarization vector.
Therefore, the Landau-Ginzburg potential can be directly used in the lattice dynamical calculations
in the small representation of the soft mode.
l. Gradient Coefficients and Disi-rsion Surface of the Soft Mode

From soft mode theory, the potential energy for a cubic system may be expanded in terms
of the eigenvector of the soft mode3
G =X (ui +uj +uj(1
2
where x is related to the temperature dependent soft mode frequency, K. (T-Tc), and ui (i
1,2,3) are the components of the eigenvector of the soft mode. For the ferroelectric phase

transition u is a relative displace

field.

If u is inhomogeneous, we must include the gradient energy in the energy expansion. For
cubic symmetry the gradient energy may be written as follows,

0,

-8- (Ub +u1.2 +U3.3 ) +412(1,.1 u2 + 1.1 u3.3 + u
+28_4

( U

+,lZ)
.2

2

u2

)
(2)

+ ( U.3 +03.1)2 +< U2,3 +U3.2)2

2
Asmning the effective mass for the mode is M then the equations of motion become
M Ui + 1K I1 - 8 11 u1,11 - 812 (02.21 + u3,31 ) - 844 (u1,22 +U2,12 + 11.33 + 13,13 ) = 0,

(3a)

-822-2 (u1,12 +u3,32 ) -844 (u1,21+U2.11 + u2.33 +u3,23 ) = 0,

(3b)

M U2 + X u2 -811 u

M U3 + K u3 - 8111u333 - 812 (Ul,13+U

)-844

(u1,31+u3,11+u2,32+ u3,22) = 0,

Eq.(3a-c) have plane wave solution of the form
u = U exp [j (mr -kex)]

(4)

3

(3c)

Substituting eq. (4) into eqs. (3a-c) gives the eigenvalue problem
Mo2 U = -D(k) U

(5)

where D(k) is the dynamical matrix

J
D(k)

K+8 11k +8

3(k+k]) 812 k, k2

812 k, k3

812 ki k2

K+8 11 k2+84(kj+03)

812 k2 k3

812 k1 k3

812 k2 k3

K+8l ,k+8+(k1+k2)
1

(6)

If the depolarization field is included, the equations of motion (3a-c) will contain one more
term representing this contribution, which will split the longitudinal and transverse optical
modes.8 9 The depolarization field is given by
E k) =.(Pk) .k.
6.

k2

(7)

The additional contribution is a linear function of the polarization vector P which is proportional
totherelativedisplacemet fieldu. Adding eq. (7) to the r.h.s of eq. (3a-c) leads to the
dynamical matrix for a given k. In what follows, we will treat three k-values in the three principle
directions of the k-space.

A. k = [k,0,0].
Define Pp=Z e ui, where Z is a constant which has a unit of inverse volume and e is the
electron charge unit. The meanigng of Z will be clear from later derivations. For this k value, the
dynamical matrix can be simplified to the following form

f ic+A +810
D(k

0

0

K+gM

0

0

0
0

k2

ic+8 k 2

where A is a constant defined by

A =(1/eo) (Z e )2

(9)
4

(8)

From Eq. (8) one can easily derive the dispersion relations for the longitudinal ((q) and
mansverse (or) modes respectively:

M
4 -L(IC + 8k2)
M

(lOb)

B. k =-•- [,1. 1.0
"The electrostatic force from the depolarization field is now given by

Z C(PI+P2) (1,1, 0]1 - A u+ u2) [1, 1,0]
2e0

(11)

Thereore the dynamical matrix is
. +A/2+ (8114+ ) k2/2
A/2 +81ky2.
5(k){
A/2 +(Ba/2) k2
ic+A/2+ (8 11+8)4 k2/2

0
0
K+8"k2

0

0
and the disperion relations am

OL ?-miCK+A+i1(8jj46l2+&M)k2]
M
2
=~
w[LIC + -1
i(11 -k2 + 6") k2]
2
M
L[ic+ 6s"k2 ]
M

(13a)

(13b)

o4, =

(13c)

Here the two =n 'vere
modes are not degenerate.
C. k w=-L [1. 1.1].
For this cae the Couklob foem from the d
Z 4 (Pi1

P2+ P+ ) [1,1,1]

a

A (ui+ u2+u3) 1.. 1, 11

5

t

field is
(14)

(12)

and the dynamical mamx becomes

Sic+A/3 ÷(81/ + 8&/ ) k
3 2

5()A/3

3

A/3 + (812/3) k2

2

A/3 + (812/3) k2

iK+A/3 +(811/3+2 8 44/2 3 ) k2
A/3 + (812/3) I 2 k2 1(15)
K+A/3 +(811/3+ 2 844/3) k2
A/3 + (8123) k

(812/3) k22
A/3 + (812/3) k
+

The dispersion relations are therefore given by

oj u-i(K+A+iL(8jj+28 1 2 +28M)k2]

(16a)

M
3
(16b)
04 =ni~ic+ 1(811-81+26a)k 3 I
M
3
Note that the dispersion relations derived above are for the cubic phase near k=O but not for

the low temperatiue ferroelecnric phase.

Taking the limit k -. 0 in the dispersion relations derived above, om finds that dth
coefficient x I M bePoa s the soft mmverse mode frequency square,
Lim

r

,MI/M

(17)

k.-+O0
The longitudinal mode will not became soft at T = Te because of th depo

field

contribution A,
kLim
-+ 0 e. =ML(K +A)

(18)

The simplest model to calate these coefficints in terms of microcopic quantities is to
study the k =0 mode for a bkioic system using rigid ion model, in which the soft mode

rep--ts the Mlative dspacmet field, the mass is thie reltive mass, and the polarization is
equal to the ionic charge times

e relative displaceet th

6

devided by the unit cell volume.

However, in the perovskite structure theae are three different types of ions, hence, a more realistic
model would be a three body system modeL In what follows we will use a one dimensional rigid
ion model for BaTiO3 as an example to illustrate the relationship between the coefficients in Eq.
(1) and the microscopic quantities.
According to the structural work of Shirane et alI0 the soft optical mode in BaTiO3 consists
of the relative motion of Titanium, Barium and Oxygen (Fig. la). Because the center of mass and
the center of charge for each type of ions coincide, we can effectively treat this system as a threebody system in the lattice dynamical calculations. For convenience the ion groups are labeled as
follows (see Fig. 1b): Ba - 1; Ti - 2; and 30 -3.
The potential energy"represents the k - 0 mode for this three-body system is
2
'EL (XI -X
2 )2 + SL(X2 -X
3)
2
2

(19)

In order to derive the equations of motion one should also consider the Lormntz field, which leads

to the following differena equations:
m, 11 = - • (xj - x2 ) + •

(20 a)

ql P

m2 12=- I (x2 -xi)XI
+
2 (x2 -x 3 )+
m3 E3 =- IC
2 (x3 -x 2 )+ Iq 3 P
3co

q2 P

(20b)
(20c)

qj +q2 +q3 = 0

(21)

P=(qlx 1 +q 2 x2 + q3X 3 )/Ia

(22)

where ao is the lattice constant, qj, q2, q3 ame the charges of the three ion groups, P is the

polarization.
For convenience let us introduce two new variables

u=xl-x 3 ;

v-x

2

-x 3.

Using eqs. (21) and (22), and the new variables u and v the equations of motion (20a-c) can be

siqlifled to became
7

U=au+bv

(23a)

V=cu+dv

(23b)

where
qL (q_+ql+q2

-L-+

a=-

ml 3e.oa
b=.(k L
-

cm

m3 m
_-•L.+
...- ,

m2

m3
ml
q222) (qL + q +

+ 3 e. a4 ml
( -. 2 +q~
2)

M3

3eoa&1 M2

m3
d=. (klk +k k) +-..2 (S2+ q, +q2)
M2
3 3
m2
m3
Eqs (23ab) have the harmonic oscillator solution

u uo exp(jox)

(24)

"v= vo exp(OjOx)

(25)

and the eigenfrequency wis given by.
om
= I [ -a- dt
+(a
2

.5d)2- 4 (ad- bc)]

-

(26)

In any given mode the relative displacement u and v are proportional to each other. For the
coordinate system in Fig. 1,u and v always have the same sign. Assuming one of the modes,
for example o., becomes soft at lower cempemaure due to the decrease of the coupling stzength
between different ions, then, their magnitudes have the following relationship:
von=-

(d-a+Ia+ d)2 4(ad"bc))uo

2b
From EqL (21) and (22) the polarization P is given by

(27)

P = (qlu + q2 v)/4 =[ q + 2(d-a + (a+d)2 4 (ad bc)) u/a

(28)

2b
"Therefore, in this mode

Ze=[qi + 2. (d- a+•(a+d)2 48(adbc)1)]/a

2b,
The value of P can be obtained fom pyrelectric

8

-

(29)
and u may be calculated from

X-ray diffractions of the low and high temperature phases, hence, Ze can also be obtained

experimentally.
Since v and P ar linearly proportional to u, we could simplify the problem by constructing
a new single variable potential G- (Wc2) u2 which gives rise to the following equation of motion.
Ui-au+bv

- [ -(a+d) - -(a+d) 2 - 4(ad-bc)

2

Iu

M

(30)

where K has the dimension of force constant and M has the dimension of mass according to the
definition of a, b, c and d. For a three dimensional system, the constructed potential which leads
to Eq.(30) will have the same form as Eq. (1) according to symmetry. Because u is also
proportoa to the polarization P [eq. (28)), we may also write down the constructed potential in
tms of the polarization vecor P. which becomes the Landau potntial for a feroclecnric system

G= (A2) P2 , a = r (Ze)2.
For longitudinal vibiations, we have to add the depolariztion field (- P/eo) to the equation
of motion Eq.(20 a -c), which will add a positive contribution to the eigenfrequency preventing it
to become soft like the transvers mode. Formally, the relationship between caL and ovr may be
writtenas

4=4+A(30)
where A is a positive conmstant reflecting the contribution of the depolarization field.
conclusions
amndr
IV.

I is shown that the polarization gradient coefficients in the Landau-Ginzburg theory can be
directly related to the dispersion surface of the soft mode. Thaeor their physical meaning
be

apparen. The corc

between the Landau theory and the lattice dynamic

potential was illstrated through a simple one dimensional rigid ion model for BaTiO3 at k-0.
Since the polariation and the relative diacem

9

field have a linear relationship, the polarization

coefficients in the Landau-Ginzburg theory may be calculated from the measured dispersion
curves near the soft mode. For cubic symmetry there are only three independent gradient
coefficients, the dispersion anisotopy of the soft mode can be determined through measurements

along the three principal directions. These gradient coefficients in principle can be obtained
through inelastic neutron scattering experiments. However, in many cases these dispersion curves
are very difficult to measure because of the high transition temperatune. To my knowledge, a
complete set of the dispersion relations do not exist in the literantues for the known ferroelecuic

materials. One of the intentions of this paper is to re-emphasize the importance to measure these
dispersion curves which can be used for the study of domain walls ij famroelctri,
An interesting point should be also mentioned is die possibility of obtaining the dispersion
surface of the soft mode through direct maem ts on the domain wall profies( U1),
because the
gradient coefficients can be exuuacted from fitng the masued polaizdon profiles to dhe solitonlike solutions of nonlinear nonlocal continuous medium tbeoy.(.,) Ths could be very useful to
study the dispersion surface of the over damped soft mode, such as in BaTiO3, which can not be
obained through inelastic neunun scacring.

This research is sponsred by the Office of Naval Research under Grant No 00014-92-J1510.
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Figure Captions
Figure I. (a) Mllusuazion of the ionic displacements in BaTiO3 from ref. 10.
(b) One dimensional model for the soft mode.
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NONLINEAR AND NONLOCAL CONTINUUM THEORY ON
DOMAIN WALLS IN FERROELECTRICS

WENWU CAO AND L. E. CROSS
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA 16802
Abstract The domain structures in ferroelectrics can be described by a
Landau-Ginzburg type theory with the twin and twin band (domain) structures
being nonlinear and nonlocal excitations of the ferroelectric phase. The

polarization gradients in the theory reflect the degree of nonlocal coupling
along different crystallographic orientations. These gradient parameters can be
obtained either from the dispersion surface of the soft mode or through fitting
the polarization profile measured by the holographic electron microscopy.

INTRODUCTON
The understanding of domain structures is essential for the design and applications of
ferroelectrics. It has been long recognized that the piezoelectric and dielectric properties
of ferroelectric ceramics are mainly determined by the behavior of domain structureF.
The formation of domains in ferroelectrics is due to the existence of milti-variants in th-..
ferroelectric phase. Atomic coherency is usually maintained across the domain
boundaries, which make it possible to switch domain orientations from one to the other
using external (either mechanical or electrical) fields. This switching gives rise to the so
called extrinsic contributions to the materials properties. The formation of domaii walls
in ferroelectrics may be treated in terms of solitory wave excitations in a nonlinear and
nonlocal system. Single kink-like and periodic solitory wav. solutions for the twin and
periodic domain structures can be derived using the continuum theory. 1 4 Since all the
expansion coefficients in the Landau-Devonshire model can be expressed in terms of
measurable macroscopic quantities, the continuum theory can give quantitative
description of the domain wall properties, including the profile of polarization across the
domain wall, domain wall width, energy stored in the muti-domaw structure, and the
stress build up at the domain wall region, once the polarization gradient coefficients are
obtained.

The Landau-Devonshire type phenomenological theory for ferroelectrics has been
developed for the ferroelectric phase transition. 5 ,6,7 For a cubic system, such as

perovskite ferroelectrics, the elastic Gibbs free energy can be expressed in the following
form:

G=_Gp + Gel + Gc

I

6
6
Gp = A (Pi2 +P 2 2 + P3 2 )+ B (P,4 + P2 4 + P34) + C (P,6 + P2 + P3 )
+ D (P12 P2 2 + P2 2 p 3 2 +p 1 2 P3 2 ) + E ( p 14 p 2 2 +p1 2 p 2 4 + P24 P3 2 +P22 p3 4
+ p 3 2 P1 4 + P1 2 P3 4) + H p1 2 p 2 2 P 3 2
(2)

Gel

I-

( X,

-1

1

2

+ X 2 2 2 +X 3 32 )-s

( X 1 2 2 + X 1 3 2 +X

23

2

12

( XI IX

22

+ X 2 2 X 3 3 + X1 IX 3 3 )

)

(3)

2
2
Gc = QII ( XI1 P12 +X22 p22 +X33 P3 2) + Q12 [ Xll (P2 2 + P3 ) + X2 2 (P, +

P3 2 )+X

(p, 2 +p

33

2

2

)]+Q44 (X 1 2 PI P2 +X 1 3 PI P3 +X

23

P2 P3 )

(4)
where A. B, C, D, E, H are the linear and nonlinear dielectric constants, sij are the
elastic compliance coefficients, Qj are the electrostriction constants, Pi and Xij are the
components of polarization and stress, respectively. All the coefficients are assumed to
be independent of temperature except A which is a linearly function of T,
(5)
A---(T-TO)
In a homogeneous system, a paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition occurs at Tc.
Under stress free condition, the phase transition temperature Tc and the spontaneous

polarization Pc at the transition can be derived by minimizing Eq. (1),
TC =To+

(6)

4 Cx

Pc2

B "(7)

One of the low temperature ferroelectric phases is the tetragonal phase. There are six
energetically degenerate variants in the tetragonal phase: (± Ps, 0, 0 ), (0, ± Ps, 0 ) and
(0, 0, ± Ps), where Ps is the spontaneous polarization given by
P,= N

B +F'3B2

-3

AC

(8)

These energetically degenerate variants can coexist in the ferroelectric phase to form the
twin structures. Electron microscopy reveals that the ionic coherency is maintained
across domain walls, but domain walls are not atomically sharp. Domain wall width is
detmnined by the nonlocal coupling strength of the ferroelectric system.

Since the nonlinearity has been included in the model [see Eqs. (1)-(4)], if we add
the contributions of nonlocal coupling, then from soliton theory, we may expect solitory
wave excitations in the ferroelectric phase. These excitations are in deed found and they
represent the ferroelectric domain walls.
For a perovskite system, the symmetry of the high temperature phase is cubic,
therefore, the Gibbs energy representing the nonlocal coupling can be written as
follows: 2
Gg

gl

(Pl,l 2 + P2,2 2 + P3,3 2 ) + g12 ( Pl,l P2 ,2 + P1 ,1 P3 ,3 + P2 ,2 P3 ,3 )

2
2
(9)
2 g4 [(P1 ,2 + P2,1)2 + (Pl,
3 + P 3 ,1) + (P2 ,3 + P 3 ,2 ) ]
here the indices after the comma represent derivatives with respect to space variable
along that axis. Upon the minimization of the total free energy of the system Eqs. (1)
2
and (9), one can obtain the solutions for the domain walls.

90° DOMAIN WAT J S

There are two types of domain walls in the tetragonal ferroelectrics. One is the 1800
domain wall which divides a twin domain with identical strain but opposite polarization,
and the other is the 900 domain wall which divides two domains whose polarization and
spontaneous strain are nearly 900 from each other. Solutions for the 1800 domain walls
can be easily obtained since the problem is one-dimensional. 2 Here we only solve the
problem of 900 domain walls for which the problem can be rendered to quasi-onedimensional.
From transmission electron microscopy studies, domain walls tend to broaden or
bent near the surface, however, inside the sample they have well defned wall-like

q[110]

X21010]

1s[l[0]

FIGURE 1. A tetragonal-twin structure and the coordinate system used in this paper.

structure with translational symmetry parallel to the wall plane. Therefore, while dealing
with a <110>-type domain walls in tetragonal ferroelectrics we can rotate the x1, x2
coordinates about the X3 coordinate by 450 so that the properties of the domain walls
only depend on one space variable (s-coordinate as indicated in Fig. 1) only.
In the new coordinate system the equilibrium conditions are governed by the
2
following equations:
a_

dG

axj aPij

aG

-]==0,
aPi

(ij=s,r,3)

(10)
(1)

(ij =s, r, 3)
Xijj = 0,
and we also need the elastic compatibility relations
(ij,k,l,m,n = s, r, 3)
eild Ejm Xln,km = 0

(12)

to insure the elastic continuity since in our model the domain walls are intrinsic
excitations, no defects are created in the domain wall region. xln is the component of
elastic strain tensor and ead is the Levi-Civita density.
Eqs (11) and (12) has three nontrivial solutions:
Xr3 = 0

(13)

Xn22 (si1s.-sj
1- -2)[[2s12Q1 -SIi(Qi1 4+QI 2 )jP0 -[ 2sl2Q2 -S I(QIl+QI2-Q4)]I
-[2s12 Q1 2 -su (QII+Qrz+Q,)]Pr2}

(14)

- {[s12(QII+QI2) -2SssQl2]l2o-[ S12(Ql I+QI2+Q4) -2%SuQI2]Pr2

X3.7-

2(sjj,s-sj 2)

-[s2(Q l+QI2-Q4) -2suQI

sn)

(15)

where
sS•-4s,,+sl - 2' ).

2

2

It can be easily verified that the two stress components X~r and X33 are nonzero only in
the vicinity of the domain wall. These nonzero stress components near the domain wall
region is the cause of the faster etching rate which makes the domain walls visible
through chemical etching technique.
In order to see the general trend of the variation of polarization profile without
specifying the coefficients to a particular system, we normalize the polarization and the
space variable s into dimensionless forms by the following substitutions:

where

P•'

fr = Pf

s=

Y(

P S--'
G" Gn, 1/4
4 AC2h

2C f.=Pcfs

(16a,b)
(17a,b)

Gss8 ='-{gjI+g12+2g44)
Grs=I4g9 1-g12),
2
2
and define the dimensionless temperature as

~Tc -To

(8
then the equilibrium condition Eq. (10) can be written in the following form for a 900
twin structure,
a f8, t=;sfs+ bsf~l+ c fsf2+dt-l+ (8 - 2 d) f~f2+ (4 -'-Ld)f rf4'(9
3
3
afr. 44 Tr fr+ brfr3+ Cfrf~s + dfrs+ (8 - 2-d) f~f~f+ (4 - --d) frI41(0

(9

where the coefficients are given by

rs

-'--(--(Q11+Q12
F
F

'~=

3 (si

3 (si

(21)

-Q")[2si2Q12-sil(Q11+Q12)]

is,,-si)B

1S55-si 2)B

+2Q 12 1812(Ql I+QI 2)-2Ss~QI 2J)

(22)

+2Q 12 s1S 2(Ql 1+Q12)-2sssQl2d)

(23)

-~I----{(Qi 1+Q1 2 -Q")[ 12 lQ 1 2 -s1 iI(Q

b -2- D

I+Q12-Q")I

B 2B(si 1sn-sh2)

+2Q1 2 S1s 2(Q1 1+Q12 -Q")-2s"Q1 21)

(4

b,= -2 - D.
---I((QI+Ql$.Q")[2sQ-sl2Irl(QlI+Ql 2 +Q")I
B'2B(sjszrSh2)
+2Q12[S221(Ql,~+QI2+Q")-2SuQl2])
c = -6+D-+

-1

(25)

-I(Qll+ Q12- Q")[2sl2QI2- SI1(Q1I+Q12+Q")J

B 2B(Sls"is-Sh)

+2Q12[sI 2(Ql I+Q12+QM)-2SmQi2J)
d

3(+E)

(26)
(27)

Using the normalized equations, we can study the influence of different parameters to
the polarization profile and obtain a conceptual understanding on the nature of the
polarization variation in the domain wall region. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the
polarization components with the parameter a across a 900 domain wall. One can see
that the domain wall becomes wider as a increases. In real dimensions, because the
scaling factor of the space variables, y, is directly related to the product Gss*Gn [see
eq.(17)], domain wall becomes wider as the gradient coefficients become larger.
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FIGURE 2. Variation of polarization components fs and fr induced by the change of
parameter a across a 900 domain wall. The gradient parameter a detennines the width
of the domain wall.
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FRIGUR 5. (a) Polarization components fl and f2 across a 90W domain wall, and (b)
fliusiaton d tbe variatons, of the polarizatin vector and the unite cell distortion
aoru a 90W domain wail.

Fig. 3 shows the variation of the polarization with temperature r. The asymptotic
values of the magnitude of the polarization components increase and the domain wall
thickness decreases as the temperature is lowered. The temperature dependence is strong
near the transition and gradually becomes insensitive when the temperature is far below
Tc. Fig. 4 shows the variation of the polarization components fs and fr induced by the
change of parameter d. We can see that the magnitude of fs is very sensitive to d while
the domain wall thickness is relative insensitive to d. We can also calculate the
polarization components fj and f 2 in the original coordinates. One example is given in
Fig. 5 (a) for a set of chosen parameters. The corresponding unit cell distortion and the
polarization variation across the domain wall are illustrated in Fig. 5(b). The polarization
vector rotates gradually from one orientation into the other accompanied also by a
change of the magnitude.
All properties of the domain walls can be quantitatively calculated using this
model once the expansion coefficients are known. As we have mentioned above that the
polarization gradient coefficients are most crucial for the study of domain walls, which
may be derived from the measurements on the dispersion surface of the soft mode.8 ,9 In
general, inelastic neutron scattering to probe the soft mode may be difficult due to the
relatively high transition temperature in many systems of interest and in some cases, the
soft mode is over damped. An alternative way to obtain these coefficients would be to
probe the polarization profile across the domain wall and then fitting the unknown
coefficients using the differential equations (19) and (20). The recently emerged new
technique, electron holography, may offer an option to this end. 10' 11
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The realization of electron holography provides a new powerful tool to probe the
subtle and local changes of electric and magnetic fields inside a crystal structure
through the phase variation of electron wave function. For a ferroelectric system the
interference fringe patterns across a domain wall are very strongly affected by the
presence of surface charge compensations. Ifthe compensation is incomplete, a residue
depolarization field will be present in the direction parallel to the electron beam, which
can induce kink-like fringe bending. Earlier reported holographic images of
ferroelectric domain walls revealed an asymmetry fringe bending. This behavior is
explained through phase shifts induced by both the depolarization field and the strain
field.

transmission of high energy electrons through a
thin foil sample can be treated as a onedimensional problem. Define a to be the electron
traveling direction, then the phase change in the
electron wave function due to the existence of an
electric potential V(Woe, z ) is given by

1 - Introduction
Electron holography provides us with a new
methodology for the study of electric and magnetic
field variations at the atomic scale. 1 In the past
incJniqun ban
Jolanphy
rew years, do electron
demonstrated its power in the study of magnetic
domain walls, p-n junctions, and fluxons in
superconducting materialsg.- 7 Recently, this
method has been introduced into the study of
forroelectric materials, with particular interest to
aerroelectric domain walls and defect dopants.8

i_[

(x.ye)=2-

__

('C-

,_

"'Y. Z"

I)dz

(1)
where I. is the electron wave length, z9 and yo
define the point on the sample foil, X is the
electron energy and V(xoSy, a

The kink-like phase change prom oberved in the
interference fringes qualitatively agree with the

electronener

oduand

by t
by

o

represen the
wh

continuum theoretical descriptions of ferroelectric
domain wail profiles.9.,O However, quantitative
agreement has not been obtained and the
experimental results are not consistently
reproducible. In this paper, a theoretical analysis
is ecrried out, which intends to provide some
boass for future studies on ferroelectric domain

electron energy, Z, is much greater than the
magnitude IV(xr,ye, z )I ma: of the potential
barrier, the phase shift of the electron wave can be
simplified asUlt

Due to the existence of frie charges, the study
of polarization related electric field variations is
much more complicated than the study of
magnetic field variation using electron
holography. The density of these free char-es
varies with the electric potentialdisrbutio and

Since the energy of the electron beam is very large,
- 200 keV, Eq. (2) is usually suffIcient to calculate
the phase chang.
The most important characteristic of a
ferroelectric is a reversible spontaneous
Generally, the spontaneous
polarization.

#(W.,y.)

4.)
V(x.-.

x)dt
(2)

wails using electron holography.

depends strongly on boundary cmndltlons. The

polarization results from a displacive or orderdisorder phase transition. Without external
electric fields the macroscopic spontaneous
is developed in domains within the

observed electron interference fringe patterns
reflect the total electric potential distribution,

therefore, in Wder to correlate them to the
variation of polarization across a domain
e must sepaate different charge
bemadary

crystal, forming the so-callod twin str.ture.
There ae two main typ•e of twins. One has an
invesio symmetry about the twin boundary but
with equal strain in both variants. The seond
type is a twin of two variants with both different
orientation of polarization and of spontaneou
strain. The internal potential V(x,,ez) in a
domain depends on the polarization and the

2 - Esetro h
h

The tundamental principle in electron
ahy is the interfer4nce of coherent hh

asvg

ohsletous

boundar conditihns at the crystal surfces.

To a good -pp eximation te
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FERROELECTRIC DOMAIN WALLS
3.-Theory

From electrodynamics we know that the
macroscpic electric field R. polarization P. and
the electric displacement D. are all interrelated by
the following equation,
DmcoE+P

(3)

Genraly
seakngpolriztio Pdepends on
local electric field which is different from the
macroscopic electric field R. A ferroelectric

Vol. 86."No. 7

charge compensation in a non-electroded sample
is a relaxation process, the rate can be very slow
as the equilibrium is approached. In addition,
since most of the ferroelectrics are alse improper
ferroelastic, a small level of the depolarization
field could be sustained through elastic distortion
of the structure. In other words, the system is
sometimes not fully compensated, at least in a
finite time period. This situation can also happen
in an already compensated system through the
cag ftmeaue(yolcrcefc)o
effect).
mehnia stes(izeeti

The depolarization field in the partially
syte
hs nmbr fadditional considerations
compensated system can be expressed as
ooaiatofn
eou
pontmb
sysntem haa
n
totespnaeosplaMaio
own
bounday
conditions. Two extreme cases are
shown below to illustrate this situation. ForE(PD
.'(lNee
(6
simplicity we assume the spontaneous
polriatinPs, is perpendicular to the sample
Here we have defined a compensation factor q~
pln.

aio
Cass I Calawt. ehaiwe m
The simplest case in when the sample surfaces
are electroded and the two electrodes were short
circuited during the: development of the
spnanos polarztion'. For this system we have
tecondition
0.0so that

ID e(4)
Sinaw Poem is the surface "bound charge density
'and - Does equals the surface "free chargew
density, the polarization is completely
compensatedf by the generated free charges. The
systMa Is in equilib'im and has a fully developed
Spetowse" polarization throughaout the whole
Ci7staL When the temperaturei kept constant,
thee is no
eeti Baoeei
ild presnt
either inside or outsdae of the hrueectric crysta.
Thereore, no frig variations are expectd.LP

£ -aalTy

D/Pe (in our problem the vectors D and P0 ane in
the same direction ) which is lees or equal to
unty 0 -cq :91. The compensation factor q
uesresadlo
dpdsstronglyontr
on time. Sinc the net fil nEq. (6) is nu-zero if
Aj<1, and proportional to the polariztion, one
may use holographic electron microscopy to study
the variation of polarization inside a twin domain

structure, through the residue Boeld and the
associated phase shif. The basic requrement is
that qj changes slowly with time.
The associated spontaneous polarization
proie can be determined using LondauGlsbi teoy As an example, in a 180 twin
structmr witgth polarization in the z-dlrecdma
(the electron beam diewo) h profile can be
described byl
* p
P n 2z
4A-+
_sink
(&V

u_ - ---- aaariwaiam
fad
where z: is the space variable in the domain wall
no odbt
simle
unoolisic cse
normeal direction and 4 is the characteristic width
polarization being completely Unconaenae,
o the domain waU; the parameter A Is a constant
L~a., -D a 0. Then there will be a very strongh"aegiecs the sharns
Of the fiut order
deoarization field being produced insid he
transition. For a second order phase transition A
sample,
I1an 9q 9 rediuce@ to a hyperbolic tangent
-

which Is equal to the in micocpicfield. This field

is toe large to be sustained For xmaple, the
puavuai0 of DTOs is 18 PaMRS, from 34(5) the
Iepla dotin fied can be as large as 2 x 106
im. Unde suck a large field, either the
eI 1 1uats
wil be destroyed (wic kuPPre the
ekuturl pasetrasiton or the system will
Obtain ree charge (frm the envlranamet or
bwi th
dw rystal to reduce the field level,
A&free charwe we readily available, a reel
13ste1 is mere Ilke Case I above, eve when the
sspee is not being deletroded. Thes is to my that,
dos hese@1
sif nduced by the dspol iadntei fmied
difference across a domain boundary is being
es-uutuba sed by the phase shift produced by
the fied of compenMation charg.
However,

PaP

m X

8

Frm qs (2), ft)~ and (7) or (6). ans can calculate
the planse profile across a domain waiL
(1.11) Xt2 P
-0 %Z.
Here a* defines the coordinate on the sample
surfces and the phase rehrenos is chosen at the
domain well center. IlnospM as variations are
proportional to the paraton, the fig
patterns should be kink-like as observed i
DaTl)8.* For later, convenience, we define these
kink-lik patterns as typ 16fringe hr domai
Walls, whfih is antismmetric.
Most fouroelectrios are aleso improper
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Fig. 1. The polarization profiles for the
parallel to the doanwall in a 900 twin

Fig. 2. Variation of the total phase shift profile
cnribtu
thrtionsfn.Tp
I and
Tpe

terroelastics, Le., the strain is the secondary order
P"Uatar and coupled to the polarizations;

domain wailk. The profile of this component is
hump-like as illustrated in Fig. 1. Also, because
the strong polarization gradiant at the domain
well region, charg defects and vacancies tend to

becit elso changes in the domain wall region,
The relationship b.4ween the spontaneous
polarzaionf P sand the spontaneous strain I can be

be trapped by the domain wails, these Poiat charge
defects can else contribute to the type frbinges as
summarised in Table L
In general, the Muigs patterns observed acress

written am

O*QW~ NPI~ (ljJkl - 1A23)

(10)

a ferroelectric domain wail wdib a mixture of
typo I :and tp IL so that the resultant fringe

where Q~u is the electrostriction constant. The

non-zero strain components are defined by the
crysta symimetry and boundary conditions. For
the 18V laieeti twi dicse bv h
sdrain variationin the domain wall region JS19.1 3

A~i-

p.21

_ p2(x))

(I)repreent

Due to the symmetric nature of 3q.(11), the phase
profile refectin the strain variation will be
smsetri, about the center of the domain wall.
Wedllethe hump-lik, symmetric hringes as
type II hinges 1br domasin walls. Additional
contribution to the type U hringes may come from
the poa Iatn c peet eredicuar to the
doman wilwhich is non-zero lbr Al non-10

Patterns wilbe non-symmetric. For example
assuming the polarization is given by Eq. (8).,he
the resultant normalized fringe profile is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The circle in Fig. 2
represent type I profile, and the dashed lines
type11proffie, a-I fI /lIl&*wI la the
ratio of the maximum phas shifts of typo 11
versus type L One can ase that the resultant
phase shif becomes mere and mere asymmnetric
assaincreasses frm 0 to 1, and the total profile
moves to the left. This asymmetric feature is
obviously see in the results repo--ted In rat~ 8 for
BT10s (see the data points in Fig. 3). Aooording to
the above analysis we propose the fringes to be
fitted in the M~owing equatiunu

Table I
shp"

Symmetr

source of Contribution

Type I

Antisymmetric

Polarization paralle to domain
well

Type U

Symmetric

Poaiainperpendicular to

domain wAU point charge

detects; strain variation across

the domain wall
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the theory with the
experimental data of ref S. The circles are the
experimental data, the thin lin, is the fitting to
a sinple hyperbolic tangent and the thick line
wus obtained using Eq. (12).
A*(x4&4uhn(~I)G( 1.Wfh~gi),pfringe
A~x"
(K:U
- an+ t ( - =2 (X:U) +using

(12)
where xd and 0 are respectively the horizontal and
vertical deviations of the domain wall center from
the reference center used in the experiment. A
different characteristic length ts for the type U1
fringe is introduced, which may not he the same
as 4. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the
fitting of ref. 8 (thin line) and the fitting using Eq.
(12) [thick line]. One can see that the current
fitting is quite satisfactory with the following
fitting parameters: xda- 0.285 4, a - - 0-.3; Pa 0.1285. Here we like to emphmasize
i0.31 4 and
thatthefuntioal
or th
he fist
irstordr pase
tha thfrm
ormfo
fieboal
rde phse
transition in B&710 3 would be more appropriate to
use eq. (7) indtead of eq. (8) If the constant A can be
determined.

(a0OS

a -0.0
_________must
_________order

_________ _________hologrmvpby.
___________domain
___________

Oi-0.2

Fi.5Cacltdfngscrsado
inwl
F~5 acltdfigsars
oanwl
for different a assuming I A0ioI a W/2.
Figures 4 and 5 show some of the expected
patterns across a ferroelectric domain wall
the current analysis. The fringes in Fig.
were calculated by assuming I A#. I = P/2 while
the fringes in Fig. 5 were calculated by assuming
14# 1 = x/2 One can me the nature of the fringes
changes from type I to type U as the parameter a
&M 0 to 4 - Conclusions
As the electron holography technique is very
sensitive to the local electric potential variations.
the incompletely compensated depolarization field
in domain wall regions can be measured. The
fringe patterns can he directly correlated to the
space profile df polarization vf~ition in a twin
structure. The sample should not be olectroded
and tho electron energ must be very high. For a
compensated sample, one may vary the
temperature to destroy the charge balance and
make the domain wall visible through the electron
phase shift. In general, the fringe bending
observed is a mixture of type Iland type 11, one
separate the two types of contributions in
to extract useful infonmation from electron
Eqs. (9) and (12) can be used to fit the
fringe patterns acoss a 180' and a non-180'
wall, respectively.
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F~.4. Calculated fringe across a domain wall
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Direct evaluation of domain-wall and intrinsic contributions
to the dielectric and piezoelectric response and their temperature
dependence on lead zirconate-titanate ceramics
0. M. Zmang, H. Wang, N. Kim, and L. E. Cross
Materials Research Laboratory. 7The PennsylvaniaState University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

(Reccived 12 July 1993; accepted for publication 17 September 1993)
fly making use of the fact that dominin-wall motions do not producc volumetric changes, an
cxpcriinicntal mnetlhod is imitroduced to directly and quantitatively determine the domiain-wall amid
intrinsic colitribitit'os to the piezoelectric and dielectric responses of a ferroelectric material.
Utilizi.g this methodI, the comitributions from (he domain walls and intrinsic part as well as their
tcnicrature dclicdemncc fi)r lead zirconale-titanate (PZT) 52/48 and iPZT-500 ceramics are
evaluatc(l. The data show that at temperatures below 300 K, the large change in the dielectric and
piezoelectric constants wilh temperature is due to the change ii the domain-wall activities in the
materials. The resulls confirm that most of (lie dielectric and piezoelectric responses at room
temiperattire for the materials studied is from the domain-wall contributions. The data also
indicate that ii I'ZT-5J0U, both 18Wf wall and non-184T walls are possibly active under a weak
cternial driving field.

I. INTRODUCTION
For most 1erroelectric inaterials, lite existence of
donmain strucures or domain walls nmakes a significant iluence omi thle material properties. For- examp~le. iii lead
zircotale-titanate (PZT) solid solution system, the material p)ropcrtics can be modified over a wide range by using
different dopants or by different processing conditions.!
Such changes in tfie niaterial properties are believed to be
the result of changes in tie domain-wall response in the
materials. 23' Fromitie Landani-levonshire phenomenological theory, it has been Proliosed that for IOZT at comnpositions near the morphotropic phase boundary, the
domnain-wall contributiomm accounts for more than half of
the room-teniperature dielectric and piezoelectric

sic and extrinsic contributions from tile experimental data
which usually contain both parts. Currently, two methods
are commonly used in separating the extrinsic properties
and intrinsic properties in ceramics: One is based on the
frequency dispersion characteristics of the dielectric constant and tfie ether is based on the properties measured
3
Since dielectric dispersion
at near 0 K temperature.:'6of a material, it canproperty
only describes the diel-.-tric
responses
piezoelectric
not provide infornmation on the
180'
between
from different parts amid the difference
response.
domnain-wall response and non-180" donmai.-wall
While the results derived from thie second method are only
related to the material properties at near 0 K and may not
be directly related to t[ie material properties at higher tern-

rCsponlses.4

peratures.

in the literature, tlhe material properties from a singledomain material are denoted as (lie intrinsic properties (or
volume contribution) of the nmterial, while the contributions front thie other parts of the material, mainly front
domain walls, arc lumped as extrinsic properties of the
material. Under this convention, the dielectric constanit e,
piezoelectric constait d, amd elastic compliance s, can be
written as a summationi of two Sermis,"

in this article, we introduce a new experimental methodology which can directly and quantitatively determine
the dommain-wall amid intrinsic contributions to the material
properties and their temperature dependence. Using this
method, thie piezoelectric mid dielectric responses from
both the intrinsic and domain-wall contributions were investigated for both doped and pure PZT ceramics near the
morphotropic phase boundary in thie temperature range
from 10 to 300 K. The basic principle of this method is that
in contrast to the intrinsic response where any polarization
change will be accompanied by a change in the unit-cell
volume, the polarization change induced by domain-wall
motion will not cause volume changes. As a consequence,

elEt-I E.,.
d=d.-I d.,.

(I)

S~sc.+,in,

where the subscripts ex and in denote the extrinsic amd
intrinsic contribution.% respectively,
To understand how domain structures amid donnainwall tlmotions arc influenced by different processing condilions amid dopants so that time material properties call be
better tailored, one needs to quantitatively describe the
changes of E., Ein, d, di.. s,, st. with the processing
comiditions and dopants. That is, to distinguish the intrin454

J. Aplp. Phys. 75 (I), 1 Januamy 1994

the domain-wall motion will not contribute to the hydrostatic response of a material and time change in the piezoelectric hydrostatic coefficient dk will not be related to the
response from domain walls; therefore, d, provides a very
sensitive means to separate the intrinsic and extrinsic material responstes. By combining these results with the data
measured near 0 K, we can get the temperature dependence of lite extrinsic response and intrinsic response of

0021.8979/94/75(l)1454/1e16.4 0 0

1994 Ammlcan Insttue of Phyics

these I'ZT samples. in addition, making use of both dielectric and piezoelectric responses, one is able to gain information on tlie change of domain-wull responses or 180"
type and non-180" type as the processing conditions or
dopants are varied.

250

HL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Temperature dependence of the piezoelectric
conoatnta
Shown in Figs. I(a) and I(b) is the temperature dependence of the piezoelectric constants d 33 and d 3, for PZT
52/48 and PZT-500 samples, respectively. For PZT 52/48,
J. AppI. Phys., Vol. 76, No. 1, 1 January 1994

d,

*25

2U200
0.

II. EXPERIMENTS
The piezoelectric constants d 3 3 and d~j, dielectric constant E33 , and remanent polarization P, were characterized
for pure PZT at the composition near the morphotropic
phase boundary (PZT 52/48), and a soft PZT in the ternperature range from 10 to 300 K. The PZT 52/48 ceramic
samples were made through the standard solid-state
processing.' The samples were poled at an electric field of
50 kV/cm and a temperature of 375 K for 5 min. All the
samples were aged for more than I week at room temperI'ZT ceramic samature before any nmeasurement. The soft
ples (PZT-500) were purchased from Piezo Kinetics, Inc.
(Dellefonte, PA 16823) and were poled by the manufacturer.
The piezoelectric constants d 33 and de1 were acquired
through the resonance technique using a HP impedance
analyzer (HP 4194A) for bar-shaped samples and the resonance frequencies were around 150 kIl z. These constants
were also measured at room temperature by a laser
dilatometer.' 0 The results from the two measurements
were in good agreement. The temperature regulation for
the resonance experiment was provided by a helium closedcycle refrigerator (APD Cryogenics, Model tIC-2).
The dielectric constant measurement was carried out
using a HP multifrequency RLC meter (lIP 4274A) and
the temperature dependence of the remanent polarization
P, was obtained by combining the data acquired using the
Blyer-Roundy technique and front polarization hysteresis
loop measturements. Since the ferroelectric-paraelectric
transition temperature (Curie temperature) for these sampies is far above the upper operation temperature for the
setup which is at 500 K, the Byer-Rouvdy technique cannot provide the absolute value of the rentanent polarization
of the samples. To establish the absolute scale of the remanent polarization, the polarization hysteresis loop was
measured at room temperature using a modified SayerTower circuit. A homemade temperature chamber was
used to regulate the temperature for the polarization menasurement. The temperature range of the measurement was
from 100 to 470 K for PZT-500 anld 100 to 340 K for PZT
52/48. In all experiments, the sample thickness was about
I mm and the sample area was about 5 X 5 mm2 . The electrodes were made by sputtering gokl on both surfaces of
the samples.
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FIG. I. The temperatkire dependence of piezoelectric constants
anI d, for (a) PZT 52/48 and (b) PZT-.5) ceramics.

d 33,

dj,.

as the temperature increases from 10 K to room temperature (300 K), d33 increases about two and a half times
(from about 105 to 245 pC/N). In the same temperature
range, -d 31 has about a threefold increase (from about 40
to 114 pC/N). From the relation di=d33 +2d 31 , dl,can be
determined in the same temperature range mid clearly, unlike d 33 and d 31 , dh does not increase with temperature.
Instead, from low temperature to room temperature, dh
exhibits a slight decrease from about 24 to 20 pCl/N, which
is shown in Fig. I (a). The data for t, in Fig. I(a) also
shows larger scattering titan those of djj and dji. This is
understandable since both d 3 3 and d3 , are much larger than
d,, any small data scattering in d 3j and dj 1 will induce a
relative large scattering in dh when it is obtained by the
difference between d 3 a and d33. In spite of that, the data
clearly shows that d4 has a mnuch smaller temperature variation compared with both d 3 3 and djl.
Similarly, for PZT-500, in the temperature range from
15 K to room temperature, d 3 3 increases front about 132 to
360 pC/N and -d 31 from 54 to 170 pC/N, while d, stays
almost a constant around 23 pC/N in the same temperalure range, as shown in Fig. 2. By relating this behavior to
the discussions above, one can immediately draw the conclusion that in both pure and doped PZT ceramics, tIhe
large change in the piezoelectric activity (d 33 and d31) in
this temperature range is caused by the extrinsic contribution, most likely by the non-18(} domain-wall motions.

B. Temperature dependenc of the dielectric
o

mid manent polarizatio

In Fig. 2, the temperature dependence of E3 3 for both
PZT 52/48 and lIZT-500 is plotted from I5 to 300 K. For
ZhrngotaL
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FIG. 2. *1he dielectricr cisivanut ey rot

l'Z 12/48, except ror a broiad anoinaly at a Ieinpcrattare
near 260 K, E~yj shows a large increase, rrotat about 370 at
15 K it) acar 12M0 at roomn temperature, which is a more
limit threcfold inacrease. For rzr-5oo, ey in 375 at 15 K
and increases to 18WX ait nxlin temperature. Therefore, the
dielectric coistantis or lthe two PUL materials are almost
the same at temperatures ntear 0 K. This is consistenat with]
an earlier experimnental result in which all the dielectric
constants measured froin h'ZTs with different dopens con
verged to a common value as thle temperature approached
to 0 K.3 lit contrast, at a temperature necar 0 K, the piezoelectric constanut for the two materials are not tlie same,
which is probably caused by different degree of poling and
different distribution of polarization about lthe poling direction in the materials. As is shown later, lthe remnn
polarization of PZT-500 is higher than that or PZT 52/48
Apparently, dopants in PZT-500 facilitate the domain-wall
movement and increase lthe degree of poling.
The piezoelectric response in a single-domain material
can be viewed as, po~larization-biased electrostriction.
Ihtnce, lthe intrinsic piez.oelectric anid dielectric response
are related through the elcetrstrIictive coefficient Qjand
the remanent polarizaltion P,,"
IP,.(2a)
d3ýjZF~jejl

td1 2E.

4

(2b)

QgI,

and
(20)
where ti, is thve vacuumi permittivity. These relations are
derived from single-domain materials antd should be valid
for cewnics where lthe quantities in Eq. (2) are lthe averaged ones. Although the piezoelectric constants d,1 vary
widely as the composition or temperature changes thet
polarization-related electrostrictive coellicients Q11 hardly
change with coniposition and temperature in PZT
ceamics. 4 Therelfore, once lthe temperature dependence of
dA
5 = 2c~jseOQhl,,

P, isdetermined, the temperature dependence of the intrinsic dieletric: resoinse can be evaluated through Eq. (2c).
Similarly, d33 and d3, fromn the intrinsic contribution can
lsom
he determined from
JIM

FG

.lm

eann

oaink

o Z.0

n

Z

24

of laemperature. The curves at temperatures below l1t0 K are
calculated froni the fitting to ltme higher-temperaturfe data.
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C. Discussbon
From the results presented in Secs. III A, and III B,
the temperature dependence of the piezoelectric and dielectric constants front both the intrinsic and domain-wall contributions can%be determined. Assuming at 0 &. d,4, and e33
are from the hintrinsic contribution, Qu'1, 12 and Qk rfo the
PZT ceramics are calculated using Eq. (2), and the results
(listed in Table 1) are close to those of an earlier experientcnal result.4 Ini thc calculation, the data or d1y and e33 at
0 K are extrapolated fromt tlac higher-temperature data and
are very close to those measured at 15 K. Making use or
Eq. (2), thie temperature dependence or the dielectric constant c33 alid piezoelectric constants d33 and d,, from the
intrinsic contributioni are calculated and they are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 for the dielectric constant and the piezoelectric constants, respectively, lIn all these calculations we asTABLE 1. Th.eeutnctatidve coelidenft for flT-SOO anil PZT 52/48
weanlics usted inthis eaperinieuL

Pr-S

vzr

52/48

Qb (ni 4CI)

O's oeeC)

0Qu (nee)

0.0091

M.050

-O.OZ)

0.012

0.046

-0.017

Eqs. (2a) and (2b).
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Zhav utal

hat the electrostrictive coefficients Qij were ladeof temperature. Clearly, in the temperature range
there is very little increase in the intrinsic dielecvity. For PZT 52/48, it stays at about 350 in this
dture range and for PZT-500, it increases slightly
nperature from 350 at 0 K to 430 at 300 K. This is
itt with the experimental results from Bottger and
2d from Kersten and Schmidt6 on PZT ceramics, in
the low-frequency dielectric constant E33 showed a
hange with temperature, while at frequencies above
lectric relaxation peak (near I GHz) E33 was nearly
tant of about 400 at temperatures below 300 K for
;2/48. Since the dielectric relaxation at frequency
GHz is believed to be due to the relaxation from
a walls, at frequencies above that one expects that
meain-wall contribution will die out and the major
bution to the dielectric response will only be the in: part. In addition, E33 value of about 400 is almost
me as what we observed here at temperatures near 0
terefore, in spite of different techniques used, the two
f measurements yield almost the identical results. Bethat, the dielectric constants measured from singleAl samples of PZT also stayed almost constant at low
erasures. 12
"he results presented here provide direct evidence that
om temperature, domain walls make major contribu*to the dielectric and piezoelectric responses of PZT
'ials. This is consistent with the theoretical prediction
g Landau-Devonshire theory.4 At room temperature
intrinsic dielectric and piezoelectric contributions are
than 25% and about 37% of the total responses for

In PZT, there exist two groups of domain walls: IS80
wall and non-) SO wall. A major difference between these
two groups of walls is that ISO' walls are not ferroelastic
active, while non-ISO" walls are ferroelastic active. As a
result, ISOW wall motion will affect only the dielectric property and non-IS0" wall will affect both dielectric and piezoelectric properties. Hence, when one discusses domain-wall
contributions to the material responses, it is important to
know which kind of wall is active under weak driving field
because by enhancing only the non-ISO' wall activity one
can greatly improve the electromechanical coupling factor
of the material, and on the other hand, by enhancing only
the ISO' wall activity, the dielectric response of the material can be improved significantly without introducing
large dielectric losses, which are mostly caused by non-ISOW
wall motions,1 3 Currently, it seems to be widely believed
that for PZT and other ferroelectrics with perovskite structure, under weak external driving fields, the major part of
the domain-wall response is from non-1BSO walls and IS80
walls are almost idle. The reason is that I8O' wall width is
much narrower (probably on the order of one unit cell) in
comparison with non-180" walls,14 '.1 which implies that
there is a much steeper potential well for I8O' walls; therefore, a weak external field may not be able to induce substantial changes in the 18' wall structure. Experimentally,
there was no direct evidence to prove or disprove this;
however, the results presented here may not be consistent
with the idea that ISO' walls in PZT ceramics are idle.
From the results presented above, at room temperature,
the extrinsic contribution to the dielectric constant is larger
than that to the piezoelectric constant for PZT-500, while

"-S00, and 30% and | for PZT 52/48.
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this article, we presented a new cip
method, based on the notion that domain-wall
induced by weak external fields will not contrib'
hydrostatic piezoelectric response, to directly ev.
intrinsic and domain-wall contributions in a pit
sample. Using this method, the domaiti
intrinsic contributions to the piezoelectric and
responses and their temperature dependence
52/48 and PZT-500 ceramics are evaluated dii
In

Soo-

soceramic
30 351

FIG.a Tihe calculated extinasic piezoelectric and dielectric corsants, for
(a) PZT-SOO and (b) ?ZT 32/48; Wid crcles are extrinsic d33, openl
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should not significantly alter the conclusions pre
The consistency between the results
earler xpeimetal
esuts onfrmsthis point.

3

for MZT 52/48 they are almost the same (the ratio 43ý/d3 3
and 433/14 3). That is, increased domain-wall activities in
PZT-500 raise the dielectric constant more than the puzoelectric constant. The large increase in de is apparently
due to the increased activity in non- I8Or wall in PZT-500,
however, the disproportionate increase in e. may refiect
the fac that there are substantial increases in the ISO' wall
activity, too. In addition, as illustrated in Fig. 6, the extrinuic piezoelectric and dielectric contributions; show a
similar temperature dependence for both PZT-SOO and
PZT 52/48; however the ratio of de to e. (a/c., 1 ) for the
two materials is quite diferent. At room temperature, this
ratio is 0.2 pC/N for PZT 52/48 and less than 0.15S pC/N
for I'ZT-S00 In Other words, on average, corresponding to
the saepolarization change, the domain-wall motionsi

quantitatively. T'he data show that at tempertt
300 K the large change in the dielectric and pi-

propete with temperature is from the domain
tribution. Thie results confirm that most of didl
piezoelectric responses at room temperature for
iabs studied are from the domaik-wall oontribt;
data also show that in PZT-SOO, both IVO wal
IVO wall are moat likely active under weak ext
ing fields.
The experimental methods presented in this
be extended to a wide range of materials and
temperature range to study how various extere
ters change the extrinsic and intrinsic contuil:
their temperature-dependence behavior. In c,
with the analysis similar to that employed b
co-workers"6 and the information of the Polar
tribution in a material, one can quantitativel3
how the 18O" Wall and non-ISO' wall activitice
one varies various conditions.

will produce much less piezoelecri response in PZT-500
than in mZ 52/48 even though the poling level in PZT500 is higher. From the analysis by Han,'4 Arlt, lDeder-
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DOMAIN SWITCHING AND MICROCRACKING
DURING POLING OF LEAD ZIRCONATE
TITANATE CERAMICS
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(Received December 17, 1992)

The application of a DC electric field (poling) to a ferroelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT!) ceramic
aligns; domains in the field direction. The non lWt-domain switches involve mechaical defornations.
which are detected as acoustic emission signals. Concurrent with AE signals, electrical current pulses
arise from domain reorientations. When the poling fkWies large and domain switches are extensive,
the resulting deformations, under the constraint of neighboring domains or grains, may exceed the
elastic limit said cause microcracking. Ilse onset and propagation of microcracking during poling of
PZT easignalled by the appearance of continuous AE signals, unaccompanied by current pubses, in
contrast to mtennittent AE signals accompanied by corresponding current pulses during domain switching. The onse and extent of microcrackring established by this method isconfirmed by scanning electron
micrgrapl ain
md decrease in the value of piezoelectric coefficient (4&,)
and mechanical quality factor
(Q.). The amplitudle of AE signals due to domain switches are spread widely, while that of AE signals
caused by microcrscking occu insa nrarrw range around 50 db.

Keywords: Acoustic emission, PZT, dontain switcling, nuicrocaucln

INTRODUCTON
The polar direction of ferroelectric crystals can be changed by an applied electric
field. Due to the existence of many variants in the low temperature ferroelectric
phase, a ceramic (polycrystalline)sample contains many randomly oriented regions
of uniform Polarization, called domains, upon transforming from the high temperature non-ferroelectric (paraelectric) phase, thus eliminating net polarization.'
For many practical applications such as a piezoelectric device, the ceramic must
be Poled (i.e., subjected to a DC electric field) to align the polar axes as fully as
possible in the field direction so that the ceramic acquires a net (non-zero) polarization. 7The fact that only partial alignment of domains is possible in a ceramic is
reflected in the rounded D-E hysteresis loop compared to a square loop of a
ferroelectric single crystal, and in a spontaneous Polarization (P,) value of about

8e&C/cm 2 for aceramic versus 26ILCJCn2 for asingle crystal of Bar,0 3.1

Associated with the spontaneous polarization (P5), there is a spontaneous strain
(e1), which is Proportional to P,2. This strain is a consequence of the fact that the
polar a=i is elongted compared to other crystallogaphic axes. when the ferroelectric domain switches by IV0, there is no strain change and hence does not
affect its neighbboms On the other hand, domain reorientations by 9(0 cause maxtFasmmie adikeo Tatu Research Developmenst &Design Center, I MmsakgldaRced, Pme 411001,
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imum strain change, leading to intergranular stresses (Figure 1). Thus, domain
switching during the poling process proceeds to minimize the total energy and
accommodate the elastic deformation. For example, only 12% of the domains
switch by 90* upon application of an electric field to ceramic BaTi0 3 and half of
them revert back on removal of the field. 2 3 This constraint by surrounding grains
does not affect domain switches by 180, since no strain is involved in this case.
Extensive studies on BaTiO3 single crystals have shown 4-7 that the domain
switching is a nucleation and growth process. It starts with a wedge shaped domain
of the new polarization state, proceed with a fast forward growth ate and slow
sidewise growth rate, finally the wedge taking the shape of a stripe a joss the grain
or crystal. Ultimately the two 180' domain walls move sidewise to widen the new
polar region to complete the switching process.
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is a solid solution of ferroelectric lead titanate
(Pbl1iO 3) and antiferroelectric lead zirconate (PbZrO 3). A composition at 48%
PbTiO3-52% PbZrO3 exhibits a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB), separating
a tetragonal PbTiO 3-rich and a rhombohedral PbZrO3-rich ferroelectric phases.
Many properties (dielectric constant, piezoelectric coefficients, etc.) peak at this
Partiilly aligned
after poling

Random orientation of
domains before poling

tI',

I

t

4

4b

tt
Shape change induces micnoracking

FIGURE I Sdua

of domain anoe of a farodedric cemc WANe snd after poig.
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FIGURE 2 Schematic of experimnental arrangement used for simultaneous detection of acoustic emission and current pulses during poling of a ferroelectric ceramic.
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FIGURE 3 Acoustic enmisson count rate (a) and total AE counts (b) as a PZF ceramic (samaple C)
is poled to sumccessively higher fields. The curent pubes were observed at times indicated by triangles
Inthis and succeeding figures (4 and 5).
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FIGURE 4 Similar data as in FiSure 3 but for another sample B, poled till microcracking jut starts.

composition, presumably due to the increase in the number of energetically degenerate states which makes the switching of domains easier under the influence
of an electric field.' The higher Curie temperature (360*C vs 120*C), remanent
polarization (47 vs 8 pLC/cm 2) and piezoelectric coefficients make PZT far superior
to BaTiO 3 for piezoelectric applications. In fact, PZT is the leading electromechanical transducer material for over a quarter century and therefore is chosen for
the present study.
The effect of electric field on the extent of domain reorientations in PZT is
somewhat different in the tetragonal and rhombohedral phase regions. In tetragonal
PZT, it is estimated that 661% of all dipoles instead of the initial 16M%become
aligned within the sextant around the poling direction.9 On the other hand, dipoles
switch by 71°, 109 and 1800 in the rhombohedral phase. For PZT modified by
NbW* ion addition, it is suggested that 74% of the dipoles are present in the octant
around the policy direction.' The larger P, value and the higher degree of domain
orientation in PZT make the remanent polarization of PZT substantially higher
than that of BaTiO 3. The improvement in planar coupling coefficient (k.) of PZT
as a function of poling conditions (field, time and temperature) has been studied

by Chiang et a.

0

As already pointed out, the non-180r domain switches involve strain changes
and hence demand the coordination of neighbor domains. The microdeformations
arising from the domain wall movements, though small in magnitude, are detectable
by sensitive acoustic emission methods."-" The poling effects on acoustic velocity
and attenuation in poled and unpoled PZT ceramics were studied as a function of
temperature and frequency.' 4 Application of a large electric field (or mechanical
sess) can lead to microcracking, due to internal stresses." Electrically induced
microcracking in PZr has been shown to be dependent on grain size and
tetragona

t

and is detected by microscopya° and dielectric measurements.
"4.t6-19

The external parameters influencing the extent of microcracking are the poling
contditions (field, time and temperature).19"'2 Microcracking results in a deterio-
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FIGURE 6 Same as in Figure 5 for sample E but dte electric fied is retained for extenive micro.
cracking to occur, as indicated by continuous AE counts.

ration of electrical and mechanical properties of the ceramic 21 -23 and hence should
be minimized if not eliminated. Uchino et at. have studied AE signals in piezoelectric and electrostrictive actuators subjected to bipolar and unipolar electric fields
and also after repeated cycles of thermal shocking.3. They found that the unipolar
field does not lead to acoustic emission, unless the samples have suffered mechanical

damage as by thermal shocking.
The acoustic emission technique has recently been applied to the study of domain
switching, as well as the occurrence and recombination of microcracks in ferroelectric PbTiO3 ceramics as it is heated and cooled."
From the above discussion it is clear that poling is a critical process for achieving
optimum piezoelectric properties of a ferroelectuic ceramic. The domain reorientations which give rise to enhanced piezoelectric behavior alse give rise to mechanical stresses, which can lead to microcracking, if the induced stresses exceed
the elastic limit of the material. Therefore poling should be carried out to obtain
promaximum domain reorientation, but without the onset of the *oc
the
two
deformation
distinguish
means
to
reliable
cess, provided there is a simple,
processes.
The purpose of the present study is to delineate the microdeformations accompanying domain switching from those due to nicrocracking during poling of PZT
ceramics, as a contribution toward a better understanding and optimization of the
poling process. Simultaneous detection of acoustic emission and electrical current
pubes were employed in the study and the results are substanmated by scanning
and electrical property mts.
electron microgra
EXPERIMENTAL
Ceam* lead zirconte titmate (PZT) composition (52% PbZ.O 3, 48% PbTiO 3)

at the morphorp plase boundary (MPB) ,as prepared by conventional method.
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Sto'hiouetc pqopto of reagent grade oxide RbO from Hammond LAd
Product, Pottentown, Pennkyvama, ZrO2 from Harshaw Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and TiO2 from J. T. Baker Chemic Co., Phlfllpsbur, New Jercey)
were mixed in a polyethylene bottle for 12 hors SWng
etW alCo
as wetting
agent and 1w diameter Azrcok ball as rinding media. Exces lead oxide (0.5 wt%)
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FIGURES8 Number of AE hits vs amplitude foe samlples with (a) only domain reorientatiam (sample

C), (b) both domai reorientaiom and iniia mlcmaka (ample B) and (c)extnse mr ,•-cracki
(ample E). Note the scae change for (c) front (a) and (b).

was added to compensate for lead loss during calcination. The milled powder was
dried at SO'C for 24 hours and calcined at 90(0C for 24 hours. X-ray diffraction
examination confirmed the formation of the perovskite phase. Alter mixing with
2% polyvinyl alcohol binder, the powder was pressed into pellets at 105 MNa. The
binder was removed by heating at 3.50'C for three hours and 5.50"C for three hours.
The pellets were sintered at 1250 for five hours in closed crucibles in PbO
atnmosphre, at a rate of 5°C/main during heating and 3"Clrain during cooling.
Sintered PZT ceramic discs were polished to obtain two parallel faces, which
were then electroded with sputtered gold. The electroded disc is located in a suitable
holder and immersed in a silicone oil bath at 50'C. High DC field is applied in a
stepwise fashion from a power supply (T'red COR-A-TROL), while an alumina
A &. -A transducer is mounted at
rod serving as a wave guide rests on the ceramicL disc.
the other end of the wave guide. Acoustic emission signals are collected, filtered
and analyzed by appropriate electronic circuitry and displayed as counts or count
rate as a function of time (Locan 320 System from Physical Acoustics Corp.). The
schematic of the experimental aurrangement is shown in Figure 2. A microammeter
is placed in the voltage input lead of the poling circuit, to detect current pulses
arisin from domain switching, superimposed on leakage current.

After various stages of poling, the samples were examined for piezoelectric
coefficient,

4,, using a Berlincourt 4, meter;~ for mechanical

quality factor, Qi,,

wing IRE stndard method, and for mirsrcure and mircak from scanning

eectron micrograpbs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A PZLF ceramic sample (C) was poled in successive steps of increasing DC field at

intervas of Il0 sec, while acoustic e&-,sionmsinals and current pulses were recorded
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(Figure 3). No AE signals were detected until a poling field of 41 kv/cm was applied
(though a few current pulses were observed as soon as poling field 2 16 kv/cm was
applied). The current pulses (2-12 mA) were superimposed on a steady leakage
current of 0.5 to 3 mA. It can be seen that a substantial number of AE signals
occur as soon as the poling field is increased, though a smaller number of AE
counts were recorded at irregular time intervals during the application of a fixed
poling field, in agreement with earlier reports.12 Everytime AE counts occurred,
there were accompanying current pulses. Evidently both the AE and current pulses
arise from domain reorientations. After 800 sec, the field was reduced in steps to
zero at 1200 sec. While no AE counts were detected till the applied field was
dropped to zero, AE counts were indeed recorded nearly 60 sec after removal of
the field and these AE events may reflect domain reversals. The piezoelectric
coefficient, d33, of this sample was 333 ± 7 x 10- 2 C/N. The scanning electron

micrograph of this sample [Figure 7(b)] is similar to that of a virgin sample [Figure
7(a)] and does not show clear microcracking, though grain boundaries become
more obvious. The sample has a mechanical quality factory (Qw) of 89 (Table 1).
An example of a sample (B) which was subjected to a stepwise increase of the
poling field till microcracking just starts, as evidenced by continuous AE counts
instead of intermittent AE signals, is siown in Figure 4. The field was quickly
reduced to zero soon after the appearance of continuous AE counts. While current
pulses were observed corresponding to the intermittent AE signals, no current
pulses were observed during the continuous occurrence of AE counts. The d33 value
of this sample is lower at -200 x 10-12 ON and the scanning electron micrograph
does not show any significant microcracking (Figure 7(c)).
These results were confirmed with another PZT ceramic sample (SS) which shows
a large number of AE counts as soon as a poling field of 8 kv/cm is applied (poling
temperature 5V3C), but no further AE counts till the field applied was 25 kv/cm
at 300 sec (Figure 5). There were intermittent AE signals as the poling field was
increased stepwise from 25 kvycm to about 37 kv/cm at 600 sec (Figures 5(c) and
(d)]. In this regime AE counts were invariably accompanied by current pulses up
to 60 mA. As soon as continuous AE counts started appearing at about 620 sec,
the poling field was turned off. The AE counts continued which may indicate
domain reversals [Figures 5(e) and (f)]. Since the -micocracki process was quickly

interrupted, the d3 was nearly unaffected (350).
The stepwise poling of another sample (E) was continued beyond the occurrence
of intermittent AE signals accompanied by associated current pulses (of up to --40
mA) to the regime where AE counts occur continuously but no current pulses are
detected (Figure 6). We believe that the onset of continuous AE counts must signify
the beginning of nictrocrcking due to excessive mechanical stresses generated by
extensive domain switching. The poling field was reduced to zero at 480 sec but
AE counts persisted for sometime (at least up to 640 sec) suggesting further microcacking or propagation of cracks till adequate stress relief is attained. Due to
the extensive microcracking, the d3j value (119 x 10-12 C/N) and Qm were severely
affected (Table 1). The scanning electron micrograph of this sample |Figure 7(d))

shom extensive intergranular cracking.
The trshold amplitude for the AE eMpiments was set at 45 db. The distribution of the magnitude of the detected AE signals for thrm samples is given in

2M)
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Figure 8. It can be seen that the number of hits increases and the amplitude spread
decreases as the extent of microcracking changes from none to minor to extensive.
When acoustic emission signals arise from domain reorientations, their amplitude
reflects a wide range of accompanying microdeformations, depending upon the
original domain orientations and the magnitude of the poling field (Figure 8(a)].
On the other hand, the initiation and propagation of microcracking is driven by
stress concentrations in the ceramic and the corresponding AE signals occur in a
narrow amplitude range (Figure 8(c)j. The case where domain reorientations and
initial microcracking occur simultaneously represents an intermediate situation [Figure 8(b)]. This is in agreement with the observation of Pan and Cao,13 who state
that the AE signal amplitude is maximal at the polarization switching and minimal
when the poling is established. Iwasaki and Izumi"I also find that the peak of AE
counts occurs at lower amplitude range and the spread of amplitude narrow as the
poling field is increased.
CONCLUSIONS
Application of a DC field to ferroelectric ceramics (poling) causes domain reorientations in the field direction. All but the 180( domain switches involve dimensional changes leading to mechanical stresses due to the constraint of the
neighboring grains in a ceramic. When the stresses exceed the bonding strength
between grains, the ceramsc suffers microcracking, resulting in deterioration of
electrical (d33, kp, e, etc.) and mechanical (QM , strength, etc.) properties. The
present study established that concurrent AE counts and current pulses are observed when domain switches take place during poling. The onset and progress of
microcracking is signalled by continuous AE counts but no accompanying current
pulses. The delineation of domain switching from microcracking by this approach
is corroborated by changes in electrical and mechanical properties and scanning
electron micrographs and constitutes a simple, reWie, non-destructive in-situ
means to control the poling process to acheve optimum piezoelectric properties
in a ferroelectric ceramic.
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